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WWBT/RICHMOND, VA 
 

QUARTERLY LIST OF PROGRAMMING PROVIDING THE MOST 

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

July 1 – September 30, 2014 

The following issues were identified as significant and addressed by WWBT in 

order to serve the community and act in the public interest as set forth by the 

Federal Communications Commission: 

 

1. Crime/Safety including crime prevention, fire safety and police conduct. 

 

2. Education including education standards, school safety, and budget 

changes.  

 

3. Consumer Issues including local government issues, job opportunities 

and state of the economy. 

 

4. Health including health education and awareness, healthcare for the 

elderly, parenting and family issues and affordable healthcare.  

 

5. Politics including coverage of local, state, and federal governments, 

elected officials, and elections. 

 

6. Special Coverage of topics not listed above but are of interest to the 

community. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST 

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

WWBT-PRODUCED PROGRAMS 
 

PROGRAM DAYS TIMES 

12 News at 4:30AM 

12 News at 5:00AM 

Monday – Friday 

Monday – Friday 

4:30AM – 5:00AM 

5:00AM – 5:30AM 

12 News at Sunrise Monday – Friday 5:30AM – 6:00AM 

12 News Today Monday – Friday 6:00AM – 7:00AM 

12 News at Noon Monday – Friday 12:00PM – 12:30PM 

12 News First at 4 Monday – Friday 4:00PM – 4:30PM 

12 News at 5:00PM Monday – Friday 5:00PM – 5:30PM 

12 News at 5:30PM Monday – Friday 5:30PM – 6:00PM 

12 News at 6:00PM Monday – Sunday 6:00PM – 6:30PM 

12 News at 11:00PM Monday – Friday  

Saturday 

Sunday 

11:00PM – 11:35PM 

11:00PM – 11:30PM 

11:00PM – 11:35PM 

12 News Today Saturday Saturday 6:00AM – 7:00AM 

9:00AM – 10:00AM 

12 News Today Sunday Sunday 6:00AM – 7:00AM (9/7 – 9/28) 

7:00AM – 8:00AM 

9:00AM – 10:00AM 

Above start times may vary due to over-run of preceding sports programs. 

 

All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix 

of news, weather, sports, and issue-related features stories.  Issue-responsive 

program segments are usually one to three minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

indicated. 

 

12 On Your Side 

12 On Your Side is one of the flagship franchises of NBC12. Every year, thousands 

of people avail themselves of the services of the Call 12 volunteers for help in 

answering questions and solving problems. Many of those stories are profiled on 

Diane Walker's 12 On Your Side segments. While there are not solutions for 
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everything, the information provided on the problems and the solutions can 

affect all viewers. 

 

12 On Your Side Alerts 

12 On Your Side looks at possible scams that could be taking advantage of 

consumers. 

 

12 About Town 

A feature highlighting some of the events happening around the area. 

 

Acts of Kindness 

Every Tuesday at 5, NBC12 gives $300 to someone who wants to pay it forward 

to help someone or some group in need. The rules are: it can't be a relative and 

you have to pass it on within one hour.  Sabrina Squire reports on the people 

who call in, and the people they help. 

 

Call 12 

Call 12 volunteers are on location at the WWBT studios manning the phones 

weekdays from 11AM-1PM.  When the need arises, special Call 12 segments are 

aired to help distribute information and answer questions on particular subjects.  

The hotlines are opened from 5:00-6:30PM with experts in each individual 

subject manning the phones.   

 

Decision Virginia online blog at nbc12.com 

Reporter Ryan Nobles maintains this blog, reporting on information on local, state, 

and national politics. 

 

Discount Diva/More Bang for Your Buck 

A special segment on getting the most for your money. Jennifer Warnick reports.  

 

Healthcast 

Healthcast is a firm commitment from NBC12 on coverage of health issues.  

Throughout the day we feature the latest from the medical and health world 

during 12 News Today, First at 4, and the 5PM newscasts. 
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Neighborhood Health Watch 

Every Wednesday at 4pm, Ryan Nobles reports on health alerts, and some of the 

most common complaints in local doctors’ offices.  

 

PolitiFact 

In partnership with the Richmond Times-Dispatch. NBC12 presents PolitiFact. 

The segment tracks statements and advertisements put out by people holding 

and running for office in Virginia. It then determines their truth on an easy to 

understand scale. Ryan Nobles reports on Tuesday and Thursday at 4pm.  

 

Restaurant Report 

Have you ever wondered just how clean your favorite restaurant is?  Every Thursday 

night at 11pm, NBC12 keeps you informed of the area’s best and worst restaurants 

according to the health department.  Heather Sullivan reports. 

 

Education Editorials 

WWBT education specialist Dr. William C. Bosher, Jr. presents views on educational 

issues in the community.  Dr. Bosher is currently the executive director of the 

Commonwealth Educational Policy Institute and distinguished professor at 

Virginia Commonwealth University.  He previously served as Virginia’s 

Superintendent of Public Instruction, and was the superintendent of the Henrico 

and Chesterfield County public school systems.   
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NBC NETWORK PROGRAMS 

 

Early Today Monday – Friday   4:00AM – 4:30AM 

A comprehensive look at overnight news, the day ahead, plus the latest weather 

from across the nation. Viewers can expect the latest headlines in world and 

national news, as well as regular segments on business, sports and 

entertainment. 

 

Today Show Monday – Friday   7:00AM – 10:00AM 

 Monday – Friday   11:00AM-12:00PM 

This four-hour network program provides the latest in international and domestic 

news, weather reports and interviews with newsmakers from the world of politics, 

business, media, entertainment, and sports.  WWBT provides local five-minute 

news updates at 7:26AM, 7:56AM, 8:26AM, 8:56AM, 9:26AM, and 9:55AM; and a 

one-minute traffic update at 11:26AM. 

 

NBC Nightly News Monday – Friday, 6:30PM – 7:00PM 

This half-hour network program anchored by Brian Williams provides reports and 

analysis of the day’s most newsworthy national and international events. 

 

Regular features include the "Fleecing of America," an examination of government 

waste, "Making a Difference," profiles of remarkable individuals who help others, 

and "In Their Own Words," segments in which individuals talk about the day’s 

news. 

 

Every evening, Williams takes viewers “In Depth” with a longer-form piece 

examining the top news story of the day. 

 

Dateline NBC  

The multi-night franchise, supplemented by frequent specials, allows NBC to 

consistently and comprehensively present the highest-quality reporting, 

investigative features, breaking news coverage and newsmaker profiles. 
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Today, Weekend Edition Saturday, 7:00AM – 9:00AM 

 Sunday, 8:00AM – 9:00AM 

The weekend broadcasts continue the "Today" tradition of covering breaking 

news, interviewing newsmakers, reporting on a variety of popular-culture and 

human-interest stories, covering health and finance issues and presenting the 

latest weather reports. 
 

NBC Nightly News – Weekend Saturday – Sunday 6:30PM – 7:00PM 

The weekend editions of “NBC Nightly News” provide complete and timely reports 

on national and international events that take place on Saturday and Sunday. 
 

Meet the Press Sunday, 10:00AM – 11:00AM 

  

Every Sunday morning for over 60 years, millions of Americans tune in to get 

answers from U.S. and world leaders, and hear analysis, discussion and review of 

the week’s political events from noted journalists and experts. Acclaimed by 

conservatives and liberals, newsmakers and television critics, "Meet the Press" 

consistently makes Monday morning headlines and has become the most quoted 

television program in the world. 

 
NOTE: NBC sports programs may necessitate the pre-emption or rescheduling of 

various network news programs. 
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SYNDICATED PROGRAMS 

 

America Now Weekdays, 2:05AM (7/1 – 9/5) 

  

A hour-long weekly newsmagazine hosted by Bill Rancic presents viewers with 

“news you can use” – on lifestyle, health and finance issues that Americans deal 

with every day. 

 

Inside Edition Monday – Friday, 4:30PM – 5:00PM 

 Monday – Friday, 7:30PM – 8:00PM 

 Sunday, 11:35PM – 12:05AM 

  

This half-hour daily newsmagazine presents a compelling mix of hard-hitting 

investigations, exclusive newsmaker interviews and incisive human-interest 

stories. 

 

 

On The Money Sundays, 6:30AM – 7:00AM 

 Sundays, 1:35AM – 2:00AM 

“On The Money” is a half-hour weekly series that capitalizes on the vast 

journalistic resources of the world's leading financial publication to deliver the 

most timely, in-depth information and insights about global business and finance 

in the industry. 
  



WWBT-PRODUCED NEWS PROGRAMMING

3rd Quarter 2014 

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/2/2014 6PM 12OYS ALERT Dominion Virginia Power Customers you need to be on alert. The 

company posted this warning on its website. It says criminals are 

gaining access to homes by posing as utility workers. Dominion says 

employees rarely need to enter a home to provide service. If you feel 

threatened, call police. And if you would like to verify an employee's 

ID, call Dominion. Bank of America customers you are constant targets 

for cyber criminals.Emails like this look legit and even come with a logo 

and appear to be c...

1:34

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/9/2014 6PM 5K RUN REFUNDS If you signed up for the Electric Foam  5K, then you've probably seen 

these pictures on its Facebook Page.The run was planned in cities 

across the country and promised fun electric music and tons of 

Bubbles. While it looks exciting, runners in some states say it's not all 

it's cracked up to be. Participants say it was nothing like those pictures 

online; runners claimed it was false advertising.Some in Wisconsin 

claim this was the machine used to produce the bubbles. A frustrated 

runner created t...

1:51

Crime & Public Safety 9/7/2014 11PM SUNDAY 911 STAIR CLIMB Its hard to forget these gripping images that gave way to sorrow and 

tragedy bringing a nation to its knees.  13 years later the United States 

has healed but the lives that were lost will never be forgotten. On 

Sunday hundreds of Richmond Firefighters climbed 22 flights of stairs 

five times to honor 343  brothers and sisters who climbed the 110 story 

twin towers, some making the ultimate sacrifice. "Just doing the event 

brings back an emotional connection to those firefighters because I 

have the...

1:30

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/4/2014 6PM AIRPORT SECURITY TAX it's happening july 21st just weeks away. passengers at all u.s. airports 

will see the fee increase every time they fly.  you can blame uncle sam 

for the tax hike.--------------------------------------------------------------

--------   every time you check in at an airport you are paying a list of 

fees, competing with the t.s.a. lines you wait in, before boarding the 

plane.     some fees are obvious.  others are harder to see.   get this, 

you actually pay to stand in those t.s.a.  lines.      af...

1:57

Crime & Public Safety 9/23/2014 11PM Tuesday ALARM SYSTEM FAILURES Building BACK...what was LOST...  ...after a FIRE gutted Emily Garrett's 

house in Bartlett.  Right over HERE...the KEYPAD to her alarm 

system...installed by Security Enterprises of Bartlett.  Security 

Enterprises is Better Business Bureau-accredited...with an A+ rating.  

Garrett's been a customer for four years...$38 a month for 24-hour 

monitoring.  But both Security Enterprises and the Bartlett Fire 

Department confirm... the NIGHT of the fire...  ...the 24-hour-

monitored alarm FAILED.  She said...

1:32



WWBT-PRODUCED NEWS PROGRAMMING

3rd Quarter 2014 

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Crime & Public Safety 9/17/2014 11PM Wednesday ALEXIS MURPHY FAMILY REAX MISSING 18-YEAR OLD HANNAH GRAHAM... A POSTER MUCH LIKE THE 

ONE WE JUST SAW A YEAR AGO FOR MISSING 17-YEAR-OLD ALEXIS 

MURPHY.  "It's really indescribable. There are no words. Words have 

not been written or found to describe what it's like every morning to go 

to bed every night wondering where somebody that you love is and not 

having a clue."     ALEXIS MURPHY'S AUNT ..TRINA MURPHY..SAYS IT 

WAS AN INSTANT SINKING FEELING IN HER STOMACH ..WHEN SHE 

HEARD JUST 30 MILES FROM WHERE ALEXIS DISAPPEARED...

1:41

Health 8/20/2014 5PM Wednesday ALS "you can see the atrophy, that is all muscle atrophy"Hollister Lindley no 

longer has absolute control of her hands or legs.It's hard to believe this 

woman was once  a competitive swimmer and in good health --Until 

the disease-- ALS took over."i can't dress myself, i can't put on 

shoes"Now confined to a wheelchair-- she needs help almost all hours 

of the day.ALS is a disorder affecting the nerve cells in the brain and 

spinal cord.  Hollister's symptoms started with numbness in her right 

hand."Peo...

1:33

Special Coverage 7/10/2014 11PM Thursday AMERICAN IDOL AUDITIONS So.. you want to try out for American Idol.. but you aren't sure how to 

stand out..Well I went to work and I can tell you that..THIS IS HOW 

YOU AUDITION FOR AMERICAN IDOL. The first thing to know is that 

you won't be alone..   "I'm expecting a very long wait with a lot of 

people.. probably singing the same exact songs."Daniel Speed will be 

there Tuesday.. ready for his shot at fame.  "We could of hand it all!!  

Speed is prepared and even more importantly he is confident.  "I am 

expecting to make...

1:39

Special Coverage 9/23/2014 5PM Tuesday AOK COACH WILLIAMS It's another season of unlimited football for the Hopewell Devils, 176 

kids strong, age 4 through 13.sot 3:06:52 ( voice of Herb Williams) 

"here you can advance the ball no matter what size you are"Athletic 

Director Herb Williams has devoted nearly a decade with The Devils as 

a volunteer coach.sot 3:03 "i love the game of football and I want to 

keep kids active and off the street"This husband and father focuses as 

much on life skills as he does football technique.(Williams)sot  

03:03:42 "safety,...

2:14

Education 9/1/2014 6PM BACK TO SCHOOL PREPS Tanaquil Mosby/ Cedar street baptist church " if they go to school 

feeling good then they will have a good day." (please cover)That's the 

whole idea behind the first annual "day of beauty" held at cedar street 

baptist church in church hill.More than 100 children of all ages showed 

up to get a new do before they head back to class and they came from 

just about everywhere. Tanaquil Mosby " they are coming from henrico, 

they are coming from hanover, chesterfield, richmond, church hill and 

the south...

1:47



WWBT-PRODUCED NEWS PROGRAMMING

3rd Quarter 2014 

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Crime & Public Safety 9/16/2014 11PM Tuesday BEDFORD LYON SISTERS SEARCH Investigators have left for the night, except for a few Virginia State 

Police troopers who are guarding this area. Residents tell me up this 

driveway there's a cemetery and for the last several days that's where 

police agencies have been focusing their investigation." "What have 

you been seeing?"  "Police cars whizzing up and down this road."Paul 

Amos and his wife Frances have lived here on Taylor Mountain for more 

than 50 years. In fact, his wife was born in this secluded area of 

Bedford County...

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 8/26/2014 5PM Tuesday BENEATH THE SURFACE At just 14-years-old, Ravyn Carico is a certified life saver.  Memorial 

Day weekend...Ravyn's little sister Autumn and her friend Kyra were 

playing in the pool...when Kyra began to sink.  Ravyn jumped in - and 

with the help of her parents - pulled Kyra out of the water - LIFELESS.       

Ravyn performed CPR while someone else at the party called 911.   

Kyra's grandmother arrived when the ambulance did.    Thanks to 

Ravyn's quick thinking...Kyra is alive today.   

2:57

Crime & Public Safety 8/11/2014 11PM Monday BIKE BOULEVARD APPROVED You can’t miss the bikers here along Floyd Avenue that’s why the city 

has chosen this stretch for a half million dollar bike boulevard…but is it 

a nicety or necessity, "Uh I think it's a necessity, but I think it will be 

really nice when it's done."Take a look it’s got the backing of the Fan 

District Association…despite concerns about what the project could 

mean parking in the already congested area. "We're trying to get more 

people walking and biking. There's a lot of the population that says t...

1:43

Crime & Public Safety 8/12/2014 4PM BIKE BOULEVARD APPROVED You can’t miss the bikers here along Floyd Avenue that’s why the city 

has chosen this stretch for a half million dollar bike boulevard…but is it 

a nicety or necessity, "Uh I think it's a necessity, but I think it will be 

really nice when it's done."Take a look it’s got the backing of the Fan 

District Association…despite concerns about what the project could 

mean parking in the already congested area. "We're trying to get more 

people walking and biking. There's a lot of the population that says t...

1:42

Crime & Public Safety 7/11/2014 11PM FRIDAY BIKE BOULEVARD IN THE FAN have you heard...a bike boulevard could be coming to the fanAbbott 

Bailey 9:20 to 9:21 "Encouraging people to get on their bikes is 

great."many in the cycling community are thrilled...Kevin Duignan 

10:21 to 10:25 "I think the concept would be a big boost to the local 

bicylce community." but some people living in this area say...Cindy 

Gantnier " 34:10 to 34:14 "I think it stinks. You think it stinks? I 

do."cindy's concerned about parking...34:51 to 34:57 "I said I may 

have to move. It's just that...

1:38



WWBT-PRODUCED NEWS PROGRAMMING

3rd Quarter 2014 

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/24/2014 11PM Thursday BLESSED DAY LAWSUIT Polly Neace doesn't just go to church on sundays...She says she lives 

her beliefs every day...So, Monday through Friday... when she was 

working as a teller at this U-S Bank in kentucky, she would say the 

same thing to every bank customer she came in contact with.Which 

didn't appear to be a problem with customers... at first.But NBC12 

obtained a code of ethics violation Neace received in march of 2011 

from the bank. It claims that in addition to several customers 

complaining about her telling the...

2:30

Crime & Public Safety 7/21/2014 11PM Monday BONNIE SANTIAGO SEARCH I am just thinking about her every day and every night whether she is 

okay or not      TEARS OF FRUSTRATION AND WORRY FROM TRACI 

SANTIAGO, AS SHE SHARES PHOTOS OF HER MOTHER. . . BONNIE 

SANTIAGO. me and her always does gone shop like grocery shopping 

together we take the kids and do stuff together     BONNIE SANTIAGO 

IS CLOSE TO HER FAMILY -- LIVING WITH HER DAUGHTER -- AND 

SEEING HER GRANDCHILDREN EVERY CHANCE SHE HAD.     THAT'S 

WHY -- FOR TRACI SANTIAGO AND FAMILY FRIEND AMBER MORRIS, 

NOT MUC...

1:36

Special Coverage 7/31/2014 5PM Thursday BOTCHED HAIRCUT Training camp is tough for all players. But for rookies....it can be 

downright ugly.  Last night, one Redskin learned that the hard way....

1:54

Crime & Public Safety 7/15/2014 11PM Tuesday CALABASH SEAFOOD CAMERAS Dennis Smith never wavered on what his bathroom security cameras 

were actually capturing... "...Pointing at the door right here, so you can 

see somebody's face."         Dennis insisted the camera- right above 

the stall- never recorded customers using the toilet or urinal."The 

cameras that were in these bathrooms were for security reasons only, 

and nothing inappropriate was taped by them."       But-- Dennis was 

slapped with criminal charges after footage revealed a band member 

changing in his b...

1:30

Health 9/4/2014 11PM Thursday CAMERON GALLAGHER RACE Susan Bahorich, reporting: Work is underway for the Speak Up 5k.  The 

event is in memory of Cameron Gallagher. Cameron suffered from 

depression.  She battled her illness through running.  And, while she’s 

not physically here to run this race, her family says this was her 

brainchild and hope money raised by the event will help other teens 

battling depression. " The Gallagher family is turning tragedy into 

triumph.David Gallagher, Cameron’s Dad: A 16-year-old kid has 

effectively changed the world...

1:33

Health 9/5/2014 4PM CAMERON GALLAGHER RACE Susan Bahorich, reporting: Work is underway for the Speak Up 5k.  The 

event is in memory of Cameron Gallagher. Cameron suffered from 

depression.  She battled her illness through running.  And, while she’s 

not physically here to run this race, her family says this was her 

brainchild and hope money raised by the event will help other teens 

battling depression. " The Gallagher family is turning tragedy into 

triumph.David Gallagher, Cameron’s Dad: A 16-year-old kid has 

effectively changed the world...

1:33



WWBT-PRODUCED NEWS PROGRAMMING

3rd Quarter 2014 

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/29/2014 6PM CANCELED CONCERT "After months of advertising and planning a concert for gospel artist 

Tamela Mann was supposed to hosted here at this church in Petersburg 

now that concert has been cancelled many people who bought tickets 

are upset and want their money back."    And late this afternoon, we 

got the answers people are looking for when we heard back from the 

concert organizers, "Sisters Reaching Sisters" ministries.  They told us 

over the phone that people who purchased tickets can get their money 

back or have the...

1:33

Crime & Public Safety 9/23/2014 6PM CAR BREAKINS Farzana Miles/Resident " quiet not much activity that goes during the 

night." (please cover)That's how Farzana miles describes the apartment 

complex she's lived in for about a year.But monday night was a 

different story. Someone who lives here noticed a person in the 

parkiing lot that seemed to be up to no good.They were we're right, 

according to henrico police a suspect entered 10 cars and took things 

from the vehicles. farzana Miles/Resident "I don't leave anything 

visable in the car for anyon...

1:35

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/2/2014 6PM CAR RECALL WEBSITE ((DIANE'S TAPED INTRO))      This new database is only available 

online. But, the N.H.T.S.A.says the search tool gives drivers peace of 

mind knowing that the vehicle that they're driving, or thinking of 

buying is free of safety defects. --------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------                                      

PKG    It's not uncommon to find someone who has had a vehicle 

recall."I had a recall on my truck. I have a 2001 Silverado."But, gett...

1:55

Crime & Public Safety 7/1/2014 5 30PM CARLSON PRELIM HEARING  "An emotional day in court today as Meg Menzies husband testified 

before a judge recounting that emotional day he lost his wife."     

Hanover doctor Michael Carlson had nothing to say as he entered court.     

Inside, he listened as prosecutors played a recording of the 911 call he 

made the morning jogger Meg Menzies was hit and killed.     In it, 

Carlson admits to veering off of the road.(brent solomon - hanover 

county) "Megs husband says the two we...

1:56

Crime & Public Safety 7/4/2014 5PM Friday CARYTOWN GUNS 01:18:10 Chrystina Head/Richmond " men carrying long guns down 

cary street is not exactly soemthing you'd expect to see and it 

definately gets people talking but that's what two richmond men say 

they want to do, start a conversation."01:05:04 Jason Spitzer/Gun 

Activist " i"ve been called the scum of the earth, i've been called every 

name in the book."Jason Spitzer says those names don't bother him. 

He says his goal is to educate people and not intimidate them by 

carrying both his guns openly  wh...

1:45

Crime & Public Safety 9/22/2014 11PM Monday CFIELD CHILD ABUSE CASE This sign on the home's front door sends a strong message- from 

Jacklyn Owens' roomate.  “A working piece of shi*& mother that 

deserves each and every year of the maxium sentence. Rot in prison. 

“2:09 Natasha Gray, Lived in Home - "He said everyone deserves to 

see what jacklyn had done and everybody deserves to know. "Natasha 

Gray says her ex-boyfriend put the sign up, and that he's the one that 

called Child Protective Services for help. Gray lived in the home briefly 

with the family- and says t...

1:59



WWBT-PRODUCED NEWS PROGRAMMING

3rd Quarter 2014 

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Crime & Public Safety 7/18/2014 11PM Friday CFIELD OVERGROWN HOME "The sight stops many dead in their tracks--- many in this Chesterfield 

community say they want this problem cut out!" "It really does look a 

mess, its kind of an eyesore" Renita Copeland has lived here for over 

twenty years and has never seen a problem quite like this. Grass at the 

now abandoned home across the street growing so high and out of 

control it nearly reaches the road. So who is responsible? "I would 

assume that is the counties responsibility but as a homeowner I think 

we have a resp...

1:38

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/10/2014 6PM CFIELD WATER PARK SOT-Sujata Jamdar, resident: We don't want anything behind us, 

especially a water park.  "The Jamdars are like a lot of families in 

Chesterfield County's "The Terraces" neighborhood.  Word that a multi-

million dollars entertainment complex could be moving in, has them 

wondering if it's time to time to move out.49:27.00-35Subhash 

Jamdar: One is security, the other is property values- that's my 

concern so far. "nats- meeting @ 26:14.00-19Steve Uphoff: We're 

looking to put a 300-room hotel and conv...

1:35

Education 7/26/2014 11P SATURDAY CHAPEL CLOSING An update now on the chapel at Washington and Lee University.    It's 

expected to Re-Open monday, after it was cosed for the weekend over 

safety concerns.  The school's Facebook page says it received 

threatening letters, emails and calls after removing replica confederate 

flags earlier this month.    Hundreds visit Rockbridge county every 

weekend, and the director of tourism tells us many of Lexington's 

visitors go to that city specifically to visit the Civil War attractions.    

And some argue t...

2:25

Crime & Public Safety 9/16/2014 11PM Tuesday CHARLOTTEVILLE MISSING CASES There have been tracking dogs, special crews called in to help in the 

search. A social media push- and a search all too familiar to the 

Unviersity of Virginia.  "It’s hard not to think Morgan Harrington!" "I 

agree." Is that reasonable?  Absolutely.  "And I think you can actually 

take it beyond that."Harrington disappeared from UVA's campus just a 

few years ago. Her body later found in a field- and her killer never 

found. Decades ago now- there was Alicia Showalter - later found dead - 

her killer...

1:43

Health 9/25/2014 11PM Thursday CHEMICAL BURN INVESTIGATION "i don't cry much but this was something that i had to cry about. it's a 

pain i don't ever want to feel again."THE PAIN --- SEVERE BURNS 

ACROSS MATTHEW ROBINSON'S CHEST AND BACK. "when they were 

cleaning his wounds i had to leave the room i couldn't hear him cry like 

that anymore."HIS MOTHER CHIMENE (SHI-MAIN) JULES SAYS WHILE 

IT MAY NOT HAVE BEEN AN ACT OF MALICE... IT WAS 

NEGLIGENCE.LAST MONDAY, SPRINGBROOK HIGH BROUGHT IN A 

CREW TO DISINFECT THE BOYS FOOTBALL LOCKER ROOM BECAUSE 

THEY WERE CON...

1:36



WWBT-PRODUCED NEWS PROGRAMMING

3rd Quarter 2014 

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Health 9/26/2014 4PM CHEMICAL BURN INVESTIGATION "i don't cry much but this was something that i had to cry about. it's a 

pain i don't ever want to feel again."THE PAIN --- SEVERE BURNS 

ACROSS MATTHEW ROBINSON'S CHEST AND BACK. "when they were 

cleaning his wounds i had to leave the room i couldn't hear him cry like 

that anymore."HIS MOTHER CHIMENE (SHI-MAIN) JULES SAYS WHILE 

IT MAY NOT HAVE BEEN AN ACT OF MALICE... IT WAS 

NEGLIGENCE.LAST MONDAY, SPRINGBROOK HIGH BROUGHT IN A 

CREW TO DISINFECT THE BOYS FOOTBALL LOCKER ROOM BECAUSE 

THEY WERE CON...

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 9/23/2014 11PM Tuesday CHILD ABUSE CASE FOLLOW UP “That is inhumane. you don't do stuff like that to people. Especially 

children. Your own children?" Michael Carothers talking about his 

roommate Jacklyn Owens  --- facing charges of child abuse, neglect, 

and assault and battery of her 1-year-old and 4-month-old... He posted 

this note on the family home..."You can see it right there.  A worthless 

piece of s*** mother that deserves each and every year of the 

maximum sentence in prison. And that's where she needs to rot, and I 

signed it."According...

1:58

Health 7/22/2014 11PM Tuesday CHILD WITH RARE DISEASE Tucker Ward's joyous laughter is music to his parent's ears.   Bryon and 

Ashley Ward don't know how much more time they have with their 6 

and a half year old son.   Tucker suffers from a rare incurable disease 

called Type A Sanfilippo Syndrome, a genetic malfunction in the 

metabolism.   At age one he wasn't progressing like other kids his age.    

After seeing every kind of doctor imaginable - genetic testing revealed 

the devastating diagnosis.    

2:56

Education 9/2/2014 6PM CITY REAL ESTATE TAX "Schools like Elkhardt Middle behind me, are on the list for much 

needed repairs. But the mayor says, the city needs to take a close look 

at which of those fixes are urgent, and which of those can wait a little 

bit."  Mayor Dwight Jones proactively addressed the anticipated 

backlash from a proposed one-cent real estate tax cut."I know some 

may be questioning my call for a reduction in the real estate tax at a 

time when our schools are calling for more resources."Richmond public 

schools reported...

1:56

Crime & Public Safety 9/9/2014 6PM COBB MOTHER It's been said justice means different things to different people. There 

was no hesitation as Marty Cobb's mother discussed her feelings on her 

son's accused killer Mairese Washington.After a dramatic interview the 

day after Marty was beaten to death behind their home, as he tried to 

save his sister from an alleged sexual assault by a teenager the 

children knew, and what was described as bizarre behavior at his 

funeral, we haven't heard much from Sharain Spruill.Now, she'll go to 

court tomorrow...

1:30
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Crime & Public Safety 8/21/2014 6PM COLLEGE ASSAULT Right now, there is a flurry of activity on campuses throughout the 

state as new students begin classes. Emily Renda hopes those 

freshmen don't start their college experience like she did. She was just 

six weeks into her first year at UVA when she became a statistic.Emily 

never made a report.The now-22-year-old, who graduated just three 

months ago, says there are things that would have made a difference 

in her case.That's why she's serving on the governor's new task 

force.The group will figure o...

1:34

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/16/2014 6PM COMPUTER CALLS Cyber crooks want your money and they are calling you to get it. A 

persistent scam is the bogus Computer Tech Support Call. Criminals 

claim they are with a major computer company -- Microsoft even has  

warning on its website. The pitch, something is wrong with your 

computer and the caller can fix it now, for a price; typically hundreds of 

dollars. Tom Gallagher, with the Richmond BBB says seniors are most 

vulnerable due to their lack of computer knowledge . The longer they 

can keep you on the ph...

2:17

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/18/2014 11PM Friday COMPUTER CALLS Cyber crooks want your money and they are calling you to get it. A 

persistent scam is the bogus Computer Tech Support Call. Criminals 

claim they are with a major computer company -- Microsoft even has  

warning on its website. The pitch, something is wrong with your 

computer and the caller can fix it now, for a price; typically hundreds of 

dollars. Tom Gallagher, with the Richmond BBB says seniors are most 

vulnerable due to their lack of computer knowledge . The longer they 

can keep you on the ph...

2:17

Crime & Public Safety 8/4/2014 6PM CULPEPER HOMICIDES An entire family is devastated -- and barely able to hold it together."it's 

just a shock, numb feeling like i would never in a million years thought 

my uncle was capable of that."According to the Culpeper sheriff -- a 

preliminary investigation shows Clarence Washington shot and killed 

his family before turning the gun on himself.It happened Sunday night 

at the family's home off of Rixeyville Road.The victims: his wife Shauna 

Washington, and their daughters Omesha, Oniya and Olivia.Shauna's 

famil...

1:32

Special Coverage 8/4/2014 11PM Monday CULPEPER MURDER SUICIDE LATE "he was my son. I gave birth to him and…”Barbara--a distraught 

mother still coming to grips with the death or her son and his entire 

family in an apparent murder suicide. “It’s satanic. It’s demonic. It’s 

filthy. It’s disgusting, and it needs to stop.”This 35 year old mother, 

Shauna Washington, along with her  4-year-old Olivia, 6-year-old Oniya 

and 13-year-old Onesha, all found dead.  "They didn’t deserve to live 

like this or die like this.”Most likely deputies say at the hands of 

Barbara's son...

1:42
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Special Coverage 8/6/2014 11PM Wednesday CULPEPER MURDER SUICIDE VIGILS "People came from near and far tonight…as a matter of fact they had to 

put chairs out here at the front of the church….the whole idea was to 

quote praise and pray their way through this tragedy."“All you folks 

that want to be mad at the world…not here and not tonight.”This 

community coming to together pray... “I pray God for peace that 

passes all understanding.”And  praise their way through the 

unthinkable... “We believe that you can take a mess and yet make a 

message tonight God.”Three little g...

1:58

Crime & Public Safety 9/22/2014 11PM Monday DEAD WOMAN CALLING to quote a regulator- we've gotten to the point where consumers really 

can't trust caller ID. Because now someone or something is spoofing 

your caller ID with dead people's phone numbers to get you to answer 

the call.   The CALLS...   ...keep COMING The number on her caller 

ID...STRANGE.Every CALL...the same SALES PITCH... Yet THIS time, 

Catrina Hare's caller I-D...revealed a NAME...  "Mary Mooney".   We 

found Mary Mooney.  Five years TOO LATE.  She's been dead for FIVE 

YEARS. Telecom regulators...

2:28

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/29/2014 6PM DEBT COLLECTION There are a number of factors that find more and more consumers in 

over their heads in debt.(rebecca gershowitz - clear point credit 

counseling)  "We see a lot of people who have had to have a reduction 

of income to keep their job or they've been in a position where they're 

used to having an increase year after year and that increase has 

stopped."    All while the cost of living continues to rise.   Rebecca 

Gershowitz with Clear Point Credit Counseling says it's no surprise a 

new study finds...

1:50

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/27/2014 6PM DEBT COLLECTION An NBC 12 viewer received this email, after reading it, red flags went 

up, and they contacted 12 On Your Side to warn others. It's long and 

looks official -- we read it and the bottom line, the sender is after your 

money. The message claims you owe an old debt and if you don't pay, 

you cold be in legal trouble. Patrick Siewert, with Professional Digital 

Forensic Consulting,  says don't let the email scare you. The BBB says 

the company behind the email, is ACS Incorporation Collection, located 

in...

1:41

Health 7/21/2014 11PM Monday DIGGING UP DANGER Spur the golden retriever is somewhat of a celebrity.   The 4 year old 

was featured at a recent Veterinary conference for his amazing story of 

survival.   Brister Shum  says Spur was struggling to breathe, lost part 

of his eyesight and developed skin lesions.   Blastomycosis is a disease 

caused by a fungus that lives in moist soil. Professor Terry Hill says the 

fungi  looks for organic material to grow - like decomposing wood and 

leaves.     

2:36
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Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/23/2014 6PM DINAR INVESTMENT If you have some money to invest, be warned everything that glitters is 

not gold. Professor Corey Bunting, with VCU's Capital Marketing Center 

says hype surrounding Iraqi Dinar Currency investment may not live up 

to expectations. While buying foreign currency is a common investment 

tool, watch out for the implied return on your money.  Many people are 

promised that the Dinar, which trades at about one thousand -- to one 

U.S. Dollar -- will  regain it's former value of three U.S. Dollars per 

Dina...

2:07

Health 7/17/2014 11PM Thursday DOG FLIPPING INVESTIGATION It was one of the hardest decisions Brandi Norton ever had to make.  

Brandi had adopted a young - affectionate Cockerspaniel, that her 

family named Lacey....but after just a few months in their home - 

problems were developing.  It wasn't the dog's fault - she was fine - it 

was everyone else, two out of t he three people in her household were 

getting sick!   Brandi Norton/Had to give up her dog  TC-

5:47:53KICKING IN AS WELL..."So, she went on Craigslist and created 

an ad - offering to give away L...

1:53

Crime & Public Safety 8/27/2014 6PM DOG SPEEDING UPDATE Who could forget Anthony Bizarro's touching story-- The south side 

man believes speeding on his road, which drivers use as a cut through 

between Huguenot and Cherokee, cost him a member of his family--his 

rescue dog Bryant was killed when he ran across the street and was 

run over by a cement-mixer.Our questions for the city prompted the 

Department of Public Works to conduct a speed study in the 

neighborhood.It confirms what we showed you more than three months 

ago-- DPW engineers noted drivers g...

1:48

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/30/2014 6PM DRUG CARD (PKG)If this card was mailed to you -- join the club -- other viewers 

have emailed our newsroom about receiving the offer. It sounds like a 

good deal. The card is free and claims you can save up to 75 percent 

off your medicine. But experts say one of the biggest concerns is 

consumer privacy.Dr. Sarah Gaffney, is a Pharmacist with Chippenham 

and Johnston Willis hospitals says, she has  received that offer and red 

flags went up. We also took a closer look at that privacy policy and 

there are some...

2:16

Health 9/10/2014 5PM Wednesday DSS INVESTIGATION Until recently, Charli Williams lived in constant worry--Her's were not 

just the typical concerns of a single mother--Williams is a single mother 

of three children *who don't have insurance.* The 24-year-old couldn't 

get coverage for her kids through her job.She signed up for Medicaid 

through healthcare.gov and then waited to hear back from the city of 

Richmond, which adminsters the benefits.For her kids, Charli couldn’t 

give up. It took talking to a deputy director this summer to finally get 

he...

2:07
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Health 9/17/2014 11PM Wednesday E VIRUS CASES IN VIRGINIA It's scary stuff- kids in hospitals, struggling to breathe. But so far, 

doctors at St. Mary's say no child has needed a ventilator and no one 

has died because of EV-D68. And though the number of kids coming to 

the hospital for help is up-- most kids are able to go back home in just 

2-3 days. Interestingly, adults don't seem to be getting the virus -- and 

cases in kids under two are rare.Most at risk are school aged, about 6 

years old. And asthmatic children seem most vulnerable.  "We’re not 

exac...

1:38

Health 9/18/2014 4PM E VIRUS CASES IN VIRGINIA It's scary stuff- kids in hospitals, struggling to breathe. But so far, 

doctors at St. Mary's say no child has needed a ventilator and no one 

has died because of EV-D68. And though the number of kids coming to 

the hospital for help is up-- most kids are able to go back home in just 

2-3 days. Interestingly, adults don't seem to be getting the virus -- and 

cases in kids under two are rare.Most at risk are school aged, about 6 

years old. And asthmatic children seem most vulnerable.  "We’re not 

exac...

1:38

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/12/2014 11PM Friday ECONOMY OF COMIC CON "Hey! How are you doing Chris? How are you? I'm good."The people are 

all in a great mood Comic Con's in town....from adults like Rachel... 

"I'm just thrilled that's it is here." To young foks like Ryan the feeling's 

the same... "It's very important to me that this is right here in 

Richmond because I live pretty close to Richmond and I know people 

have to drive like three or four hours to go to most comic cons." more 

on that later, but i couldn't help but notice Ryan's claws... "I guess you 

could...

1:33

Health 9/10/2014 6PM ENTEROVIRUS Misty Gholson almost lost it.3704 "Yes I was worried. Her body 

temperature was so high, it felt like she just came out an oven."   Since 

the enterovirus D-68 is spreading fast, she rushed her daugher to the 

Children's Hospital at VCU -- especially since 10 year old Jamie suffers 

from asthma.3648 "I think they need to figure out what this is. The 

kids are little. They're immune system is low. Its not like ours. Ours is 

stronger than theres."   Dr. Bruce Rubin says the hospital is working to 

do ju...

1:35

Crime & Public Safety 8/8/2014 5 30PM F RICHMOND HEROIN Taking a look at the numbers we've uncovered, puts the problem into 

perspective. Since 20-12, 66 people in the city have died from 

overdoses--now we've learned 42 of those deaths were heroin-related. 

We went over the numbers with Richmond Police Major Steve Drew, 

who explained the strategy the RPD has put together--it starts within 

its own ranks. The department is now dispatching officers to overdose 

incidents in order to track where the drugs are coming from.They'll 

then share that the informat...

1:30
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Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/30/2014 6PM FAKE MORTGAGE PAPERS Sylvia Thomas Bland operated a home renovation business helping 

people who wanted to buy a home but couldn't afford to.    

Investigators say she would buy properties, rehab them and sell them.  

At some point things changed.(lisa zerhusen, us postal 

inspector)4:57:27 she saw people who wanted houses and couldn't 

qualify them from a traditional bank, so she decided she would help 

these people get loans.she became a mortgage broker.(lisa zerhusen, 

us postal inspector)4:59:34 she would take all of t...

1:46

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/14/2014 11PM Monday FAUX REAL WEAVE Brandi Covington-Windom is known as the QUEEN OF ALL WEAVES.   

And in this case - the RIGHT hair - is HUMAN hair.   Most HUMAN hair 

extensions fall into two categories:  virgin hair - which is completely 

unprocessed - and Remy hair - which IS processed with the cuticles 

intact.Remy extensions are considered THE GOLD STANDARD - and 

prices START at more than 1-hundred dollars a pack. We were tipped 

off about Instagram ads offering Remy hair extensions for less than 

HALF the price - is it too good...

1:58

Special Coverage 8/17/2014 11PM SUNDAY FERGUSON CURFEW NIGHT TWO (--- ANCHOR INTRO  --)    PROTESTERS HAVE GATHERED  AGAIN IN 

FERGUSON MISSOURI TONIGHT.. JUST LIKE THEY HAVE EVERY NIGHT 

FOR MORE THAN A WEEK AFTER MICHAEL BROWN -AN UNARMED 

TEENAGER- WAS SHOT AND KILLED BY POLICE.. VIOLENCE HAS 

MARKED SEVERAL OF THE MARCHES.. INCLUDING ONE LAST NIGHT 

WHEN PROTESTERS REFUSED TO OBEY A MIDNIGHT CURFEW.. JAY 

GRAY IS IN FERGUSON TONIGHT.. AND NOW JOINS LIVE WITH THE 

LATEST.. (-- REPORTER LIVE LEAD ---) WE'VE SEEN A STEADY FLOW 

OF OFFICERS.. AND ARMORED VEHICLES IN...

2:15

Special Coverage 8/17/2014 6P SUN FERGUSON UNREST LATEST (--- REPORTER LIVE LEAD ---) IT HAS BEEN ANOTHER UNEASY DAY 

HERE AFTER ANOTHER NIGHT OF TAUNTS AND TEAR GAS.. 

EMOTIONS.. AND TENSIONS AGAIN REACHING THE BOILING-POINT IN 

A COMMUNITY THAT SEEMS LIKE IT CAN'T TAKE MUCH MORE.. (--- 

INSERT PKG ---) -nats- church then under SUNDAY MORNING MANY IN 

FERGUSON..  QUICK nats more church TURNED TO A HIGHER POWER..  

(--SOT--) S/ Chris Koster / Missouri Attorney General "I came here to 

pray with you and grieve with you"  AS THEY CONTINUE TO SEARCH 

FOR ANSWERS...

2:16

Special Coverage 8/18/2014 11PM Monday FERGUSON UNREST LATEST (--- REPORTER LIVE LEAD ---) RIGHT NOW, THANKFULLY, THINGS ARE 

CALM. YOU KNOW.. IT SEEMS LIKE POLICE HAVE CHANGED THEIR 

STRATEGY EACH NIGHT HERE.. BUT SO FAR THEY'VE BEEN UNABLE TO 

STOP THE VIOLENCE.. TONIGHT THE NATIONAL GUARD IS A PART OF 

THE ENFORCEMENT EFFORT.. ANOTHER SHIFT AS OFFICERS WORK TO 

TRY AND RESTORE ORDER IN A CITY ON EDGE.. (--- INSERT PKG ---) --

nats night protests-- AS THE PROTESTS CONTINUE TONIGHT IN 

FERGUSON.. --nats pop protests-- THE STRATEGY OF LAW 

ENFORCEMENT AND THEIR RE...

2:12
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Special Coverage 8/19/2014 11PM Tuesday FERGUSON UNREST LATEST (--- REPORTER LIVE LEAD ---) FRUSTRATION AND CONCERN 

CONTINUE TO GRIP THIS COMMUNITY TONIGHT.. AS THEY SEARCH 

FOR ANSWERS AND SOME WAY TO RESTORE ORDER.. AFTER MORE 

THAN A WEEK OF VIOLENCE HERE.. (--- INSERT PKG ---) --night nats 

protests --  AS PROTESTERS AND POLICE RETURN TO THE STREETS OF 

FERGUSON TONIGHT.. --nats pop protests-- AND MICHAEL BROWN'S 

FAMILY CONTINUES THEIR CALL FOR A FULL AND TRANSPARENT 

INVESTIGATION INTO THEIR SON'S DEATH.. (--SOT--) Lesley 

McSpadden - Michael Brown's Mother...

1:40

Special Coverage 7/2/2014 11PM Wednesday FIREWORKS RESCHEDULED One of the River City's biggest celebrations for the Fourth of July is still 

happening... just two days late.      As for all the other holiday events... 

I'm told they're still on unless the forecast gets even more grim.      

Storms are styming plans for thousands of people... eagerly waiting for 

fireworks over the James River.      They'll have to hold the oooh's and 

ah's for a few more days.19:58:08was it a difficult decision to make 

switching the days because of the weather?It was an easy dec...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 8/26/2014 6PM FORT LEE ALARMS Monday's mayhem at Ft. Lee caught the installation and the 

surrounding community off guard.(John Dowd - Army Veteran) 2917 

"To have an active shooter there, that was a shock."   It reminded 

retired Army officef John Dowd of the chaos he witnessed when 

stationed at Fort Hood in 2009.  That's when an Army major killed 13 

people.(John Dowd - Army Veteran) 3218 "Sirens started popping. 

Everybody started scrimaging everywhere. You see police cars, then all 

of a sudden you see FBI vehicles marked."...

1:34

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/6/2014 6PM FREE CAR OFFER A fancy new BMW or over 65-thousand dollars -- it's what this letter 

told a viewer she had waiting for her. All she had to do was fill out a 

form and mail in 20 bucks -- a check or credit card would work.   Postal 

Inspector, Michael Romano says if you see this -- or something similar -

- Red Flags show pop up. A big concern -- our viewer was supposed to 

mail that 20 dollars to the Netherlands. Even inspector Romano admits 

this one looks legit.But he says don't be fooled by the official looking 

ba...

1:49

Special Coverage 8/18/2014 6PM GASTON DOWNTOWN Cars floating down roadways as if they were toy boats for a child to 

play with, water rushing over the tops of cars, at times so high it 

reached the windows of school buses. These are images you don't 

expect to see in a city, images that are etched in the minds of every 

Richmonder who lived through the devastation that was Gaston.That 

was when Bob Steidel was the deputy director of utilities for 

Richmond.Ten years later, he's been promoted to the city's director of 

utilities. He agreed to sit do...

2:06
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Crime & Public Safety 9/22/2014 11PM Monday GERMAN SCHOOL SHOOTING Our cameras were rolling as an ambulance rushes to the hospital.    

Investigators tape off the shooting scene... combing an apartment for 

evidence.       "happening right across my street."     Alex tells me he 

watched the victim lie motionless on a stretcher."They put him on the 

stretcher, wheeled him out. He was wrapped around. He wasn't making 

any moves."     This late afternoon homicide comes after about a 

handful of shootings this weekend.     But officers say... they're making 

quick progre...

1:30

Crime & Public Safety 9/22/2014 6PM GRAHAM SEARCH Jesse Matthew a patient technician at the University of Virginia Medical 

Center now a person of interest in the search for missing Uva student 

Hannah GrahamSot: Neighbor He seemed to be a nice dude. He really 

did. I’ve seen him out back with his dog plenty of times. I’ve never 

seen him mistreat nobody or nothing.”This neighbor who did not want 

to be identified taken aback as police return for a second 

day….Executing a new search warrant at Matthew’s Hessian Hills 

Apartment. Investigators say vid...

1:34

Crime & Public Safety 9/24/2014 11PM Wednesday HANNAH GRAHAM CASE LATE 32 Year Old Jesse Matthew has been on the run since Saturday but 

now… “Jesse Matthew is in custody in Galveson, Tx.”Charlottesville 

Police Chief Timothy Longo making  the announcement with Federal 

Investigators standing by his side. We’re learning it was 3:30 pm when 

The Galveston County Sheriff's Office located Matthew on the beach on 

the Bolivar Peninsula and he reportedly did not resist arrest. “By the 

Grace of God and the Galveston Sheriff’s Office it took place.” 

According to Galveston Coun...

1:42

Special Coverage 9/21/2014 11PM SUNDAY HANNAH GRAHAM PARENTS PLEA "Speaking publicly for the very first time Hannah Graham's parents had 

a very simple and touching message---- Share any information you 

have so that they can find out exactly what has happened to their 

daughter. "This is every parents worst nightmare."For the past week 

John and Susan Graham have been living that nightmare. They have 

waited desperately for answers that would lead them to their 

daughter's whereabouts... and still their questions remain unanswered. 

"I'm certain that everybody in th...

2:02

Special Coverage 9/22/2014 11PM Monday HANNAH GRAHAM SEARCH LATE Charlottesville Police Chief Timothy Longo…allowing us to listen in as he 

fields questions from CNN and then we’re on the move…area and 

national media outlets all asking one question has Jesse Matthew a 

person of interest in the disappearance of missing UVA student Hannah 

Graham left town?“I don’t know for sure that he is out of state. We 

know that he has connections, relatives, acquaintances in other parts 

of this region of the country. So it would be logical to think that 

perhaps he is, but we...

1:46
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Crime & Public Safety 9/8/2014 11PM Monday HENRICO BULLYING CASE "I don't want my son to die, because all he wanted to do was go to 

school."Mary Martin's son Eric now in the hospital... recovering from an 

alleged brutal attack at Highland Springs High school...   "And when I 

try to call the schools, and I try to get answers they just blow me off. 

They blow me off. They don't want to talk to me."Meanwhile, Eric's arm 

is possibly broken...and he's suffering from a concussion and on brain 

rest...  "It just breaks my heart. My husband laid there in the hospital 

w...

1:35

Education 9/9/2014 11PM Tuesday HENRICO BULLYING FOLLOW UP "I'm angry. I'm angry, and I'm hurt."Mary Martin's son Eric brutally 

beaten on his third day at Highland Springs High School "he's got 

bruises all down the spine of the back where he was just slammed on 

that table."These injuries coming after Mom says Eric got fed up with 

alleged bullying and decided to fight back..."he admits it. He admitted 

it to the police officer. He did hit him, but he has been bullied by these 

children the whole time." "Believe it or not this all started with the 

students...

1:30

Crime & Public Safety 8/21/2014 11PM Thursday HENRICO MARINE'S MOM IN FERGUSON Images of the Unrest in Ferguson, Missouri have been broadcast 

around the world   "It's sort of shameful. Because that's not who we 

are."Quenton Haynes was born and raised there and finds it all hard to 

watch. He's often glued to news reports...remote in hand concerned 

because his mother, Mae Sanders, still lives in Ferguson... "She's 75 

years old and she feels like a prisoner in her own home. Yes. She does, 

because she can't get out and about like she normally does on a daily 

basis."    "It's h...

1:33

Education 9/11/2014 11PM Thursday HENRICO PARENT BAN FOLLOW The Public Given the greenlight to speak for 4 minutes each on a plan 

to ban disruptive visitors at henrico schools... "You can not implement 

this policy in fairness and in equity." We first told you about the plan 

back in August that got the attention of the American civil liberties 

union"If the school officials were smart they would tighten the policy 

before they issue it."Take a look...major edits and changes have been 

made since our last report but it turns out... "The policy was 

implemented...

1:48

Education 9/12/2014 4PM HENRICO PARENT BAN FOLLOW The Public Given the greenlight to speak for 4 minutes each on a plan 

to ban disruptive visitors at henrico schools... "You can not implement 

this policy in fairness and in equity." We first told you about the plan 

back in August that got the attention of the American civil liberties 

union"If the school officials were smart they would tighten the policy 

before they issue it."Take a look...major edits and changes have been 

made since our last report but it turns out... "The policy was 

implemented...

1:44
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Education 8/15/2014 4PM HENRICO PARENT POLICY 6:52 to 6:54 Dr. Roshelle Moore “It’s unbelievable. It really is.”Dr. 

Roshelle Moore Shocked to hear Henrico Schools just penned this 

suggested  policy that allows principals to ban parents…visitors…you 

name it at their own discretion…9:47 to 9:54 Dr. Roshelle Moore “so 

parents are just going to assume If I tell you are going to be put in jail 

if I on school property then you’re not going to on school property.”She 

was an in-home counselor and says parents simply asking too many 

questions have f...

1:52

Crime & Public Safety 7/23/2014 6PM HENRICO ROADS Creighton Road is barely two lanes wide-- and can't keep up with the 

influx of traffic.right now it's busy as heck     William Moore has been 

dealing with it for more than a decade.you go out your driveway out of 

the subdivision and sometimes you go to wait ten minutes      And the 

bridge can be just as dangerous.I've seen many cars scraping each 

other, run into each other almost.     But now Henrico's Public works 

says it has the money to finally widen a part of the road.this section of 

Creight...

1:34

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/18/2014 6PM HOSPITAL HACKERS Serious information is on the line.   Patients names, addresses, 

birthdates, telephone and social security numbers - now in the hands of 

hackers from China.   They got into Community Health Systems' 

security systems. That's the same company that owns Southside 

Regional Hospital in Petersburg.    But only patients visiting or referred 

to its outside clinics over the past 5 years have been exposed to the 

threat.(brent solomon - petersburg) 2040 "As a result of this cyber 

attack, company officials...

1:40

Health 8/25/2014 11PM Monday ICE BUCKET CONTROVERSY "2, 1, Ohhhhh."Petersburg Police Chief John Dixon taking the ALS ice 

bucket challenge for this special couple: Pastor Lamont Hobbs and his 

wife, Chanel  "We grew up here in the city of Petersburg. We love the 

city. We are high school sweethearts."They've been battling ALS for the 

past 6 years. "The thing about ALS is you lose your mobility, but you 

don't lose anything in your mind. Your mind stays in tact. It's like being 

trapped inside of your body, that won't do what you want it to do." 

That's...

1:53

Health 8/26/2014 4PM ICE BUCKET CONTROVERSY "2, 1, Ohhhhh."Petersburg Police Chief John Dixon taking the ALS ice 

bucket challenge for this special couple: Pastor Lamont Hobbs and his 

wife, Chanel  "We grew up here in the city of Petersburg. We love the 

city. We are high school sweethearts."They've been battling ALS for the 

past 6 years. "The thing about ALS is you lose your mobility, but you 

don't lose anything in your mind. Your mind stays in tact. It's like being 

trapped inside of your body, that won't do what you want it to do." 

That's...

1:53
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Health 7/15/2014 6PM IRIS JOB Iris has a job and she's a tax paying citizen again.  The woman who  

used to turn away to avoid looks from inquisitive strangers, now 

converses with people eye to eye.   "I missed it so much. When I'm in 

the deli cutting meat, I can look at a person and not be self conscious 

of how I looked."I feel better about myself overall. The eye makes a 

whole lot of difference."    Iris' diseased right eye was amputated 

through VCU Medical Center's indig...

1:39

Crime & Public Safety 9/11/2014 11PM Thursday JEFF DAVIS ROBBERY "They were pointing the gun sideways, right at my neck about a yard 

away." Police say it happened just after midnight Wednesday. Right on 

the side of this road.And these are pictures police gave us-- of the 

suspects the night they robbed Timothy Pearson.  "He said he was 

walking right along this part of Jeff Davis. It was dark, but you can see 

this is a busy road. He was headed for the Whataburger just down the 

way but he said it was so dark those suspects were on him before he 

even knew it."...

1:33

Crime & Public Safety 9/25/2014 11PM Thursday JESSE MATTHEW EXTRADITION LATEST After a few questions… “So what is the Virginia warrant again? The 

Virginia warrant is a fugitive from justice warrant the underlined 

charged is abduction of a person with intent to defile.”Jesse Matthew 

the suspect in missing UVA student Hannah Graham’s disappearance 

has his day in a Texas courtroom. He’ll soon board a commercial flight 

back to Charlottesville “And that means you’ve got to take some 

serious precautions.  That’s correct. Talk about that. We have to have 

armed officers with him o...

1:37

Education 8/29/2014 6PM JOHNSON BROTHERS it's been about two weeks since we met the Johnson brothers, who are 

still living at this hotel on Glenside and Broad.  But they've received a 

lot of help in the meantime.flash, drive pencil sharpener With school 

starting in just a few days, the brothers weren't sure if they would have 

brand new supplies this year.The cost for four boys can be well over a 

couple hundred dollars.  They were also worried they wouldn't be able 

to go back to their schools in Sandston.I really wanted to go there 

but...

1:48

Crime & Public Safety 8/14/2014 6PM KEVIN WEBB UPDATE The charges of malicious wounding and felony child neglect, stemming 

from the death of little O'ustin are the most serious of the issues we've 

uncovered. The medical examiner tells me the two-year-old died of 

blunt force trauma to the abdomen late last month.  Prosecutors say 

there were visible bruises on the child and a broken rib.That case is 

now working its way through the court, where Kevin Webb's history 

dates all the way back to 1996.We’re digging up the details. Here, we 

found the case fo...

1:30
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Racial Issues 8/19/2014 11PM Tuesday LAKESIDE RACIAL PROFILING “Yeah. I’ve been kind of scared being a woman living here. It kind of 

frightened me a little bit.”Elizabeth will never forget police converging 

on this home across the street from her property. “They had like armor 

they were carrying and all kinds of stuff. It was kind of scary. I thought 

maybe there were people in there with a gun or something.”No, just 

Rashad Coleman and his partner... “I was just doing my job. I don’t 

understand that.”They maintain foreclosed properties for banks. A 

neighbor...

1:50

Health 7/28/2014 11PM Monday LOW TESTOSTERONE WARNING "nats from commercial"   The ads are everywhere...   And so are the 

men buying in.\   Memphis insurance agent Brian Watkins says when 

he hit his 40s - testosterone therapy gave him the boost he needed.   

At 25 bucks per SHOT - he says he feels like his old self and he's 25 

pounds lighter.   It's a different story for William "Gordon" Booth...   

Booth says low-T treatment almost killed him.   He began using 

testosterone GEL at age 40 after he went to his primary doctor for an 

annual checkup.    T...

2:30

Crime & Public Safety 8/21/2014 6PM LUCKS LANE "These backyards could be cut down in size when the road widening 

project on Lucks lane  begins. Some homeowners say there is no need 

for a four lane road here.   "Why go to all that trouble for a 10 minute 

back up? A 10 minute back up and most of the time it is less than 

that!" For the last 22 years Betty Daniels and her husband have lived in 

their home along Lucks Lane.   Now she says part of the memories her 

family built on this land are being ripped away by the county. The 5-

million dollar p...

1:48

Crime & Public Safety 9/24/2014 11PM Wednesday MATTHEW ARREST REACTION "I sat and listened as The police chief made the shocking 

announcement. There was an audible gasp in the room among 

reporters when he confirmed Jesse Matthew IS in custody."  "What's 

the sense of the town tonight? I think everyone is relieved and they're 

hoping that we get answers."Answers that can't come soon enough 

since 18-year-old Hannah Graham is still no where to be seen.  "It's 

almost an epidemic at this point."Employees at the Market Street 

Market downtown say many female students have c...

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 9/26/2014 6PM MATTHEW INVESTIGATION As soon as I noticed defense attorney James Camblos leaving the police 

department, I quickly approached.(james camblos - matthew's 

attorney) 2631 "What can you say? Were waiting for him to get back 

from Texas. When he gets back, we'll be talking to him."According to 

Camblos, Matthew sought him out, because the former Albemarle 

prosecutor knows the suspect's family.(james camblos - matthew's 

attorney) 2735 Do you have a previous history with him? No." (cut to) 

2801 "His family is a very nice fami...

1:31
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Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/26/2014 5PM Friday MBFYB WEEKEND FUN Parents looking for inexpensive kid's clothes are in luck. There are four 

consignment sales this weekend. In Henrico, Threads consignment 

opens today at the Canterbury shopping center on Patterson. Expect to 

find everything you need for children and infants at close to 70% less 

than retails stores.The clothesline is wrapping up their sale in the 

Gayton Crossing shopping center. So to clear house...Marked 

consignment items will be half off their already low price. According to 

Richmond bargains d...

1:31

Special Coverage 9/29/2014 5PM Monday MCAULIFFE GIFTS You might say-- the governor's taking his self imposed gift limit to the 

extreme-- even writing checks to billion dollar organizations. basically 

saying thanks-- but your gift was just too pricey. The governor's said it 

over and over: It's one of his first official decisions after taking office.-- 

no gifts over 100 dollars for his administration.   And through an open 

records request we've discovered-- so far he's following his own rules. 

2:51

Politics 9/5/2014 6PM MCDONNELL AIDE As the stream of guilty verdicts came down one by one over twitter -- 

Tucker Martin sat stunned.  Even though he knew it was a possibility-- 

having testified at the trial-- Martin says Thursday was surreal. He says 

it was especially difficult to watch Bob walk out of the court house.  

Martin says he ultimately respects the justice system, but he has a 

hope that an appeal sticks. He knows Bob's legacy is now tied to the 

outcome of this trial, but also believes Virginians could one day 

remember hi...

1:35

Special Coverage 9/5/2014 6PM MCDONNELL JUROR It was an unforgettable moment - Bob McDonnell's face turning blood 

red, gasping, and crying from the defense table, as Kathleen Carmody 

and 11 other jurors convicted him of 11 criminal counts.    Robin 

Trujillo was a fellow juror, who says the entire group had to brace for 

the moment their verdict was read.    But both jurors stressed, they 

went through each count meticulously, assuming Bob and Maureen 

were innocent at the beginning of deliberations.    For Trujillo, a pivotal 

moment was cross...

1:47

Politics 7/29/2014 5PM Tuesday MCDONNELL TRIAL DAY 2 Bob McDonnell and his wife Maureen were in a loveless marriage- one 

overcome by the demands of his important office... a marriage that was 

falling apart so terribly that Mrs. McDonnell actually told her husband 

she hated him. It was that opening that defense laywers claimed today- 

opened the door to a slick millionaire named Jonnie Williams to swoop 

in and take advantage of Mrs. McDonnell.The Defense told a story of a 

woman- Mrs. McDonnell who had no official duty or responsibility that 

was a "t...

1:37
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Crime & Public Safety 7/27/2014 11PM SUNDAY MCDONNELL TRIAL PREVIEW It all starts in a few hours - 100 people heading into court with the 

former Governor... for the first fight of the trial: Jury selection.NBC12 

Political Analyst Paul Goldman is no stranger to the political 

realm...Helping to elect former Governor Doug Wilder.A question not 

yet answered, will the jury be sequestered?Cut off from the news crews 

already gathered here.Once the jury's picked, Goldman says all eyes 

will be on Jonnie Williams - the prosecution's star witness.Williams has 

immunity in t...

1:34

Crime & Public Safety 9/4/2014 11PM Thursday MCDONNELLS FAMILY FRIEND "The family is devastated and in disbelief according to a friend who 

spent all evening at the former governor's home tonight, She tells me 

they just did not see this verdict coming..."One by one family and 

friends coming here to the McDonnell family home after learning the 

former governor and his wife were found guilty in a slew corruption 

charges... "He's a good man, and Bob will rise again. That's what I 

want to say."This family friend who only wanted to be identified as 

Teri...takes the groce...

1:46

Crime & Public Safety 9/4/2014 11PM Thursday MCDONNELLS GUILTY LATE An investigation of more than two years- an indictment that came 

down 9 months ago- it all led to this historic six week trial. A trial that 

ended with a verdict that has the potential to change politics forever. 

From the beginning Bob McDonnell said he had put his faith in God- as 

he left the courthouse after the most damaging defeat of his entire life. 

His perspective hadn't changed.  "All I can say is that my trust remains 

in the Lord."McDonnell will need that faith to face the next five mont...

1:40

Special Coverage 8/29/2014 11PM Friday MCDONNELLS LATE It was the most memorable blow from the prosecution yet -   Saying it 

was sad, and striking how Bob McDonnell threw his wife under the bus, 

and that she let it happen.(Take photo of bumper sticker)    

Prosecutors took it one step further, saying McDonnell's popular 

campaign bumper sticker, Bob's 4 Jobs, should've been "Bob's for Bob" 

instead.    The former governor offered a more optimistic take on the 

case and the defense's job today:    The defense stressed the former 

governor's character, say...

1:38

Politics 9/4/2014 11PM Thursday MCDONNELLS POLITICAL ETHICS STATE LAWMAKERS COME TO THE STATE CAPITAL TO CAST THEIR 

VOTES....BUT DEALS GET DONE....  ON THE GOLF COURSE...  IN THE 

PRICEY BOX SEATS AT FOOTBALL GAMES....  OR - ON THE SQUEAKY 

FLOORS OF COLLEGE BASKETBALL ARENAS.... ALL OF THOSE THINGS 

COST MONEY - AND BY LAW, YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS MUST FILL 

OUT FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE FORMS.VIRGINIA DOESNT MAKE THOSE 

FORMS AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC - AND THEY'RE NOT SCRUTINIZED 

BY ANY AGENCY...In fact nobody paid much attention to the financial 

disclosure forms-...

1:53
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Politics 8/1/2014 6PM MCDONNELLS TRIAL In a first week full of bombshells, a new element to the scandal.    12 

hundred texts between Mrs. McDonnell and Jonnie Williams in under 

two years.    Extensive emails, and then there's this email on the day 

of the 2011 earthquake:    From Maureen McDonnell to Jonnie 

Williams...    "I felt the EARTH MOVE AND I WASN'T HAVING SEX!"    

But at every opportunity, Williams denied having an intimate 

relationship, saying all those texts, were about business.    Williams 

also posed major problems for th...

1:50

Special Coverage 8/15/2014 6PM MCDONNELLS TRIAL Just moments after a federal judge said all corruption charges still 

stand...    Something we haven't seen before at trial:    Governor 

McDonnell stops, and tells us how the case is taking its toll.    But the 

government showed no sympathy for either the Governor or his wife 

today, saying:    “Our position is Mrs. McDonnell is just as guilty as Mr. 

McDonnell at this point in the proceedings.”     All eyes now turn to the 

Governor, who **will testify** as early as next week.   Here's what you 

nee...

1:35

Special Coverage 8/27/2014 6PM MCDONNELLS TRIAL As we trudge through week five of the McDonnell federal corruption 

trial things are starting to finally wrap up. "The end is in sight and that 

is good for all of us."But we aren't done yet- On Day 23 Maureen 

McDonnell's team used a pair of memorable witnesses to present her 

case.April Niamtu, the wife of well-known cosmetic surgeon Joe 

Niamtu, told the story of a trip she took with Mrs, McDonnell and Jonnie 

Williams to California.  "I really have no comment." Her testimony was 

colorful but at ti...

1:30

Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 6PM MISSING BOATER DAY TWO "Efforts to find the missing boater continued here on the Pamunkey 

river--- it's now been more than 24 hours since witnesses last saw that  

boater disappear under the water."  "He said I can't make this I said 

hold onto the rope we are calling 911."Martha Martin watched from 

shore as her longtime friend and colleague slipped beneath the surface 

of the Pamunkey River. The two were at the Cumberland Plantation for 

a meeting when her friend decided to put the craft into the water in 

preparation for...

1:43

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/14/2014 6PM MISTAKEN ID He showed me papers where a total of $814.00 dollars of his state tax 

refund was applied to payoff someone else's debt.  Jason Wiggins was 

hit twice, once in 2009 and again in 2010.    Tax refund interception is 

a legal remedy governments and courts use to collect what's theirs but, 

Jason Wiggins says a worker's mistake somewhere in the chain made 

his hard earned refund fair game for seizure and Dinwiddie Courts 

should be looking for another Jason Wiggins.(Jason Wiggins-Wants 

Dinwiddie To Return...

2:09
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Health 7/15/2014 11PM Tuesday MODEL SCAR TREATMENT Lasers have been around and used in medicine for about twenty years, 

but over the last five years there have been some amazing leaps in the 

technology... One Richmond doctor says those leaps are allowing him 

right now to change his patients' lives."At 17, it was impossible not to 

notice Rebekah Grover. These are photos of the aspiring model, her 

face one you could imagine gracing the covers of magazines. But all of 

that changed on July 27th of 2005. ..

3:00

Crime & Public Safety 9/10/2014 11PM Wednesday MOST WANTED WED BACOTE Donvon Lamar Bacote is a convicted felon that has fallen off of police 

radar.  He violated his probation orders in Petersburg and hasn't been 

seen since.(Brian Stalnaker / US Marshals)22:40:57 " His original 

charge was drug distribution also he's wanted out of Virginia Beach, 

Virginia on another probation violation."      Bacote is no stranger to 

law enforcement.  Court records show past charges of trespassing, 

larceny, and drug possesion.   (Brian Stalnaker / US Marshals)22:41:11 

" Donvon has b...

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 9/22/2014 6PM MURPHY FAMILY AND PARENTS When some 1500 volunteers showed up in a city-wide search for 

Hannah Graham, Trina Murphy was front and center.(trina murphy - 

alexis murphy's aunt) 818 "Really disheartening, very disturbing."To 

know another family is sharing grief.Last August, Murphy's niece Alexis 

vanished from nearby Nelson County.She can relate to what Hannah's 

parents are feeling.(trina murphy - alexis murphy's aunt) 1044 "The 

first 2 weeks are kind of a blur. Youre on this emotional roller coaster 

of ok she's going to be...

1:33

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/10/2014 6PM NATIONAL REPLY CENTER This notice could be waiting in your mailbox when you get home. It's 

from the National Reply Center in Indianapolis. It claims to have 

important information about Medicare. You're told to act right away by 

submitting some personal information. It doesn't ask for money. But 

should you respond? We took the piece of mail to Postal Inspector, 

Michael Romano. Romano: "That mailing that I saw with the bold print, 

don't delay, act now. 14:55 "Inspector Romano says don't be fooled by 

those urgency words...

1:58

Special Coverage 9/22/2014 6PM NEW CHEETAH CUBS (Britni McDonald)(Jim Andelin/Metro Richmond Zoo Director)"She'll 

settle in and hopefully be a good mom."Milani just became a mom on 

Friday, giving birth to 5 cubs over a six hour period...We checked in on 

her back in July when the zoo first thought she might be pregnant. 

Thursday night zoo staff noticed she stopped eating and started pacing 

around... before going into labor. We had to keep our distance today to 

keep the new family safe."You just dont know how maternal they will 

be and if someth...

1:30
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Crime & Public Safety 9/3/2014 5PM Wednesday OUR HOUSE You'd never imagine Leroi Mason's past just by looking at him, (Leroi 

Mason - served time in prison)  342 "Reporter: 37 years? Yep. 

Reporter: Do you feel you lost a good segment of your life? Oh 

absolutely."   That was his sentence for a murder he commited when 

he was in his 30's.   He's now 76 years old.(Leroi Mason - served time 

in prison)  422 "I earned a Master's Degree while I was in prison. I 

utilized that."   Just last week, he was out of work.   Until he came here 

- new building near Mos...

1:34

Special Coverage 7/2/2014 6PM OUTER BANKS  "We have been in hurricane season for one month and now the first 

named storm of the season is expected to show its face right here on 

the Outer Banks and perhaps, the timing couldn't be any worse."     For 

Linda Pickard, this was supposed to be a Fourth of July getaway, not an 

evacuation. "We're going to pack everything up and go home."     The 

plan was to spend a week at the family beach house on the Outer 

Bank...

1:54

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/17/2014 11PM SUNDAY OYSA BANK MERCHANT ALERT If you have a bank account, maybe you've received a merchant alert. 

Essentially, the bank is notifying you that there could be some type of 

security breach.Viewers called us after receiving alerts from Bank of 

America. They wanted to know why, if their information was in 

jeopardy-- the bank wouldn't release the name of the merchant. It 

would give them them option to chose if they wanted to continue 

shopping at the place in question. We asked and the bank sent this 

statement stressing safety is a...

1:38

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/26/2014 11PM Friday OYSA CLEARPOINT JOB SCAM If you're looking for work, at first glance, this job offer on Craiglist 

,may look legit. It claims to be for an office position with Clearpoint 

Credit Counseling Solutions.The Ad says you can make 15-75 dollars an 

hour.Terrence Banks -- with ClearPoint says it looked real enough to 

fool job seekers -- and even him. Banks says someone hadn't notified 

them -- Clearpoint would never have known. The eager job seeker 

became suspicious when the person claiming to be from Clearpoint -- 

told them they...

1:51

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/21/2014 11PM SUNDAY OYSA SUNDAY SCAM ALERTS Viewers tell me these bogus emails are popping up in their inboxes. 

This one is designed to look like it is coming from Navy Federal Credit 

Union -- but it's not. You're told there is a security message waiting on 

you and you need to click a link to view it. That link will not take you to 

Navy Federal -- it could install a virus or take you to a site where 

crooks will steal your personal information. As a rule of thumb, don't 

click links in emails.If you think there is problem, go the bank's web...

1:34
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Crime & Public Safety 7/11/2014 6PM PABON MISSING Take a good look at this poster--- Its a time line of sorts that sheds 

some light on what may have happened to 26 year-old Zalma Pabon.   

"Its kind of surreal that it happened so close to home." Chad Neuser 

lives in the same neighborhood as Pabon...less than a mile away he 

witnessed police searching through a nearby wooded area. "I noticed in 

the rear parking area, a mobile command center additional police 

SUVs, marked and unmarked vehicles, at that moment I knew 

something was going on they were...

1:36

Special Coverage 9/1/2014 6PM PAREDES MEMORIAL 10:11:42;26 (Dr. Paredes)"I'm in the middle of a TV interview. I'll call 

you back."Dr. Ellen Shaw de Paredes was just as fun as she was 

passionate about women's health-especially breast cancer diagnosis 

and prevention.If you wanted to see her eyes light up in her Glen Allen 

office as I did back in May, all you had to do was talk about the 

advances she had seen since she started as a radiologist in the early 

80s.10:10:11;12 (Dr. ellen shaw de paredes)"the way we do biopsies 

which is now through i...

1:30

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/17/2014 6PM PARSONS RD BRIDGE There's a gaping hole in the crumbled two lane bridge over Locust 

Creek.  V-Dot put up detour signs and a barricade to keep drivers away 

from the washed out Parsons Road Bridge.  It remains closed to traffic 

in Hanover County between the Louisa County line and Shiloh Church 

road.(Rhonda Chenault/Called 12 For Answers) 11:27:01"Nothing has 

been done since the storm came through and washed it out. It is 

exactly like it was the day it rained."     Losing the bridge is a big 

inconvenience but Rhonda...

1:50

Special Coverage 8/6/2014 6PM PATRIOTS PRAX DAY 3 "Brian Orakpo: I thought we had some great looks. Different game 

situations we were able to get off the field and everything is good on 

film.Chris Baker: It was very productive to go against a good team in 

the NFL that is always in the playoffs so it was great to see how you 

measure up against a perennial playoff team so we did a good job and 

just want to continue to get better each time we have an 

opportunity.Danny Amendola: I like it. It gives you a chance to go 

against other guys, very talent...

1:35

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/26/2014 6PM PAYCHECK FIGHT The early morning cleaning job was right for Carlene Delane's family.  

$27 dollars for three hours of work a day and back home in time for her 

husband to leave for his job. (Carlene Delane/Contacted 12 For 

Help)1:12:07"It wasn't a bad job. Nobody likes scrubbing toilets but it 

was honest labor."     She quit a short time later and says despite 

calling and texting the company owner would not arrange for her final 

pay.(Carlene Delane/Contacted 12 For Help)1:16:23  (reading text)"I 

called you on Ju...

2:01
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Special Coverage 7/7/2014 5PM Monday PET THERAPY Not your average stroll in the park for this yellow labrador retriever.or 

this black lab.  9 year old Fraser  and 3 year old Shaffer  are hard at 

work....    ...making sure patients at Johnston Willis hospital feel loved. 

Russ Cress  is wrapping up a 10 day stay for a gastric bleed. He's 

longing for home and a visit from Fraser means all the world.  Fraser 

and Schaffer are certified therapy dogs.. spreading love, companionship 

and more wisdom than you might realize to sick and terminally ill 

patients.

2:54

Crime & Public Safety 7/9/2014 11PM Wednesday PETERSBURG CELL VIDEO This is cell phone video from 17 year old JaQuan Fisher He was 

standing on his own front porch-- recording the arrests happening on 

Rome Street.   Petersburg Police had just busted several people at 

home next door. They were handcuffing the suspects in front of 

JaQuan's home. He walked out onto the porch and his cousin yelled- 

start recording.  JaQuan's sister also started taking cell phone video---  

The person in the white sweatshirt is his JaQuan's mother Debra.  

3:43

Crime & Public Safety 9/4/2014 11PM Thursday PETERSBURG KIDS HOT CAR "That’s right. That van was in this parking lot. Several people 

responded when they saw those three children. We’re told they were all 

taken to southside regional medical center. And we talked to one 

witness who saw it all unfold." These are the pictures of rescuers 

working to help three children, described by witnesses as a toddler and 

two babies. Moments before, shoppers say there was panic as 

strangers tried to help them escape the potentially deadly heat.  "They 

were just like, baby wake up!...

2:01

Crime & Public Safety 9/3/2014 11PM Wednesday PETERSBURG PLATE THEFTS It's really the simplest of ideas- take one of these, and replace it with 

one of these- a screw to keep your license plate on the car, and out of 

the hands of criminals. "It is absolutely impossible."It's an effort by 

police to cut back on license plate thefts in the city, after an apparent 

increase in the crime."They may  have a license plate at home that 

they didn’t renew or couldn’t afford to renew so they’ll get the sticker 

and utilize that sticker on their license plate so that they can sti...

1:39

Crime & Public Safety 7/29/2014 11PM Tuesday POLICE BRUTALITY INVESTIGATION 10 million views on facebook alone in the last 3 weeks— This 

confrontation between Petersburg police and a family on their front 

porch, is one of a series of videos going viral this month-- Cell phone 

video of a California highway patrol officer beating a woman on the side 

of the road.  A deadly police choke hold caught on camera in New York 

City.    And this cell video of Petersburg teen Devin Thomas trying to 

record a traffic stop on a public street. 

3:50
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Politics 7/1/2014 6PM POLITICAL FALLOUT Joe Morrissey standing defiant after his indictment, saying if anyone's 

looking for his resignation, it's not happening.    We confirmed that as 

of right now, Delegate Morrissey can keep his job representing part of 

Richmond, Henrico and all of Charles City...    He can only lose his seat 

if he resigns, or is convicted of a felony.    The indictment unsettled the 

Governor's office...    With a spokesperson for Terry McAuliffe saying 

the Governor is "obviously concerned about these severe and dis...

1:45

Special Coverage 7/11/2014 11PM FRIDAY POMERANIAN PUT DOWN HERE'S A COUPLE WHO KNOWS HOW TO LOVE...     ...BOTH IN THEIR 

90'S AND MARRIED FOR ALMOST 70 YEARS.      BUT THERE'S 

SOMETHING MISSING IN GEORGE AND HELEN MARTIN'S 

HOUSEHOLD...LITTLE CHUCKIE.     THEIR 15-YEAR-OLD POMERANIAN 

WENT MISSING JUNE 30TH.     THE MARTIN'S SAY ONE DAY LATER 

..HE WAS EUTHANIZED. "I was in so much hope of getting him back 

and finding him, but it just it just knocked me off my feet and I'm still 

about half way off of the ground."     GEORGE SAYS HE DIDN'T PUT A 

CHIP OR A C...

1:45

Crime & Public Safety 7/29/2014 11PM Tuesday POPEYES BIZARRE LARCENY "I was more in shock than anything, and I was like did that just really 

happen. And the young lady her response to that was oops my bad."A 

worker at this Popeye's drive thru allegedly soaks a customer in red 

punch…  "Fruit punch was everywhere...all over my clothes...all over 

the floor."These are some of the images she gave us… that customer, 

who does not want to be identified, demanded to speak to a manager  

"She basically told me the only thing she could do is comp my meal." 

That was fine, but...

1:55

Crime & Public Safety 7/30/2014 4PM POPEYES BIZARRE LARCENY "I was more in shock than anything, and I was like did that just really 

happen. And the young lady her response to that was oops my bad."A 

worker at this Popeye's drive thru allegedly soaks a customer in red 

punch…  "Fruit punch was everywhere...all over my clothes...all over 

the floor."These are some of the images she gave us… that customer, 

who does not want to be identified, demanded to speak to a manager  

"She basically told me the only thing she could do is comp my meal." 

That was fine, but...

1:55

Politics 9/10/2014 11PM Wednesday PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS LATE (--- INSERT PKG ---) WE MUST DESTROY ISIS, THE ISLAMIC STATE,  

PRESIDENT OBAMA TOLD THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ... IN HIS PRIME 

TIME SPEECH...  CALLING THE GROUP NEITHER ISLAMIC NOR A STATE 

sot: President Obama (no super necessary )  "these terrorists are 

unique in their brutality."   //    "they took the lives of two American 

journalists"   ///pi "and while we have not yet detected specific plotting 

against our homeland, ISIL leaders have threatened America and our 

allies"  ///pi "if you threaten Amer...

1:42
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Crime & Public Safety 7/22/2014 11PM Tuesday PRINCE GEORGE SERIAL BURGLAR It wasn't the kind of encounter the suspected burglar ever expected:    

Christopher Nesbit carries this Smith and Wesson handgun in his 

glovebox...    And he was just coming back from a friend's house early 

Saturday morning, when he sees an unfamiliar foot sticking out of his 

mom's Carolla.    Police say the burglar was trying to steal valuables 

inside here - something Christopher said wasn't going to happen.    

Woken up by the commotion, Christopher's dad, Anthony.    He told the 

suspect to lie...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 7/23/2014 4PM PRINCE GEORGE SERIAL BURGLAR Christopher Nesbit carries this Smith and Wesson handgun in his 

glovebox...    And he was just coming back from a friend's house early 

Saturday morning, when he sees an unfamiliar foot sticking out of his 

mom's Carolla.    Police say the burglar was trying to steal valuables 

inside here - something Christopher said wasn't going to happen.    

Woken up by the commotion, Christopher's dad, Anthony.    He told the 

suspect to lie down on the ground, and not to move.    The break-ins 

were over.    Tha...

1:31

Racial Issues 8/14/2014 5 30PM R LOCAL SHOOTING REACTION The images unfolding in Ferguson, Missouri are striking a chord 

locally.(Ratwoine Fields - organizing rally) - 4000 "Tired, fed up, 

frustrated."   23 year old Ratwoine Fields saw the aftermath following 

Micahel Brown's shooting and felt a connection. (Ratwoine Fields - 

organizing rally) 3455 "I see, Ive noticed, I heard stories about people 

who have lived the police brutality, lived the lack of protocal, lived the 

mass incarceration, lived the murders."   Now he's organizing the rally - 

helping...

1:40

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/7/2014 5 30PM R UBER RIDES it's a battle between using your app to get a ride or hailing a cab but 

many people we spoke to say they're excited to see Uber and Lyft are 

coming to Richmond.this is where the driver is nowWe're trying the app 

--Uber -- one of two transportation network companies now zipping 

around the Richmond area.It works as an App by connecting people 

who need a ride with drivers --like Brandon Davis.it's my first day and 

it's already been busy. Through Uber-- you make a profile which 

includes your credit...

1:43

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/11/2014 11PM FRIDAY RECENT SCAMS Dominion Virginia Power Customers you need to be on alert. The 

company posted this warning on its website. It says criminals are 

gaining access to homes by posing as utility workers. Dominion says 

employees rarely need to enter a home to provide service. If you feel 

threatened, call police. And if you would like to verify an employee's 

ID, call Dominion. Bank of America customers you are constant targets 

for cyber criminals.Emails like this look legit and even come with a logo 

and appear to be c...

1:34
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Special Coverage 7/21/2014 5PM Monday REDSKINS BRAND In the last year the Redskins name controversy has risen to a new level 

with important people coming out in favor of a change. "I'd think about 

changing it." "I think the name ought to be changed, I think it is an 

offensive name."    Prominent Native American tribes like the Oneida 

Indian Nation in Upstate New York have launched a public relations 

offensive designed to shame the team and their sponsors into a 

change.  "And despite the ridiculous assertions to the contrary the use 

of the "R" word...

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 8/7/2014 6PM REGENCY SHOOTING (brent solomon)  3000 - IN "This has a lot of folks on edge tonight. 

Police are confirming with me new details about a shooting that's 

creating a lot of concerns in this area."   Gunshots rang out hours 

before closing time outside the Regency mall.(Alsuin Preis - lives in the 

area) 2316 "Terrible. It's terrible."   Shoppers just learning of the news 

are concerned about what happened.(Alsuin Preis - lives in the area) 

2324 "It's very concerning because this has always been a nice middle 

class are...

1:49

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/10/2014 11PM Thursday RESTAURANT REPORT natsIt happened here at Sergio's, 4824 Market Square Lane in 

Chesterfield, which had 5 critical violations.  The report says an 

employee was wearing gloves out back, then came in and cleaned 

mushrooms and the slicer still wearing the same gloves. stup (Heather 

Sullivan/reporting)That's a critical violation because who knows what 

someone may touch when they're outside.  Did they touch a door 

knob?  Those are usually covered in bacteria.  That means the gloves 

were likely no longer clean. 40:55 (J...

1:33

Health 8/21/2014 11PM Thursday RESTAURANT REPORT (Heather Sullivan/reporting)     No matter where you touch a used 

straw, it could have bacteria where someone put their mouth, or from 

inside the drink.     That's why the Health Department wrote up a 

restaurant worker for touching used straws, then returning to food 

service without washing their hands ... in tonight's Restaurant Report. 

It happened at Quaker Steak and Lube at 8000 West Broad Street.  In 

fact, Quaker had 9 critical violations, so we talked with the manager. 

51:25  (Heather Sulli...

1:38

Health 9/18/2014 11PM Thursday RESTAURANT REPORT (Heather Sullivan/reporting)     In tonight's Restaurant Report, 

violations range from moldy pizza, to a kitchen that just wasn't clean.     

Here are the places where health inspectors say it happened. First up, 

is RAH Winthrop Manor, which is an assisted living facility at 2100 

Idlewood Avenue in Richmond.  It's last inspection report shows 4 

critical violations, including that pizza in the walk-in cooler had a 

blue/green mold like substance, and the salad mix appeared spoiled.  

The inspector t...

1:50
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Health 9/25/2014 11PM Thursday RESTAURANT REPORT "A restaurant that has had some health inspections with multiple 

critical violations, say it is turning things around. They threw their 

doors open to our camera to show you they're working to make sure 

everything is done right. Here's tonight's NBC12 Restaurant 

Report."There's new management at Teppanyaki Grill Supreme Buffet 

at 4338 South Laburnum Avenue in Henrico.  "I want to let all 

customers know we will keep doing more better for all customers, you 

got any problem or any problem for the fo...

2:06

Crime & Public Safety 9/10/2014 11PM Wednesday RICHMOND COMMUNITY SAFETY 30:53 to 30:54 "I'm nervous."It's a nightime drive Rosa Lewis won't 

soon forget...she was leaving bible study when she saw blue lights  

31:33 to 31:34 "I only went a block and a half and I was 

surrounded."Rosa shared her story at this community safety forum. A 

meeting to help make sure this crowd and you are clear on your rights 

when dealing with police...Richmond's Police Chief, the Common 

Wealth attorney and more given one major task.. 3:22 to 3:25 "Can 

you help us be clear...so today. We are...

1:46

Crime & Public Safety 9/11/2014 4PM RICHMOND COMMUNITY SAFETY 30:53 to 30:54 "I'm nervous."It's a nightime drive Rosa Lewis won't 

soon forget...she was leaving bible study when she saw blue lights  

31:33 to 31:34 "I only went a block and a half and I was 

surrounded."Rosa shared her story at this community safety forum. A 

meeting to help make sure this crowd and you are clear on your rights 

when dealing with police...Richmond's Police Chief, the Common 

Wealth attorney and more given one major task.. 3:22 to 3:25 "Can 

you help us be clear...so today. We are...

1:47

Health 8/5/2014 11PM Tuesday RICHMOND EBOLA PREPARATION With the last of 2 Americans infected with Ebola arriving in 

America...you have been lighting up Facebook...stupidest thing this 

country has ever done....don't bring them here...many fearing it's 

putting millions of others in danger...the general feeling...  "It's 

scary."You see the viral disease has no real treatment....and it's deadly 

up to 80 percent of the time....  "Do you feel like this area is prepared? 

Places like VCU? I would hope so. I would certainly hope so."So we 

went straight to VC...

1:35

Health 8/6/2014 4PM RICHMOND EBOLA PREPARATION With the last of 2 Americans infected with Ebola arriving in 

America...you have been lighting up Facebook...stupidest thing this 

country has ever done....don't bring them here...many fearing it's 

putting millions of others in danger...the general feeling...  "It's 

scary."You see the viral disease has no real treatment....and it's deadly 

up to 80 percent of the time....  "Do you feel like this area is prepared? 

Places like VCU? I would hope so. I would certainly hope so."So we 

went straight to VC...

1:37
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Education 9/10/2014 11PM Wednesday RICHMOND SCHEDULE WOES "Well, here's the situation. The middle school reconfigured how it does 

classes. And in the process- some kids were without a schedule when 

school started. And there are some still waiting..."One concerned 

parent wrote in to our newsroom saying,        "They do not attend any 

classes, when they arrive, they are sent to a multi-purpose room where 

they play games on a computer ALL DAY."The parent said her son was 

one of the students still waiting for a class schedule. We called a school 

board memb...

1:45

Education 8/18/2014 11PM Monday RICHMOND SCHOOL BOARD LATE At a time when every dollar counts.... the city's auditor, Umesh Dalal, 

put it plainly...        When it comes to spending money, Richmond 

Public Schools needs constant monitoring.        Dalal told school board 

members he couldn't even calculate how much money has been paid 

out in teacher tuition reimbursement... because multiple accounts 

exist. "If someone wants to control or manage this expenditure, They 

should be able to measure it... which is not possible right now."       

Dalal recommended...

1:42

Special Coverage 7/30/2014 11PM Wednesday ROUTE 460 INVESTIGATION It adds danger, to disaster. A hurricane strikes, and only one major 

way out for a million people: I-64.    But after more than 10 years in 

the making, Virginia has new plans to prepare for a major evacuation:    

Revamp the aging Route 460... And build a new $1.4 billion highway 

that connects the coast to Prince George, 90 miles away.

2:38

Education 7/16/2014 6PM RPS SCHOOL BUSES When we told Richmond Public Schools parents that nearly half of the 

buses their children ride to school everyday are at least 15 years old, 

they wanted the administration to do whatever it could to make them 

safe.It turns out, the program the school board approved means more 

taxes aren't necessary. We're talking about spending one million dollars 

per year for the next seven years… that gets R-P-S 78 buses, but it 

gets the system those buses right now! That's because the school 

board decided to...

1:50

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/3/2014 4PM RVA GAY FRIENDLY TOURISM A letter to Atlanta--"You know what it's like being a southern city. 

People assume things about you. But I want you to know the real me."  

A letter to Boston--"I can't change. Just like you can't change the way 

you say 'park'."And of course one to DC-- "We've always been close. 

Like 109 miles on I-95 close. There's something I need to tell you... so 

here it is, I'm gay."All three letters are signed "Love, Richmond, 

Virginia." And all three letters are a meaningful way to reach the LGBT 

community...

1:30

Politics 8/20/2014 11PM Wednesday SAME SEX MARRIAGE STAY It's the first move from the Supreme Court, with same-sex marriage on 

hold here in Virginia.    But for Dierdre Condit, political science chair at 

VCU, it's the only decision they could have made.    Catostrophic, 

because if couples here got married, and Virginia's ban was upheld 

down the road, thousands of people would have been in a dangerous 

legal limbo.    So what happens now?    October 1st, six weeks from 

today, is the earliest Virginia, Utah and Oklahoma will know if their 

same-sex marria...

1:30
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Education 7/2/2014 6PM SCHOOL LAWSUIT 20 families who have children with disabilities say they're fed up with 

fighting a school system that works against them.Now they've filed this 

lawsuit.  Charlotte Hodges says it's a last resort.it was not diminishing 

it was in fact growing as more of a problem The families claim the 

various school districts violated federal law when it came to providing 

an education and safe environment at school."Unfortunately what I 

have discovered is there is a culture of individuals who have 

determined that...

1:31

Education 7/15/2014 11PM Tuesday SCHOOL LAWSUIT FOLLOW UP "And I'm not afraid to speak up."School Activist Kandise Lucas speaking 

out on these confidential documents from 2009... now showing a man 

who tested positive for cocaine...labeled an habitual DUI offender by 

the DMV...somehow landed a job with Henrico Public Schools... 'If a 

parent had done what this teacher had done they would have been 

incarcerated for child neglect at a felony level." Look Henrico 

schools...document the teacher in class smelling of alcohol...slurring his 

speech...and when co...

1:56

Education 7/16/2014 4PM SCHOOL LAWSUIT FOLLOW UP "And I'm not afraid to speak up."School Activist Kandise Lucas speaking 

out on these confidential documents from 2009... now showing a man 

who tested positive for cocaine...labeled an habitual DUI offender by 

the DMV...somehow landed a job with Henrico Public Schools... 'If a 

parent had done what this teacher had done they would have been 

incarcerated for child neglect at a felony level." Look Henrico 

schools...document the teacher in class smelling of alcohol...slurring his 

speech...and when co...

1:57

Education 8/11/2014 6PM SCHOOL MONEY After the presentation of this lengthy list had jaws dropping, 

Superintendent Dr. Dana Bedden told us RPS will make its case to the 

city... Since that case would be made right in the middle of a fiscal 

year, only Mayor Dwight Jones can seek a budget amendment. The 

budget amendment could be for as much as $29-million... the list here 

adds up to $35-million, RPS has already allocated about 6 of it's capital 

improvement budget, leaving in total a 29-million-dollar hole.We took 

the question right to...

1:57

Special Coverage 9/21/2014 11PM SUNDAY SEARCH FOR JESSE MATTHEW Investigators are clear-- they're eager to talk to Jesse Matthew. 

35:36"I believe Jesse Matthew was the last person she was seen with 

before she vanished off the face of the earth...cause it's been a week 

and we can't find her."        Matthew walks in to the Charlottesville 

police station Saturday afternoon.38:04"We want to talk about his 

interaction, with a  sweet, young girl we can't find."    But the 

Charlottesville police chief says there was no talk of what he and 

Hannah Graham did after a...

1:36
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Crime & Public Safety 7/18/2014 11PM Friday SECURITY GUARD SPEAKS "It was just blood everywhere. I didn't know where I was hit...or how 

bad I was hit."Police Converge on this Mechanisville Turnpike Food 

Lion...after someone shoots a security guard  "It was very scary. I 

thought I was going to die."That guard, Michael, not ready to show his 

face but says this could have easily been the scene of a homicide 

investigation. A bullet ripped through the back of his head...  "It 

severed part of the ear. I didn't feel no pain until later on...much later 

on." "It was li...

1:35

Crime & Public Safety 8/18/2014 11PM Monday SELWOOD DRIVEWAY ROBBERIES "Curt...this all happened late one evening as the family was getting 

home from work. They barely made out of the car before being 

confronted by a man a gun...demanding money."Call it a nightmare on 

Selwood Road…a family pulls up to their home…only to be greeted by 

this armed robber… “That’s scary. That’s real scary.”Chesterfield Police 

say the 5 FOOT FIVE crook grabbed the families valuables and took 

off… “That’s sad. That’s real sad. People work too hard for their money. 

That’s how people get h...

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 7/3/2014 11PM Thursday SHOT SPOTTER They say a bullet doesn't have a name-- That was never more heart 

breakingly clear than last 4th of July when 7 year old Brendon Mackey 

collapsed to the ground in front of his father. A stray bullet fell from the 

sky and pierced the top of his head.  Fireworks followed by celebratory 

gunfire... it happens all the time across central Virginia. Can you even 

hear the difference- listen? There's a company that says it has the 

technology that can.Shotspotter--   Cities are paying for a series of 

sens...

2:20

Education 8/27/2014 6PM SOL RESULTS Let's start with the good news.   All across the state, an overall boost in 

math performance with 74 percent of Virginia students passing math 

SOL's for their grade or course - up from just 71 percent the year 

before.   But in Reading the state's average dropped.(Dr. Steven 

Staples - Superintendent, VDOE) 218. "What we see are scores are 

flater than we'd like. Again, new tests, new expectations, different 

outcomes for students."   I went straight to the top, speaking with the 

state's new superin...

1:37

Education 7/16/2014 11PM Wednesday SPECIAL EDUCATION LAWSUIT 3:31 to 3:34 "Dance dance dance...get your dance on spin around." 7-

year-old Xavier Hilton is a happy little boy who has autism... "His 

education and skill set level is obviously not that of a 7 year old. Just 

upon first look...child makes noise...don't call you out like that? Don't 

call you out like that." Xavier and mom now spending a lot of time 

together despite a local school system allegedly telling her... "We can 

accommodate him...no problem."You see after one week mom says 

Xavier who does...

2:01
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Education 7/17/2014 4PM SPECIAL EDUCATION LAWSUIT 7-year-old Xavier Hilton is a happy little boy who has autism... "His 

education and skill set level is obviously not that of a 7 year old. Just 

upon first look...child makes noise...don't call you out like that? Don't 

call you out like that." Xavier and mom now spending a lot of time 

together despite a local school system allegedly telling her... "We can 

accommodate him...no problem."You see after one week mom says 

Xavier who doesn't meet a stranger... "Hey! How are you? He's like are 

you going...

2:01

Crime & Public Safety 7/17/2014 6PM STARBUCKS VICTIM the family of this 65 year old victim and even the regulars at this 

Starbucks are rallying around this woman but it's going to be a long 

road to recovery.After surviving a horrific beating--  Kathy Vinson is in 

a neck brace--her face is swollen-- and there are bruises from getting 

kicked in the head multiple times.Her alleged attacker Worku Asfaw 

Woldermariam is in jailAnd right now-- Vinson's family--including her 

sister in law believe -- this crime was random.a completely innocent 

victim!  all...

1:40

Politics 8/15/2014 6PM STATE BUDGET Governor McAuliffe told the finance committee today that it needs to 

act fast to fix this problem. He didn't go into much detail,  but did say 

that job cuts could be a possibility in order to deal with a 2 point 4 

billion dollar budget shortfall projected over the next three years.  "The 

budget shortfall we face will require a series of hard decisions. " These 

decisions could impact hundreds if not thousands of people across the 

commonwealth.The governor says federal government cutbacks and 

the...

1:40

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/27/2014 11PM Wednesday STAY AWAY TOM JOYNER I last spoke to him in DC."I had to be here."And now radio host tom 

joyner is coming to RVA... "A lot of folks are going to be taking off that 

day. You deserve it. lol"Richmond's own Clovia Lawerence is hosting an 

event with Joyner  "Solely for the pink purpose party and the fight 

against breast cancer."But look the defenders of freedom, justice and 

equality...sending an open letter asking the nationally syndicated radio 

host to reconsider his visit because of Clovia's apparent support of 

bringi...

1:41

Crime & Public Safety 9/3/2014 11PM Wednesday STEWARD SCHOOL LAWSUIT "I just got my hands on this note sent to parents in the last 24 hours. 

The school says this is an unfounded lawsuit by a disgruntled former 

employee...but this mother is claiming a possible criminal offense."The 

prestigious Steward School just slapped with this 19 page complaint by 

a former office manager and parent...alleging her daughter was bullied 

and verbally abused... repeatedly called things like fat and ugly by a 

fellow student. "Bullying is real, but bullying and abuse are typically 

tw...

2:09
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Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/24/2014 6P SUN SUNTRUST TEXT SCAM "It needs to be stopped, it needs to be stopped now." Rose Johnston is 

one of many SunTrust customers who reached out to us --- shocked 

and outraged because of this.Its a text message that was sent to her 

mobile phone asking that she call a number regarding her SunTrust 

Bank account.Johnston called that number and got this automated 

message.   "A text message has been sent to warn you that your debit 

card has been limited due to a security issue. to verify your identity 

please enter your nine di...

1:31

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/24/2014 11PM SUNDAY SUNTRUST TEXT SCAM "It needs to be stopped, it needs to be stopped now." Rose Johnston is 

one of many SunTrust customers who reached out to us --- shocked 

and outraged because of this.Its a text message that was sent to her 

mobile phone asking that she call a number regarding her SunTrust 

Bank account.Johnston called that number and got this automated 

message.   "A text message has been sent to warn you that your debit 

card has been limited due to a security issue. to verify your identity 

please enter your nine di...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 9/25/2014 6PM TROOPER VERNON 2 The Virginia State Police Association says memorials are not necessarily 

meant to mourn death but to celebrate life.  The group of people who 

traveled to appear before the Arlington County board was impressive 

....     

1:50

Crime & Public Safety 9/28/2014 6P SUN UVA STUDENT SAFETY "Safety is always a concern on a college campus." and the concern for 

safety at UVA has definitely been pushed to the forefront on the minds 

of many students after 18 year-old Hannah Graham vanished a little 

over two weeks, without a trace. Abraham Axler the president of 

Hannah's class at UVA says while many students may be a little uneasy 

they are not scared.  "Our campus I would say is among the safest in 

the country we have a blue light system and the University has 

responded in a way to make...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 8/11/2014 6PM VAN BODY (start with photo covering soundbite)(david wells - father of james 

wells) :37 "Everybody describes everybody as a great guy but he really 

was."   David Wells is filled with grief as he tries to make sense of his 

son's death.(david wells - father of james wells)  2:15 "I think right 

now everything is just numb. You tell people I know what youre going 

through or either you tell them I have no idea but there's no way to 

know.   Friday night, his son James was working in his taxi cab after 

picking...

1:51

Health 9/9/2014 6PM VIRUS UPDATE The images of children suffering from "Enterovirus D-68" in other parts 

of the county has parents in Central Virginia highly concerned.At least 

11 children at St. Mary's Hospital and other children at VCU Medical 

Center have shown symptoms of the specific strain.But right now --

there are *no confirmed* cases."We want to make sure more common 

causes of illnesses are ruled out.But is it likely the virus could be found 

in the Commonwealth?"I would not be surprised to confirm a cluster of 

cases or s...

1:30
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Crime & Public Safety 8/26/2014 11PM Tuesday WAVERLY GRAVESITE BILL This all dates back to April...Easter Sunday to be exact and yet the city 

council is just responding with this letter that has the family and the 

community shocked and disappointed. Sylvia Harrison mother’s grave 

was vandalized “They cannot just see the pain that this 

caused.”Vandals didn't just dig up the grave…they took a jack hammer 

to the vault of Sylvia Harrison’s mother Mrs. Ida Mae Perry

2:35

Crime & Public Safety 8/4/2014 5PM Monday WEST END CRIME Someone you'd describe like this:"Is not who you want lurking around 

your neighborhood. One victim asked us to hide her identity as she 

describes what happened.In the middle of the day, in broad daylight 

when anyone can see what’s going on—but no one saw the window of 

her home being smashed.And she’s not the only one. This woman 

knows of at least five other people who have become victims. They’ve 

been talking to each other and talking to police. They estimate the 

jewelry, silverware and other it...

2:05

Crime & Public Safety 7/17/2014 11PM Thursday WEST END STORE THEFT Many come here along the busy west broad street shopping 

corridor...but police say Yolande Dunn stole several clothes from a 

department store...with an 11 year old child along for the ride...we 

stopped by the home...no answer...even with a car sporting Mr. Dunn 

parked out front. Just as we were preparing to leave...the nanny pulled 

up... 21:19 “And you watch the children. Yes. Would they ever do 

anything to put the children in danger? No. Never.”Vicenta Chavez was 

surprised to find no one home b...

1:31

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/9/2014 6PM WRONG METER Gregg Griffin has water today but four times in 15 months it's been 

shut off. That's how long he's had to deal with disconnections and 

paying the wrong bill.(Gregg Griffin/Asked 12 To Fix Meter Mix 

Up)58:55:14"I'm being charged for two people's utilities. I'm also 

having mine turned off every couple months because someone else 

doesn't pay theirs."   Gregg isn't sure who was getting billed for what 

he used but says the meters were all mixed up and the single building 

with four apartments Richmond...

1:55

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/10/2014 11PM SUNDAY Y OYSA BBB ALERT This email may show up in your company's inbox. It looks and sounds 

official. The pitch -- you're the recipient of what it calls the Virginia 

Excellence Award. The Better Business says you shouldn't respond. 

Tom Gallagher with the Richmond, BBB says what the email doesn't tell 

you -- is that you have to pay for this so called award, in some cases, 

over 300 dollars. A Google search shows this is what recipients of the 

award may be paying for. The BBB says its not aware of any legitimate 

Virginia...

1:32
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Meet the Press – 3rd Quarter 2014 

Airs Sundays at 10:00am 

 

Sunday, July 6 

Jeh Johnson 

Secretary, Department of Homeland Security 

* * * 

Rep. Raul Labrador (R-ID) 

* * * 

Tony Blair  

Former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom  

* * * 

ROUNDTABLE:  

Chuck Todd 

Political Director & Chief White House Correspondent, NBC News 

 

Carolyn Ryan  

Washington Bureau Chief, The New York Times 

 

Lori Montenegro  

National Correspondent, Telemundo  

 

Michael Gerson  

Columnist, The Washington Post 

 

Sunday, July 13 

THIS SUNDAY: David goes one-on-one with Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad 

Zarif in an exclusive, wide-ranging interview. Nuclear talks in Vienna have entered a 

critical stage, but will Iran and the P5+1 powers be able to reach a comprehensive 

agreement by the July 20 deadline? What happens if they cannot break through a 

stalemate? Plus, with Iraq in turmoil, how will Iran use its influence there -- and does 

their cause align with the U.S.? And as the humanitarian crisis takes its deadly toll in 

Syria, how much longer will Iran support the Assad regime? 

PLUS: Reaction from Martin Indyk in his first television interview since stepping down 

as the Obama administration’s Mideast peace envoy, as well as The Atlantic’s Jeffrey 

Goldberg. 
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# # # 

 

CHAOS AT THE BORDER: Some say humanitarian crisis, some say national security 

breakdown. We will hear from both sides: 

 

Rep. Mike Rogers (R-MI) 

 

Rep. Joaquin Castro (D-TX) 

 

# # # 

 

POLITICAL ROUNDTABLE: House Speaker John Boehner says he wants to sue President 

Obama over health care, and now former Governor Sarah Palin joins in the cry for 

presidential impeachment. Is this political rhetoric -- or is Washington truly broken? 

 

Fmr. Gov. Jennifer Granholm (D-MI) 

 

Fmr. Sen. Rick Santorum (R-PA) 

 

Stephen Henderson 

Columnist, Detroit Free Press 

 

Kimberley Strassel 

Columnist, The Wall Street Journal 

 

# # # 

 

ALSO SUNDAY: 

 

-- NBC News correspondent Mark Potter covers the immigration crisis up close, 

traveling with Border Patrol agents along the Rio Grande in South Texas, where they 

find 1,000 immigrants crossing into the U.S. border every day. 

 

-- Meeting America: the national spotlight turned to Cleveland this week -- first with 

the news that the Republican party will hold their 2016 convention there, followed by 

LeBron James’ decision to return to the Cavaliers. NBC News correspondent Kevin 

Tibbles showcases the revitalization and growth underway throughout the Ohio city. 
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Sunday, July 20 

Today’s “Meet the Press with David Gregory” featured interviews with Secretary of State 

John Kerry, Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), and NIAID director and top AIDS research 

Dr. Anthony Fauci; a roundtable discussion with The National Journal’s Ron Fournier, 

author and Wall Street Journal editorial board member Jason Riley, Cook Political 

Report national editor Amy Walter, and NBC News chief foreign affairs correspondent 

Andrea Mitchell.   

 

The show also included Kevin Tibbles’ “Meeting America” visit to Davenport, Iowa; and 

a breakdown of the latest polling insights from NBC News political director and chief 

White House correspondent Chuck Todd. 

 

Sunday, July 27 

THIS SUNDAY: Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu joins David Gregory for a 

conversation on crisis in the Middle East. Can the two parties find a way to make a 

truce last more than 12 hours? What is the latest on the ceasefire talks and is Secretary 

of State John Kerry aiding the process? 

 

Isreali Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 

# # # 

 

SUNDAY EXCLUSIVE: Rep. Paul Ryan joins David Gregory for an interview. Will his new 

initiative to fight poverty work? Can Congress solve the border crisis before leaving 

Washington for the summer? Plus, as a result of changes in House leadership, what is 

the state of the Republican Party? Finally, with the Ukraine and the Middle East in 

turmoil, how will the U.S lead on the world stage? 

 

Rep. Paul Ryan 

# # # 

 

WILL THE U.S. SOLVE RUSSIA OR THE MIDEAST? 

 

Sen. Charles Schumer 

# # # 
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DYSFUNCTION IN CONGRESS: In the final days before the summer recess, what can get 

done? Who is to blame for inaction? 

 

Sen. Ted Cruz 

# # # 

 

POLITICAL ROUNDTABLE: 

With the current crises abroad, how should the US respond? In the Ukraine, how does 

the US make sure that Putin doesn’t get his way? In the Middle East, can a deal for 

peace, even a cease fire, come soon? Plus here at home, if nothing can be 

accomplished in the next week by Congress, what does this mean for the rest for the 

Congressional term and the Obama Presidency? 

 

Judy Woodruff, Co-Anchor and Managing Editor, PBS NewsHour   

David Brooks, Columnist, New York Times 

Nia-Malika Henderson, Reporter, Washington Post 

Ruth Marcus, Columnist, Washington Post 

# # # 

 

ALSO SUNDAY: 

Meeting America: NBC News correspondent Kevin Tibbles heads to Vermont to explore 

their unique single-payer health care system.   

 

Sunday, August 3 

Today’s “Meet the Press with David Gregory” featured the latest analysis on the Ebola 

outbreak from CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden and Cleveland Clinic President & CEO Dr. 

Toby Cosgrove; interviews with the permanent observer of Palestine to the UN Riyad 

Mansour and the Israeli Ambassador to the U.S. Ron Dermer; a conversation about 

dysfunction in Washington with Senators John Thune (R-SD) and Robert Menendez (D-

NJ); and a political roundtable with Rep. Keith Ellison (D-MN), Republican strategist 

Mike Murphy, Echelon Insights co-founder Kristen Soltis Anderson, and New York 

Times Washington bureau chief Carolyn Ryan. 

 

The program also unveiled a new NBC News/Wall Street Journal/Marist poll which finds 

74% of voters say Congress has been unproductive. 
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Sunday, August 10 

Today’s “Meet the Press with David Gregory” featured interviews with Sen. Dick Durbin 

(D-IL) and Rep. Peter King (R-NY); a foreign policy roundtable with Robin Wright, 

Michael Leiter, and Jeffrey Goldberg; a political roundtable with Rep. Donna Edwards 

(D-MD), Chuck Todd, Andrea Mitchell, and Rich Lowry; and a discussion about 

impeachment with former Clinton White House counsel Greg Craig and former Speaker 

of the House Newt Gingrich (R-GA). 

 

The program also featured the latest news on U.S. action in Iraq from NBC News 

Pentagon correspondent Jim Miklaszewski, reporting on impeachment from NBC News 

justice correspondent Pete Williams, and a “Meeting America” segment on political 

divisions in Milwaukee from NBC News correspondent Kevin Tibbles. 

 

Sunday, August 17 

Today’s “Meet the Press” featured interviews with Gov. Jay Nixon (D-MO) and Rep. John 

Lewis (D-GA); a panel discussion on the situation in Ferguson, MO with Washington 

Post reporter Wesley Lowery, Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake, Harvard Law 

Professor Charles Ogletree, St. Louis Post-Dispatch Editor in Chief Gilbert Bailon and 

Los Angeles City Councilmember Bernard Parks; a political roundtable with Rep. 

Michael Turner (R-OH), Wilson Center President Jane Harman, Wall Street Journal 

editorial board member Jason Riley and Washington Post diplomatic correspondent 

Anne Gearan. NBC News chief foreign affairs correspondent Andrea Mitchell served as 

guest moderator. 

 

Sunday, August 24 

Today’s “Meet the Press” featured an exclusive interview with Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY); 

interviews with Rep. Mike Rogers (R-MI) and Gov. Jay Nixon (D-MO); a panel discussion 

on the threats from ISIS with British Amb. to the US Peter Westmacott, NBC News Chief 

Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel and New York Times White House Correspondent 

Helene Cooper; a political roundtable with PBS NewsHour co- anchor Gwen Ifill, 

Washington Post columnist David Ignatius, Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed, and Washington 

Post columnist Michael Gerson; and a discussion on the racial divide in America with 

Rev. Al Sharpton. NBC News Senior White House Correspondent Chris Jansing served as 

guest moderator. 
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Sunday, August 31 

Today’s “Meet the Press” featured an exclusive interview with Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-

CA); a foreign affairs discussion with Gen. Anthony Zinni (Ret.), Fmr. Commander in 

Chief, US Central Command, Michele Flournoy, Fmr. Under Secretary of Defense for 

Policy, Michael Leiter, Fmr. Director of National Counterterrorism Center and Michael 

McFaul, Fmr. US Ambassador to Russia; a political roundtable with Wes Moore, 

Afghanistan War Veteran, Dan Henninger,  Wall Street Journal Deputy Editorial Page 

Director, Ruth Marcus, Washington Post Columnist, Doris Kearns Goodwin, Presidential 

Historian. NBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel provided an update on 

the threat of ISIS and NBC News Foreign Correspondent Jim Maceda shared the latest 

on the unrest in the Ukraine. Plus, Chuck Todd’s friends and family reveal more about 

the next moderator of “Meet the Press.” NBC News chief foreign affairs correspondent 

Andrea Mitchell served as guest moderator. 

 

Sunday, September 7 

Chuck Todd’s debut as moderator of “Meet the Press” this morning featured an 

exclusive, wide-ranging interview with President Barack Obama on the rise of ISIS in 

Iraq and Syria, the Ebola threat, the future of immigration reform, the midterm 

elections, and more.  The full, unedited interview is online here: 

http://nbcnews.to/1rSghrt 

 

Chuck was joined by foreign policy and political panelists for reaction and analysis: 

NBC News chief foreign affairs correspondent Andrea Mitchell, NBC News national 

security analyst Michael Leiter, NBC News senior political analyst and host of MSNBC’s 

“Morning Joe” Joe Scarborough, Washington Post national political reporter Nia-Malika 

Henderson, BuzzFeed Washington bureau chief John Stanton, and the Cook Political 

Report national editor Amy Walter. 

 

Chuck also talked with a panel of mayors about how they’re finding success in their 

cities: Tacoma, WA’s Mayor Marilyn Strickland; Pittsburgh, PA’s Mayor Bill Peduto; and 

Oklahoma City, OK’s Mayor Mick Cornett. 

 

And Chuck unveiled new NBC News/Marist polling in three key Senate races: Kentucky, 

Arkansas, and Colorado. 
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Sunday, September 14 

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured interviews with White House Chief 

of Staff Denis McDonough and former Secretary of State James Baker on the President’s 

ISIS strategy; the kickoff of the 2016 “Meet the Candidate” series with Senator Bernie 

Sanders (I-VT); a panel discussion with the Washington Post’s Nia-Malika Henderson, 

the New York Times’ Helene Cooper, POLITICO’s Jim VandeHei, and Republican 

strategist Mike Murphy; plus a conversation on the NFL with Bryant Gumbel, host of 

HBO’s “Real Sports.” 

 

The program also featured live interviews with NBC News correspondents Richard Engel 

in Erbil, Iraq and Bill Neely in Damascus, Syria; and a report from Iowa ahead of the 

Harkin steak fry from Andrea Mitchell. 

 

Chuck also unveiled a new NBC News/WSJ/Annenberg poll which indicates a large 

majority of Americans lack confidence in the president’s mission to destroy ISIS.  Mark 

Murray’s full analysis is online here. 

 

Sunday, September 21 

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured interviews about the U.S. strategy 

against ISIS with U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power, former 

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Ret. Adm. Michael Mullen, and Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee members Ron Johnson (R-WI) and Chris Murphy (D-CT); a 

conversation on the tax debate with Grover Norquist and author Thomas Frank; and a 

panel discussion with BuzzFeed’s John Stanton, the Center for American Progress’s 

Neera Tanden, the Cook Political Report’s Amy Walter, and National Review’s Ramesh 

Ponnuru. 

 

The program also featured a report from NBC News correspondent Kevin Tibbles on 

the anti-anti-tax fever in Kansas, a look at how the fight for the Senate may turn out to 

be a battle between Starbucks and Chick-Fil-A, plus Chuck Todd’s take on Democratic 

candidates running away from President Obama. 

 

 

Sunday, September 28 

Pre-empted due to Ryder Cup golf 
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ON THE MONEY 

AIRS SUNDAYS AT 6:30 AM, EXCEPT WHEN NOTED 

 

Sunday, July 6 

Paul McCulley- Chief Economist at PIMCO  

Paul Ingrassia- Managing Editor for Reuters  

Jessica Caldwell- Senior Analyst AT Edmunds.com  

Janet Guyon- Editor in Chief of thestreet.com  

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Sunday, July 13 

Michael Fredericks- Head of Retail Asset Allocation at BlackRock 

Alan Light- Contributor to Rolling Stone 

Niley Patel- Managing Editor of Vox  

Mark Orwoll- International Editor of Travel + Leisure 

Steve Hindy- President & Co-Founder of Brooklyn Brewery 

 

Sunday, July 20 

Bob Doll- Chief Equity Strategist at Nuveen Asset Management  

Jared Bernstein- Former Chief Economist for VP Biden 

Douglas Shulman- Former IRS Commissioner 

Brett Smith- Co-Founder & President of Counter Culture Coffee 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Reporter 

 

Sunday, July 27 

Ben White- Chief Economic Correspondent for POLITICO 

William Cohen-  Former US Defense Secretary 

Jim Lee and Dan Didio-  Co-Publishers of DC Comics 

Alison Deans- Senior Executive in the financial service industry 

 

Sunday, August 3 

Dan Greenhaus- Chief Global Strategist of BTIG  

Heidi Moore- US Finance & Economics Editor of The Guardian   

Mark Bertolini- Chairman & CEO of Aetna  
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Donna Rosato- Senior Writer at Money Magazine   

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Reporter 

 

Sunday, August 10 

Jonathan Golub-Chief US Market Strategist of RBC Capital Markets 

Brian Jacobsen- Chief Portfolio Strategist of Wells Fargo Advantage Funds 

Hardeep Walia- CEO of Motif Investing  

John Bryant- Chairman & Founder of Operation HOPE  

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Sunday, August 17 

Kat Cole- President of Cinnabon  

Ellen Zentner- Senior Economist at Morgan Stanley  

Kristina Hooper- US Head of Investments & Client Strategies of Allianz Global 

Investors  

Tim Sullivan- Founder of teacherlists.com 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Sunday, August 24 

Savita Subramanian- Head of US Equity & Quantitative Strategy at Bank of 

America Merrill Lynch 

Mike Holland- Chairman of Holland & Company 

Melissa Berman- President & CEO of Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors 

Lance Slaughter- Chief Chapter Relations Office of The ALS Association 

Ray Isle- Executive Wine Editor of Food & Wine magazine 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Reporter 

 

Sunday, August 31 

David Kelly- Chief Global Strategist of JP Morgan Funds   

Jim Paulsen- Chief Investment Strategist of Wells Capital Management  

Tom Perez- US Labor Secretary 

Ira Goldman- Inventor of "Knee Defender" & President of Right Brain, Ltd.  

Casey Gerald- CEO of MBAs Across America 

Sarah Calhoun- Owner of Red Ants Pants 
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Sunday, September 7 (aired at 5:30am) 

Christine Short- Director of Global Markets Intelligence at S&P Capital IQ 

Mike Santoli- Senior Columnist at Yahoo Finance 

Arik Hesseldahl- Senior Editor of Re/code  

Brian Bordainick- Co-Founder & CEO of Dinner Lab  

Beth Kobliner- Personal Finance Expert & Author 

 

Saturday, September 13 (aired at 5:30am) 

Dan Ackerman – CNET 

Saira Malik – TIAA-CREF Head of Global Equity Research 

James Galbraith – author, “The End of Normal” 

Christian Rudder – OkCupid founder 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, September 20 (aired at 5:30am) 

David Bianco- Chief US Equity Strategist at Deutsche Bank  

Ylan Mui- Financial Report for The Washington Post  

Peter Thiel- Founder of Paypal and entrepreneur 

Randy Cohen- Writer and former ethicist columnist for The NY Times  

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Sunday, September 28 (aired at 5:30am) 

Bill Clinton- Former US President 

Jack Bogle- Founder of The Vanguard Group 

Hugh Grant- Chairman & CEO of Monsanto  

Lisa Jackson- VP of Environmental Initiative for Apple 

John Bilbrey- President & CEO of Hershey  

Shannon Schuyler- Corporate Responsibility Leader of PwC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INISDE EDITION 

3RD QUARTER 2014 

AIRS WEEKNIGHTS AT 4:30PM AND 7:30PM 

 

JULY 1, 2014 

 

TRUCKER FILMS COP 

Inside Edition reports on a trucker who pulled over a police officer for doing 

something he thought was illegal. 

 

WHITE HOUSE CHEF JOKE 

Maybe President Obama should leave the wisecracks to the comics. At a ceremony 

honoring the White House pastry chef, the President’s attempt to be funny fell flatter 

than a soufflé. 

 

MONICA LEWINSKY  

It’s been ten years since Monica Lewinsky has spoken publicly.  However, with another 

Clinton likely to run for the White House…Monica is speaking once again. 

 

NANNY SPEAKS OUT 

The nanny who won’t leave, still hasn’t left.  Now, she’s talking and what she says in 

her first interview isn’t very complimentary to the family she’s at war with. 

 

SHIA IN REHAB? 

It’s been reported that actor Shia Leboueff has entered rehab in the wake of being 

arrested for disturbing a Broadway show.  The news comes as video surfaces of him 

acting bizarrely in the moments before he ended up in cuffs. 

 

AMERICAN SPARTAN AFFAIR 

He was an American hero fighting the Taliban in Afghanistan. However, the greatest 

danger to his career was bringing the woman he loved to the front lines with him. 

Now, they’ve written a book about their story of love against all odds in one of the 

most dangerous places in the world. 

 

SOCCER FAN 

He’s an American soccer fan the cameras just can’t seem to miss…and he’s been a bit 

of a good luck charm.  Inside Edition has the lowdown on the guy who’s been dubbed 

Teddy “Goalsavelt.” 



 

SEINFELD MEMO 

It’s been 25 years since Jerry Seinfeld first aired his television show about nothing.  

However, according to a network memo, the hugely successful show almost didn’t 

happen. 

 

DUCKING RESCUE 

Inside Edition takes a look at one lucky duck. 

 

JULY 2, 2014 

 

STRAHAN KNIFE ATTACK 

TV personality Michael Strahan’s a pretty tough guy…after all, he’s about to be 

inducted into the NFL Hall of Fame. But, it’s still pretty scary to learn that right 

outside his ABC Studio, cops arrested a knife wielding guy who they claim said he 

wanted to kill the former football great. 

 

QANTAS FLIGHT FLOOD 

It was a flight some passengers will always remember.  We’ve reported many times 

about plumbing issues on cruise ships and the unpleasant journey that results.  Well, 

a water pipe burst on a Qantas flight when, shall we say a river ran through it. 

 

GOOD SAMARITAN DIAPERS 

It’s the viral moment that inspired everyone who’s seen it.  The Good Samaritan who 

bought diapers for a total stranger when it turned out they cost more than she 

thought.  Well, we tracked down both women and brought them together for this 

Inside Edition exclusive. 

 

 

TEAM USA GOALIE 

The World Cup fairy tale has ended for the U.S. Soccer Team, but given the following 

the American team gathered, it looks like the sport will live happily ever after...and 

the spotlight’s shining most brightly on goal keeper Tom Howard, whose superhuman 

defense is the stuff of legend.  

 

 

 

 



CHEERLEADER HUNTER 

She’s a cheerleader at Texas Tech, but it’s what she does in her spare time that’s 

sparked an uproar.  She’s a big game hunter and she’s apparently got pretty good 

aim. However, she’s also has a lot of detractors. 

 

KIEFFER FREAKS OUT 

When he plays Jack Bauer on 24, Kieffer Sutherland handles every conceivable kind of 

stress, but in real life, a bunch of autograph seekers pushed Kieffer over the edge. 

 

COP KILLS DOG 

It was a frantic search for a missing boy and it ended with a neighbor’s dog shot dead 

and his owner distraught and angry.  As Jim Moret reports, the dog was killed by a 

cop. Police say the dog threatened the officer. 

  

BBQ PROPANE DANGERS 

You may have seen the scary footage of a food truck exploding in Philadelphia. 13 

people were injured, two of them critically when a truck’s propane tank exploded.  

However, it’s not just food trucks where propane can be dangerous. The gas also 

poses risks in outdoor grills…something to keep in mind as July 4th weekend 

approaches.  

 

JOAN RIVERS DIVA DIARY 

Is there anything Joan Rivers won’t say?  Apparently not. 

 

GRATEFUL KID 

Inside Edition takes a look at the most grateful kid in America.  

 

  

JULY 3, 2014 

 

HOT CAR DAD IN COURT 

Prosecutors today laid out their case against the Georgia father accused of leaving his 

little boy in a hot car to die.  The father says he simply forgot the child was in the 

back seat, but as Megan Alexander reports, authorities say they have evidence that 

proves otherwise.  

 

 

 



LIGHTNING IN NEW YORK CITY   

Fireworks are usually a hallmark of the 4th of July, but the skies lit up early in New 

York and elsewhere, as a massive electrical storm swept through the city. It made for 

a spectacular show and some pretty incredible pictures. 

 

ANN COULTER SOCCER 

Maybe Ann Coulter's giving up talking about politics, because she's getting a lot more 

attention lately for her comments on soccer.  As Diane McInerney reports, Coulter 

says she hates it.     

 

WAITRESS WARS 

Many waiters and waitresses depend on tips to make ends meet.  But most diners 

don't expect to be offended when they go out to eat.  So when one former NFL star 

thought he and his group were being dissed, he took it out by not tipping.  And that 

resulted in a war of words.  

 

WHITE HOUSE CHEF INTERVIEW   

He's the chef whose pies are practically addictive...so habit-forming that the President 

jokes they must have crack in them.  Well, the just retired White House pastry chef 

came to Inside Edition and in this exclusive, he reveals what is in those sinfully good 

pies.   

 

CASEY ANTHONY PHOTOS   

Three years ago, Casey Anthony was acquitted in the murder of her little girl Caylee.  

And while she's been very much living in the shadows, photos of Casey today have 

just come out.   

 

NO KIDS STARS 

Cameron Diaz is out promoting her new movie, and something she said has gotten a 

lot of attention...she doesn't have kids, and she says she's never felt the pull of 

parenthood.  And as Megan Alexander reports, there are many stars who feel the 

same way.  

 

A HARD DAYS NIGHT BLU RAY 

Fifty years ago, the Fab Four hit America...and in honor of the Beatles first trip to the 

states, the movie 'A Hard Day's Night' is being re-released, and it's sharper now than 

way back when. 

 



GRANDMA PRANKS  

Inside Edition takes a look at Grandma vs. Jaws.     

  

JULY 4, 2014 

 

POOL JUMP DANGERS 

Summer is in full swing and kids are out having fun swimming in pools. Inside Edition 

has tips on how you can keep your children safe this summer. 

 

DOG LEASH ELEVATOR 

Inside Edition takes a look at video of a dog’s leash getting caught in an elevator door 

and the frantic owner trying to save her four-legged friend. The harrowing video 

serves as a cautionary tale about a little known “danger zone” for your pet. 

 

WORLD’S DUMBEST CRIMINALS 

Inside Edition takes a look at some of the dumbest criminals on earth. One 

knucklehead actually videotaped her robbery heist and uploaded it to the internet. 

 

BABY MONITOR PARENTS 

Did you know some baby monitors can be hacked? Inside Edition lets you know how 

you can keep your family safe. 

FIVE THINGS YOU DO WRONG 

Chances are you’ve been brushing your teeth and washing your face for longer than 

you can remember…and chances are you’re doing it wrong. Inside Edition has some 

tips on how you can do it right. 

 

SLEEP WHISPERERS 

Inside Edition takes a look at people on the internet known as “sleep whisperers” who 

want to make sure you get a good night’s sleep.   

 

HUMAN CHAIR 

Inside Edition reports on a man who turned himself into a human chair just to help 

one lady in distress. 

 

BEST BURGER IN AMERICA 

Chances are you’ll be having a burger with your family and friends this 4th of 

July…but where can you find the best burger in America? Inside Edition takes you on a 

cross country search. 



HOMECOMING HERO 

Finally, there’s no need at all to buy a vowel to solve this puzzle. 

 

JULY 7, 2014 

 

OSCAR PISTORIUS 

It has been just over four months since the Oscar Pistorius trial began in South Africa.  

Pistorius has admitted that he killed his girlfriend, claiming he thought he was 

shooting an intruder.  He also contends that limitations due to his amputated legs 

bolster his defense.  However, a video in which he reenacts the killing has just been 

made public and as Inside Edition reports, Pistorius' defense is furious over the leak. 

 

SHARK ATTACK 

A recent government survey says the shark population has increased thanks to 

protection efforts.  The number of shark attack’s are also on the increase.  As Inside 

Edition reports, another great white attack has happened. 

 

HOT CAR DEATH 

Only one person has been charged in the tragic hot car death of a little boy in 

Georgia, but pointed questions are now being raised about the child's mother.  As Les 

Trent reports, although she has not been charged, some find her actions the day of 

the tragedy suspicious. 

 

FACEBOOK PICTURE 

Did Facebook go too far in blocking one mom's picture?  The picture was a modern 

day reenactment of the old Coppertone ad which the social media site says violates its 

standards.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

PAUL MCCARTNEY COUPLE 

Sir Paul McCartney's back on tour following a two-month bout fighting a virus.  

Although he's resuming his concert schedule, that's not what's making headlines.  As 

Inside Edition reports, you can call him ‘McCartney the matchmaker’. 

 

JESSICA SIMPSON 

It may be a record for the longest celebrity engagement, but four years after her 

boyfriend popped the question, Jessica Simpson has gotten married!  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 



NEIGHBOR SHOOTS NEIGHBOR 

A man admits that he killed his neighbor but he says he doesn’t feel he's guilty 

because he claims he acted in self defense.  That's just one of the head-scratching 

comments from a man who was convicted of murdering his neighbor after a long 

standing feud over shrubbery.  Jim Moret has our exclusive jailhouse interview. 

 

ESPN BODY ISSUE 

If wearing a swimsuit's not enough inspiration to get fit, check out ESPN's latest body 

issue!  Inside Edition reports. 

 

LION ATTACK 

Inside Edition shows video of a terrifying moment where a man is attacked by a lion 

inside a house!  

 

JULY 8, 2014 

 

RIPTIDE HEROES 

There was a stunning act of heroism from two men who risked their lives to save an 

unconscious teen who was caught in dangerous waves.  As Jim Moret reports, there is 

no question that if it weren’t for the actions of two Good Samaritans, the distressed 

swimmer would have died.   

 

SLEEPING YANKEE FAN SUES 

Could a nap be worth $10 million?  That's how much one baseball fan is suing for 

after he was caught catching some shut-eye during a New York Yankees game.  As 

Inside Edition reports, some experts say he has a better chance of catching a fly ball 

in the stands than he does collecting in this legal action. 

 

FIREWORKS SHOT BY DRONES 

If you've spent any time on the internet lately, you've probably seen fireworks footage 

from the holiday weekend unlike any you've seen before.  This is because a lot of it 

was shot by drones.  The footage is jaw dropping, but as Inside Edition reports, safety 

experts say the way it was shot is an accident waiting to happen. 

 

SUBWAY BABY 

A 20-year-old mother has been charged with felony child abandonment after her 

baby was found deserted inside a New York City subway station.  Megan Alexander 

has this report. 



 

CRUMBS CLOSES 

The kingdom has crumbled for the folks over at Crumbs cupcakes company.  April 

Woodard has details. 

  

SOFIA AND JOE 

It looks like Sofia Vergara has definitely moved on from her old fiancé as the Modern 

Family star has been spotted with a new beau who was just named Hollywood’s 

hottest bachelor.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CELEB KIDS BULLIED? 

Celebrities are used to the downside of fame; the paparazzi, the lack of privacy, and 

sometimes cruel comments go with the territory.  However, should their children have 

to pay the same price because mom and dad are famous?  As Les Trent reports, some 

celebrities’ kids are being bullied. 

 

EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION 

The government spends $1 billion dollars on the agency that monitors seismic 

activity, but one man is saying that he has figured out how to predict earthquakes 

precisely and, as Inside Edition reports, he says a big one's coming this weekend. 

 

BEAR STUCK 

Inside Edition shows video of a bear who got his head stuck in an old milk can.   

 

JULY 9, 2014 

 

FURIOUS GEORGE CLOONEY 

George Clooney is furious, blasting a newspaper for a false story about his upcoming 

marriage.  The Oscar® winner minced no words in slamming the paper and the paper 

wasted no time in apologizing and pulled the story from its website.  April Woodard 

reports. 

 

ROSIE O’DONNELL AND THE VIEW? 

Speculation has been running high that Rosie O'Donnell is going to be returning to 

The View.  Neither Rosie nor ABC is commenting, but one person is and she's not at 

all happy.  Former View co-host Elisabeth Hasselbeck, whose feud with Rosie was 

legendary, interrupted her vacation to say she thinks that hiring Rosie would be a spit 

in the face.  Inside Edition reports. 



 

CRAZY CAT 911 

911 operators get calls about all kinds of things, but imagine the skepticism when a 

911 call comes in of a person complaining about a crazy cat.  As Inside Edition 

reports, that's what happened after a cat went nuts, clawed up her owners, and 

trapped them in a room. 

 

RUNNING BULLS EXPERT 

Pamplona, Spain's annual Running of the Bulls kicked off Tuesday.  At least six people 

were already injured this year during the event and in the ultimate of ironies it turns 

out that one victim is an American who literally wrote the book on how to do the bull 

run safely. 

 

HOT CAR DAD SECRET LIFE 

Police in Georgia recently reenacted the hot car death of the two-year-old boy using 

the actual car in which the child died.  Meanwhile, Inside Edition is learning more 

about the secret online life of his father who remains in jail accused of murder.  He 

has pleaded not guilty. 

 

HALLE HAMSTER ROLL 

She has been a Bond girl, won an Oscar®, and played a super hero.  Now, Inside 

Edition reports on something we've never seen Halle Berry do. 

 

OBAMA OFFERED POT 

President Obama has admitted that he smoked pot in the past, but when offered a 

joint in Colorado, where it's legal, he borrowed a line from Nancy Reagan and just 

said no.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

‘TEDDY’ COMES HOME 

The people of Brazil have not taken defeat well.  Chaos resulted after their team's 

embarrassing defeat by Germany.  Meanwhile, the surprise star of the World Cup, 

‘Teddy Goalsevelt’, is back home in Chicago and he’s practically getting a hero's 

welcome. 

 

‘I GOT IT’ AMPUTEE KID 

Inside Edition reports on a kid who’s inspiring everyone. 

 

 



ANCHOVY INVASION 

Inside Edition shows video of more anchovies than you’ll ever see on a pizza! 

 

JULY 10, 2014 

 

HOUSTON MAN SHOOTS SIX 

Inside Edition has your first look at the family who was murdered inside their home in 

an upscale Houston neighborhood.  They were shot execution style by a man who was 

disguised as a FedEx driver.  Cops say the man was no stranger but he's related to the 

victims.  Les Trent has the latest on the tragedy. 

 

WHOOPI SPEAKS OUT 

It's official!  ABC is confirming that Rosie O'Donnell is heading back to The View.  The 

question is will she get along with the show's last woman standing, Whoopi Goldberg?  

As Inside Edition reports, Whoopi has a lot to say about the dramatic changes 

happening at the show. 

 

GOPRO BABY 

Inside Edition reports on one of the most amazing and spontaneous births we’ve ever 

seen!  A young dad was sporting a GoPro camera as he raced to the hospital with his 

pregnant wife.  However, while dad was capturing their hectic journey to the delivery 

room, his impatient new baby boy had plans of his own and it was all caught-on-

tape! 

 

CRAZY CAT COUPLE 

Last time, Inside Edition reported on the couple who was terrorized by their pet cat; 

they were so scared that they locked themselves in a room and called 911.  Now, the 

couple is speaking out to April Woodard about why they were so freaked out by their 

crazy cat. 

 

  

PROSTITUTE AND GOOGLE EXECUTIVE 

One man was a successful Google executive who went online and met a beautiful 

young woman.  However, it ended in tragedy as the executive was found dead on his 

yacht and the young woman is now charged with manslaughter.  Inside Edition is 

learning more about the woman who, ironically, has a tattoo that reads ‘till death do 

us part’.   

 



EMMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 

It was a big day in Hollywood as nominations for the 66th annual Primetime Emmy 

Awards were announced.  Jim Moret was there. 

 

CRUISE SHIP GROOM REWARD 

It's a story that gripped the nation.  A young newlywed couple was on their 

honeymoon aboard a cruise ship when the groom vanished.  George Smith's body was 

never found and his parents have never given up trying to find out what happened to 

their son.  Now, nine years later, they are offering a 100-thousand dollar reward to 

help solve the mystery at sea.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

FIRED FOR PHOTO NURSE 

Inside Edition reports on a nurse who says she was fired over a photo. 

 

LITTLE WEATHER GIRL 

Inside Edition shows video of a little weather girl. 

 

JULY 11, 2014 

 

HOUSTON SHOOTING LATEST 

The deranged uncle who’s accused of wiping out six family members in Houston 

collapsed in court after being officially charged with capital murder.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

TRUMP SUPPORTS ROSIE 

There continues to be big reaction to the news that Rosie O'Donnell is returning to 

The View.   As Inside Edition reports, her old nemesis Donald Trump thinks it's a good 

idea! 

 

L’OREAL WORLD CUP MODEL 

One woman was dubbed the most beautiful World Cup fan ever after a photo of her 

cheering in the stands went viral.  As Inside Edition reports, she was so beautiful that 

cosmetics giant L'Oreal signed her up.  However, days later they have dropped her 

due to another photo that proved to be a deal breaker. 

 

 

 

 



CLOONEY LATEST 

Inside Edition reported about how George Clooney was furious over a report that 

claimed his future mother-in-law was against his upcoming wedding.  Although the 

paper apologized, Clooney is saying that the apology is not accepted. 

 

GOOGLE PROSTITUTE 911  

Last time, Inside Edition reported about the young woman who’s accused of killing a 

Google executive by giving him a lethal dose of heroin.  Now, a disturbing part of her 

past has emerged.  As it turns out, the woman's former boyfriend also died of a 

heroin overdose; that case has now been reopened and, for the first time, Inside 

Edition is hearing the 911 call from that incident. 

 

CHERYL BURKE 

Dancing with the Stars' Cheryl Burke is telling the world that she's not dying after a 

selfie in which she looked startling thin raised eyebrows.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

COPPERTONE GIRL SPEAKS 

Inside Edition has told you about the mom who created controversy when she 

recreated the old Coppertone ad with her young daughter.  Now, the original 

Coppertone girl is defending the mom in an interview with Inside Edition. 

 

NIXON TAPES 

40 years ago the Watergate tapes brought down President Nixon.  Now, all these 

years later, new audio tapes have surfaced of the late President.  Les Trent reports on 

what they reveal. 

 

PLANET OF THE APES GIRL TODAY 

The new Planet of the Apes movie is generating rave reviews, but, what ever 

happened to the beautiful woman who starred in the original 1968 classic?  Inside 

Edition reports.   

 

BEAR IN POOL 

Inside Edition shows video of a bear in a pool. 

 

 

 

 

 



JULY 14, 2014 

 

WORLD CUP EXCITEMENT 

The World Cup was the most watched sports event in history and no one seemed 

more thrilled to be a part of the pandemonium than pop star Rihanna.  As Inside 

Edition reports, she had a risqué moment in the stands that everyone's talking about. 

 

SCARY SKINNY? 

TV personality Bethenny Frankel is sparking uproar today with a controversial photo 

she posted on social media.  In the picture, Frankel is wearing her 4-year-old 

daughter's tiny pajama set and that has some people asking if she’s celebrating the 

fact that she's so skinny that she can wear kids’ clothes.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

HOT CAR 

The investigation into the hot car death of a two-year-old boy continues today.  The 

child’s father stands accused of deliberately leaving his child to die in a car.  He says 

it was an accident.  Such an unthinkable tragedy has led some people to take an 

unusual step hoping it will serve as a warning to parents everywhere.  Megan 

Alexander reports. 

 

BATTLE OF THE BOOKS  

The controversial new book Blood Feud is full of shocking allegations about a 

purported feud between the Obamas and the Clintons.  Now, the book has shot to 

number one, surpassing Hillary Clinton’s Hard Choices on the best seller list.  Les 

Trent has more on the battle of the books. 

 

JESSICA SIMPSON WEDDING 

Inside Edition has your first look at Jessica Simpson’s wedding, courtesy of People 

magazine's exclusive coverage, from the first dance to the towering six-tier wedding 

cake. 

 

JENNY MCCARTHY 

Jenny McCarthy recently had a wild weekend in Miami.  Inside Edition reports.     

 

LONE SURVIVOR GIRL 

She is the lone survivor of the mass shooting in Houston where her crazed uncle is 

accused of gunning down and killing her parents and her four siblings.  As Inside 

Edition reports, the brave 15-year-old is out of the hospital and breaking her silence. 



 

TRACY MORGAN PHOTO 

Comedian Tracy Morgan has been seen for the first time since the horrific highway 

crash that almost cost him his life.  As Inside Edition reports, the 30 Rock actor is 

using a walker and is noticeably thinner as he recovers from his injuries. 

 

POWER SUIT DESIGNER 

Inside Edition reports on the secret weapon behind the world's most powerful women.  

April Woodard introduces us to the designer whose clothes are a favorite with the rich 

and famous.  

 

BEACH HAILSTORM 

Inside Edition shows video of a random hailstorm at a beach. 

 

ACCUSED BULLOCK STALKER COURT 

Chilling new details have been released in the case of the intruder who broke into 

actress Sandra Bullock’s home; the Oscar® winner came face-to-face with her alleged 

stalker right outside her bedroom.  Police say the crazed man screamed "you are my 

wife".  Jim Moret has the latest.  

 

CARJACK VIDEO 

In a terrifying moment, a mom and her young child were carjacked while they were 

still in their minivan.  Thankfully, as Inside Edition reports, a group of brave citizens 

came to their rescue as cameras were rolling. 

 

WOMEN WHO SAY THEY WERE RAPED COME FORWARD 

60 percent of sexual assault cases go unreported usually because the victims are 

afraid to come forward.  Now, as Inside Edition reports, two young women are 

refusing to stay silent in order to stop this from happening to someone else. 

 

WORST WEDDING PHOTO 

As wedding photos go, one is being called the worst.  A guy decided to do a split leap 

in the air at his cousins wedding and in doing so he kicked one of the bridesmaids in 

the head and split his pants!  Les Trent has the story. 

 

CLINTON MUSICAL 

Megan Alexander goes behind-the-scenes of a musical based on one political power 

couple. 



 

PRINCE WILL VANITY FAIR    

Prince William graces the cover of Vanity Fair and the cover is not without 

controversy.  As Inside Edition reports, some say the magazine altered the prince's 

photo to hide his thinning hair.    

 

ATLANTIC CITY PROBLEMS 

 

Major financial problems have hit Atlantic City's once thriving casino industry.  Several 

big casinos have announced plans to close their doors this year which means 

thousands of people will be out of work.  What happened?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

SUMMER SUN 

We're in the middle of the summer which means there’s a lot of time spent outside in 

the direct sun.  Inside Edition hit the streets to see how much people know about 

common sun exposure myths. 

 

DOG BUCKET LIST 

You've heard of humans ticking off a list of goals to reach before they die.  Now, 

Inside Edition reports on a dog who had a bucket list. 

 

HAIL HITS CAR 

Inside Edition shows video of a hailstorm in July! 

 

JULY 16, 2014 

 

HOT CAR MOM SPEAKS 

A mom crawled through the smashed window of her jeep to save her children.  Initial 

reports indicated that she left her children in the hot vehicle while she got her hair 

cut.  However, as Inside Edition reports, new surveillance video tells a different story. 

 

CAMPUS FLOODING 

There’s incredible video of raging flood waters at a college campus.  The torrential 

rain came down fast and heavy, turning hallways inside the college into rivers.  As 

Inside Edition reports, it led to some pretty incredible images and a lesson these 

students will never forget. 

 

 



PILLOWCASE RAPIST 

Some folks in southern California are furious at their new neighbor, heckling him and 

screaming that they don't want him living next door.  Jim Moret reports on who this 

new neighbor is and why he is so unwelcome. 

 

  

COMCAST APOLOGY 

It's being called the customer service call from hell.  A cable customer called his 

provider because he wanted his service turned off.  Then, the persistent service rep 

refused to give in and the call continued to go on.  Now, the cable company is 

speaking out to say they are sorry and embarrassed. 

 

VANESSA WILLIAMS MOLESTED 

 

There’s been a stunning revelation from actress and former beauty queen Vanessa 

Williams.  In a candid new interview, she revealed that she was molested when she 

was only ten-years-old and she says the shame has haunted her ever since. 

 

ERIN ANDREWS BASHED 

 

It was a big gig for Erin Andrews when she reported from Tuesday night's All Star 

baseball game.  However, today she's finding herself under attack from some radio 

personalities who mocked her relentlessly on the air saying she's a bimbo and other 

names we can't say on TV. 

 

DATE WITH DADDY 

A video of an adorable three-year-old little girl and her father has garnered millions 

of hits online.  Many call the video sweet, but some are criticizing it.  Les Trent has 

the story. 

  

CHARLIE SHEEN 

It's been a while since Charlie Sheen has been in the headlines acting crazy, but he's 

back!  New footage shows him looking wasted outside a fast food restaurant and as 

Inside Edition reports, he admits on the video that he is ‘so hammered’. 

 

GIRL GETS PUPPY 

Inside Edition shows video of a girl getting a puppy. 

 



JULY 17, 2014 

 

MALAYSIA PLANE DOWN 

There continues to be shock around the world over the Malaysia Airlines flight that 

crashed in Ukraine with 295 people on board; there is serious speculation that the 

aircraft was shot out of the sky.  What's making this story more compelling is the fact 

that the crash comes 18 years to the day that TWA Flight 800 went down off the coast 

of Long Island, New York.  Les Trent has details. 

 

BANK ROBBERY TRAGEDY 

Chaos erupted after a bank robbery and kidnapping in California.  Police say the bank 

robbers were armed with AK-47's and kidnapped bank employees and a customer 

before leading police on a wild high-speed chase.  As Inside Edition reports, one of 

the hostages, a mom, was killed in the process. 

 

ESPY’S ERIN ANDREWS 

Hours after TV personality Erin Andrews was called some nasty names by some radio 

DJ's she was on the red carpet at the ESPY Awards.  The DJ's have now apologized 

saying their words were wrong and immature. 

 

HOT CAR TIPS 

The story of the Georgia father who’s on trial for leaving his young son to die in a hot 

car has gripped the nation.  He says it was an accident, while prosecutors say it was 

deliberate.  Every year, an estimated 38 children die in hot cars.  What should you do 

if you see a child in a car that’s heating up quickly?  Les Trent has some safety tips 

you need to know. 

 

TRACY MORGAN NEW VIDEO 

There’s new video of comedian Tracy Morgan as he recovers from a horrific highway 

accident. 

 

SCAMMING GRANDPA 

A grandfather recently went to Washington to testify about an upsetting scam that he 

and many other seniors have fallen for.  Heartless criminals are targeting the elderly, 

posing as their grandkids and asking for money.  In most cases, the scam works.  

Now, as Inside Edition reports, there's an effort to stop these heartless thieves in their 

tracks.   

 



CAR GIFT SURPRISE 

Inside Edition reports on a daughter who surprised her dad with the greatest gift ever. 

 

FLY SWALLOW 

Inside Edition shows video of a British reporter becoming speechless when he 

accidentally swallows a fly! 

 

JULY 18, 2014 

 

PLANE CRASH LATEST 

New video has emerged which purportedly shows some of the last moments onboard 

the doomed Malaysia Airlines flight that was shot down over Ukraine.  You can see 

passengers preparing for takeoff unaware that disaster was hours away.  Inside 

Edition reports.   

 

LOST PASSENGERS 

We are now seeing the faces and hearing the stories of the lives lost in the tragic 

plane crash.  There were young families, students, and many of the passengers on 

board were small children.  Les Trent has a glimpse of the lives that were taken too 

soon. 

 

JASON BIGGS APOLOGY 

The recent plane crash tragedy comes four months after another Malaysia Airlines 

flight vanished without a trace.  Comments referring to both tragedies online by 

American Pie star Jason Biggs has the actor profusely apologizing today.  Jim Moret 

has details. 

 

INSTAGRAM CENSORED 

Many celebrities post revealing photos of themselves on Instagram all the time.  

However, when a teenager did the same, Instagram quickly booted her from the site.  

As Inside Edition reports, the teen claims it wasn't her outfit that prompted her 

account to be deleted, it was her size.  

 

BANK HOSTAGE TIPS 

Last time, Inside Edition reported on the heart-stopping video of the bank robbery in 

California in which a mom was taken hostage and killed while being used as a human 

shield.  What can you do if you find yourself caught in the middle of a bank heist?  

Inside Edition reports. 



BECKHAM SLIMED 

Hunky soccer star David Beckham recently got slimed, but it wasn't by the usual green 

goo that we're used to seeing!  Jim Moret explains. 

 

JFK JR. ANNIVERSARY 

It has been 15 years since John F. Kennedy Jr. and his wife Carolyn Bessette died in a 

plane crash.  Much has been said of the charm and promise of the prince of Camelot, 

but, now Inside Edition is getting some unique insight into the man behind the myth 

from someone who knew him well.  April Woodard reports. 

 

PERFECT BURGER 

Barbecue season is in full swing, but, if you want to cook the perfect burger, one chef 

says stay inside and cook it on your stove.  April Woodard reports.  

 

GAME SHOW HOMECOMING 

Inside Edition shows video of a special surprise homecoming. 

 

JULY 21, 2014 

 

BIGGS’ PLANE APOLOGY 

Many are calling the handling of the crime scene of doomed Malaysia Flight 17 an 

international disgrace as it is being ransacked by anyone nearby.  Meanwhile, 

American Pie star Jason Biggs is speaking out for the first time about a wisecrack he 

made about the tragedy, admitting that what he did was stupid.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

BALLOON HITS POWER LINES 

Hot air ballooning has been called man's first flight, but some people in 

Massachusetts thought it was going to be their last flight when the balloon they were 

in collided with some power lines and crashed.  As Inside Edition reports, the 

question is why were they flying so low? 

 

CHOKEHOLD CONTROVERSY 

There’s outrage over the death of a man who was put in a chokehold while being put 

under arrest in New York.  Videos from the incident have raised serious questions 

about the officers and the EMS crew that arrived on the scene.  Les Trent has this 

report which has video some may find disturbing. 

 



CRYING BABY VIDEO FAKE? 

Have you seen the video of the dog that not only gave a crying baby the toy she 

wanted, but almost every other toy in the house?  It’s sweet, but is it for real?  April 

Woodard investigates whether it's a fake. 

 

JAMES GARNER HARTLEY 

James Garner has passed away.  Along with his films and TV shows he’s also being 

remembered for those classic Polaroid commercials.  He had such chemistry with his 

co-star Mariette Hartley that many people thought they were married.  Now, Hartley is 

remembering her old friend in an Inside Edition interview. 

 

ADAM LEVINE 

Adam Levine has gotten married!  Inside Edition reports. 

 

ROLLIN’ COAL VIDEOS 

Inside Edition reports on one of the dumber and dirtier things that some people call 

fun - it's called Rollin' Coal. 

 

MISS IDAHO PUMP 

A beauty queen puts her medical condition front and center.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

BABY NEWS SCREAM 

Inside Edition shows video of a woman jumping for joy when she learns she’s going to 

become a grandma. 

 

JULY 22, 2014 

 

OBAMA NEW HOUSE? 

Are the Obamas heading west? A new report claims the First Family is in the process 

of buying a lavish home near Palm Springs to move to when they leave the White 

House. Judging from the images…it’s quite a spread. 

 

CLINTON BOOK SHOCKER 

Bill Clinton’s infidelity in the White House is legendary. However, a new book claims 

he’s still at it and says he has a mistress who visits him when Hillary is away. If this is 

true, what impact will it have if Hillary runs for the White House in 2016? 

 

  



HOME INVASION  

Imagine sitting down for dinner and just as you’re about to start your meal a man 

with a gun breaks into your home. That’s no hypothetical situation for one couple 

who are sharing a video of the violent intrusion, because the man who terrorized 

them is somewhere on the streets. 

 

PRINCE GEORGE’S BIRTHDAY 

It’s a big day for the future King of England! How do you party when you’re royalty? 

Prince George’s proud parents are sharing some family photos along with a message 

to the world. 

 

SINGING DOCTOR 

It’s usually a happy and joyous atmosphere in the delivery room after a healthy baby 

is born. Inside Edition reports on one doctor who has delivered thousands of babies 

and celebrates each one with a song. 

 

AIR B.N.B. CONTROVERSY 

You may have heard of the popular website Airbnb that helps people traveling around 

the world rent people’s homes rather than pay for pricey hotels. However, there’s a 

snag. Inside Edition reports on one homeowner who rented her condo and now says 

the renter won’t leave. 

 

PROTECT YOUR HOME 

Inside Edition takes a look at some inexpensive gadgets that will help get your house 

off of an intruder’s radar. 

 

JAMES BROWN MOVIE 

He’s often referred to as “The Godfather of Soul.” Now, a new movie about James 

Brown is set to hit the big screen. 

 

OLD MAN DANCING 

Throw out the rocking chair! Inside Edition checks out an old man’s incredible dance 

moves. 

 

  

 

 

  



JULY 23, 2014 

 

WALMART VIGILANTE 

A Walmart shopper took it upon himself to act as security when he saw someone who 

he believed to be a shoplifter making off with an entire cart full of loot!  As Inside 

Edition reports, he had his cell phone rolling as he confronted the guy.   

 

BROOKLYN BRIDGE FLAGS 

Today, security was beefed up at New York City's Brooklyn Bridge after someone 

climbed the iconic structure and put bleached white flags on the top.  The questions 

are who was it and why was a place that was earlier tagged as a terrorist target 

apparently left un-secure?  Les Trent reports. 

 

FAT SHAME OUTRAGE 

Facebook’s rules page says if you use the social network, you promise to not bully, 

intimidate, or harass any user.  However, some people on the receiving end of some 

cruel Facebook posts say they are being tormented because of their weight.  Inside 

Edition reports. 

 

PAULEY PERRETTE DYE 

Actress Pauley Perrette has a warning for anyone who dyes their hair jet black.  She 

says the dye can be fatal for some people and she learned the hard way that she may 

be one of them.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

PUTIN DAUGHTER IN HOLLAND 

It was an incredibly emotional scene in Holland today as the remains of loved ones 

from the doomed Malaysia Airlines flight were returned home.  People there have 

been furious at Russian leader Vladimir Putin over his handling of the disaster and 

now that may get even worse after today's revelation that Putin's own daughter is 

living in Holland. 

 

STOLEN DRESS SELFIE 

Thanks to social media, we live in an age of over sharing.  Some people apparently 

don’t get that not everything should be posted and an alleged shoplifter has now 

learned this first hand. 

  

 

 



WHITNEY MOVIE CONTROVERSY 

Whitney Houston's daughter is furious that a movie about her mom is being made and 

she wasn’t asked to play her mother.  April Woodard has more on the rant Bobbi 

Kristina let loose on Twitter. 

 

NENE VS. WENDY HANDBAG 

Talk show host Wendy Williams likes to start her show with what she calls hot topics, 

but one topic she tweeted about has gotten so hot that it has ignited a war over a 

handbag. 

 

GRASS WALK WOMAN 

Inside Edition shows video of a woman appearing to float while walking on her lawn.  

Three inches of heavy rain somehow got under the sod, allowing her to walk on her 

lawn like it’s a water bed. 

 

JULY 24, 2014 

 

OBAMA MOTORCADE MOM 

President Obama is under increased criticism over his fundraising trip to California.  

On top of questions over it coinciding with tumultuous events in Ukraine and Gaza, 

eyebrows are also being raised because a woman who was in labor was made to wait 

for the presidential motorcade.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CARJACKING CHASE 

It was a crazy scene as a guy who allegedly stole one car crashed it and kept trying 

until he snagged another vehicle while armed to the teeth.  April Woodard says it 

finally ended when other motorists helped pin the guy down on a busy freeway. 

 

JOB INTERVIEW HOT CAR 

It was a choice no parent should have to make: leave your kids alone in a hot car or 

miss an interview for a job you really need.  One mom chose to try for the job and as 

Inside Edition reports, it ended up landing her in trouble. 

 

CLINTON MOM  

There’s another entry into what's been a bumper crop of books about the Clinton 

family.  This latest is from a Pulitzer Prize winning author who says the former 

President was abused by his mother. 

 



BROOKLYN BRIDGE FIREWORKS? 

When white flags were raised over the Brooklyn Bridge, cops suspected an inside job.  

Only someone who'd been there could have been so well prepared.  Now, as Les Trent 

reports, speculation is that that someone may have had something to do with the 

Fourth of July fireworks. 

 

DETROIT PORCH SHOOTING 

Was he a homeowner terrified by a loud banging on his door at four in the morning or 

was he a trigger happy killer who murdered a teenage woman in distress on his front 

porch?  He claims he acted in self defense.  That's up to a jury to decide as the 

victim's emotional mother takes the stand.  April Woodard has details. 

 

LUCY MOVIE BRAIN 

We've all heard some people say humans use only ten percent of our brain's power.  

That's the notion behind a new movie hitting screens this week.  Is this actually true?  

Inside Edition reports.   

 

MASCOT WEDDING 

A woman was about to be married but, with her father deceased, who would walk her 

down the aisle?  For this bride it turned out to be a giant bird!  Inside Edition reports. 

 

DOG PROTECTS BEER 

Inside Edition shows video of a dog protecting some beer. 

 

JULY 25, 2014 

 

OHIO STATE BAND HAZING 

Today, Inside Edition is learning new details about why the leader of the Ohio State 

marching band was fired amid accusations of hazing that is said to also include lewd 

comments and crude gestures.  Diane McInerney has the latest. 

 

DOLL MYSTERY 

In one neighborhood, some were mystified and unnerved by the succession of dolls 

that suddenly started appearing on people's porches.  Like a plot in a creepy movie, 

they only appeared at homes with children and at times resembled the child.  Jim 

Moret has more on the mystery. 

 

  



DRONE SPACE NEEDLE 

Tourists at the Seattle Space Needle recently got to look at more than the spectacular 

views when they found themselves face-to-face with a mysterious drone.  Who was 

behind it and why?  April Woodard solves the mystery. 

 

FIFTY SHADES OF GREY REACTIONS 

There's big reaction to the just-released preview for the Fifty Shades of Grey movie.  

Some say it looks pretty steamy while others say it should be called fifty shades of 

beige.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

MEDAL HONOR LETTERMAN 

The nation's newest Medal of Honor recipient is receiving a hero's welcome on late 

night TV.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

MALAYSIA MAKEUP LOOTING? 

Worldwide outrage is being expressed over a selfie that was taken by a woman who 

bragged about her makeup, specifically mascara, that she says was pilfered from the 

belongings of victims of the downed Malaysia Airlines jet.  Inside Edition reports.  

 

ESPN ANCHOR UNDER FIRE 

There was a jaw-dropping comment from an ESPN host.  In the wake of what some 

consider the NFL's slap on the wrist for Ravens player Ray Rice, the host is under fire 

for warning women to not provoke men to violence. 

 

BURIED AT BEACH 

A lot of people at the beach will tell you they're afraid of sharks, but who's afraid of 

the sand?  As it turns out, statistically speaking, the sand can be more dangerous.  

Les Trent explains why. 

 

PEOPLE 100LBS WEIGHT LOSS 

A recent Gallup poll says 51% of American adults want to lose weight.  Inside Edition 

reports on how five people were hugely successful at it. 

 

FAINTING DOG 

Inside Edition shows video of an adorable dog who’s so happy to see a family member 

who has been away for a while that he faints! 

 

  



JULY 28, 2014 

 

SUMMER OF LIGHTNING 

Call this the summer of lightning. 16 people have been killed so far this year by 

lightning strikes. The latest death happened during a freak sudden storm that hit 

Venice Beach in California. 

 

ZOMBIE WALK ACCIDENT 

The annual zombie walk has become a national tradition in San Diego. Hundreds of 

people dress up as the living dead and walk through the streets. However, this 

weekend’s event ended in chaos when a spooked family in a car tried to escape the 

zombies and accidentally hit a spectator. 

 

PHONY 911 CALL 

Inside Edition reports on a man who allegedly made a phony call to 911 because he 

wanted to get out of a ticket. 

 

OHIO STATE SECRET TAPE 

There are more insights into the abusive culture that was apparently a big part of the 

Ohio State Marching Band.  The Band Director had said he never yelled at students.  

However, a secret audio tape has now been made public that appears to be the fired 

director cursing at a band member. 

 

WHOOPI ON RAY RICE 

Football star Ray Rice’s two-game suspension in the wake of that violent incident with 

his wife in Las Vegas remains controversial.  Now, Whoopi Goldberg is weighing in 

suggesting there are times when a woman shouldn’t be surprised if her man hits her. 

Whoopi admits her comments may not be that popular. 

 

SUPERHERO CRACKDOWN 

Costumed characters who hustle for tips are a staple at many tourist sites. However, 

in New York’s Times Square they’re cracking down on the characters after a man in a 

Spiderman suit was charged with slugging a cop. 

 

GRANNIES WATCH 50 SHADES OF GREY 

There’s been lots of lots of buzz about the just released trailer for the upcoming 50 

Shades of Grey movie. Inside Edition finds out what the “golden girls” of the internet 

think about the steamy trailer. 



COP SAVES BOY 

It was a terrifying moment as a lifeless boy was pulled from a swimming pool.  

However, thanks to a hero cop the boy is okay. The drama was all caught on a special 

camera attached to the police officer’s uniform. 

 

LITTLE CONDUCTOR 

Inside Edition takes a look at a 15-month-old kid who had 500 people at a summer 

camp enthralled and obeying his every move. 

 

KIDNAP STORAGE CONTAINER 

Inside Edition is learning new details about the New Hampshire teenager who was 

kidnapped on her way home from high school; she was allegedly kept for nine 

months inside a storage container.  Megan Alexander has details. 

 

RAY RICE WEDDING 

You may have seen the video of NFL star Ray Rice in an ugly fight with his then 

fiancée.  Now, Inside Edition is seeing another side of the couple.  Months after their 

violent altercation, they took a walk down the aisle and Inside Edition got an exclusive 

look at their ‘I do's’. 

 

BEYONCE NEW APARTMENT 

The word is Beyonce is looking for a new apartment on her own.  This is surely only 

going to fuel the rumors that she and Jay-Z could be about to split.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

JOHN WALSH BACK ON TV 

In his many years on television John Walsh helped catch hundreds of fugitives and 

that's why many in law enforcement were disheartened when his show America's Most 

Wanted went off the air.  Now, Walsh is back with a new show that has already helped 

bring down another bad guy.  Les Trent has details. 

 

FACE SHOT MAN GQ 

One man’s face was terribly disfigured by a gunshot wound and thanks to some 

miracle surgeries doctors were able to put his face back together.  Now, he has posed 

for his own GQ photo shoot.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

 

 



J.LO CAKE 

J.Lo celebrated her recent birthday in style with a crazy cake of herself.  Now, the 

baker is revealing how she made the over-the-top dessert. 

 

MATT BARNES INSTAGRAM 

Can the power of social media coupled with celebrity help bring a suspected killer to 

justice?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

HARPER LEE CONTROVERSY 

A new book purports to tell secrets about one of the most famous authors in the 

world: Harper Lee, the renowned author of To Kill a Mockingbird.  It's written by Lee's 

own neighbor.  The question is did she betray Harper Lee by writing about a woman 

who values her privacy above all else?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

SHARKNADO IS BACK 

Sharknado is back and this time the sharks are taking over Manhattan!  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

LITTLE DRUMMER BOY 

Christmas is months away, but a little drummer boy has already arrived!  

 

JULY 30, 2014 

 

BLOOM VS. BIEBER 

Justin Bieber recently got into a fight with actor Orlando Bloom.  It happened in a 

crowded restaurant reportedly after Bieber reportedly made a rude comment about 

Bloom's ex-wife, model Miranda Kerr.  April Woodard has more. 

 

EBOLA OUTBREAK 

The world is grappling with what is now the worst Ebola outbreak in history.  Could it 

happen here?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

BACHELORETTE BUZZ 

 

Ratings were down for the final episode of The Bachelorette but the buzz about the 

finale is up.  April Woodard says one TV personality is coming under fire for a not so 

nice name he called the bachelorette. 

 



KELSEY GRAMMER 

Almost forty years ago, Kelsey Grammer endured unimaginable grief when his sister 

was raped and murdered.  Now, all these years later, Grammer is saying he forgives 

the man who committed the crime, but the actor also says he does not want to see 

him back out on the street.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

SISTER DOESN’T WANT BROTHER TO GROW UP 

One little girl wants her baby brother to stay a baby and the cute video of her begging 

him to stay forever young is now a viral hit.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

DREW BARRYMORE 

There has been no shortage of drama in the life of Drew Barrymore.  Now, there has 

been another tragedy as her half sister has been found dead of an apparent suicide. 

 

PUTIN DAUGHTER LATEST 

There’s more mystery regarding the daughter of Russian President Vladimir Putin.  

She lives in the Netherlands and following the downing of the Malaysia Airlines jet 

there were calls for her to be deported.  However, the photo of the woman many said 

was Maria Putin turned out to be that of someone else.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

SON PAYS MORTGAGE 

One guy is being called the best son ever as he recently gave his parents a check for 

hundreds of thousands of dollars to pay off their mortgage.  As Inside Edition reports, 

video of the moment is priceless. 

 

BABY ON DOORSTEP 

18 years ago a girl was left on a hospital doorstep. Despite the rough start in life, 

today, that baby is a teenager and she’s thriving thanks to the woman who said yes to 

becoming her mom.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

HAPPY PEOPLE 

Inside Edition shows a video that proves it's clear that there's no age limit to enjoying 

Pharrell's hit song Happy. 

 

 

 

 

 



JULY 31, 2014 

BLOOM/BIEBER FIGHT DAY TWO 

 

Is Justin Bieber cyber bullying Orlando Bloom?  After the dust-up in a bar that was 

reportedly over Bloom's ex Miranda Kerr, is Bieber rubbing it in with his stream of 

snarky social media postings?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

EBOLA DOCTOR MESSAGE 

An American who was infected with the deadly Ebola virus is sending out a message 

to the world asking for God's intervention as he battles his illness.  Inside Edition has 

the latest on the Ebola crisis including the information the CDC is giving Americans 

who are worried about the outbreak.  Les Trent reports. 

 

PASADENA CLIFF FALL 

Part of a public park in California is being closed to hikers after a woman nearly fell to 

her death on the treacherous slopes.  As Inside Edition reports, the woman was hiking 

when she lost her footing and a friend's cell phone was rolling as she hung on for 

dear life. 

 

RAY RICE PRESSER 

Star running back Ray Rice is speaking out for the first time since the NFL imposed a 

two game suspension after he assaulted the woman who is now his wife.  After 

months of silence, contrite Rice has finally apologized to his wife saying the fight was 

the biggest mistake of his life. 

 

OHIO STATE BAND WOMAN 

The firing of the Ohio State marching band director may not be the end of controversy 

at the school.  The band's alumni club says it’s launching its own investigation into 

the alleged culture of harassment at the band.  Now, a woman who was part of the 

band is coming forward saying the whole affair is being blown out of proportion.  

Inside Edition reports. 

 

JESSICA ALBA MAXIM 

Jessica Alba is Maxim's new cover model.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

BARRYMORE CURSE 

There are new details regarding the death of Drew Barrymore's half sister.  Initial 

reports said she committed suicide, but now another family member says he thinks it 



was an accidental overdose.  As Inside Edition reports, this is leading to talk that the 

Barrymore family curse has struck again. 

 

STABBING HOAX 

 

Imagine walking down the street and seeing a man stabbed in broad daylight.  You 

probably would do what you could to help, but what if you found out the whole thing 

was a hoax?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

SHARKNADO 2 REACTIONS 

 

Sharknado returned Wednesday night on the Syfy channel and the ratings were even 

bigger than the first movie which means we'll probably be seeing Sharknado 3.  Inside 

Edition reports. 

 

WOMAN CATCHES BALL 

 

Inside Edition shows video of a really nice play... in the stands! 

 

AUGUST 1, 2014 

 

EBOLA PATIENT ISOLATION 

The Ebola crisis hits home as the American patients suffering in West Africa are being 

brought back home to the United States for treatment.  The news has many 

wondering if the move is safe.  Inside Edition is getting a look inside the specially 

equipped medical plane that will transport them to a hospital in Atlanta.  April 

Woodard has details. 

 

COYOTE ATTACK VIDEO 

Wild packs of coyotes storming through a neighborhood in California have an entire 

community on edge.  Surveillance video captured the coyotes chasing a man who was 

out walking his dog.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

ER SHOOTOUT 

A hospital ER is not where you would expect to see a shootout.  However, it happened 

as a patient with two guns who was desperate to see a doctor led to a frightening 

confrontation that was all caught on camera. 

FIRE CHALLENGE 



Teenagers across America are engaging in a deadly stunt called a "fire challenge".  

The teens light themselves on fire and videotape the entire scene.  Why would anyone 

attempt to do something so dangerous?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

JULIA ROBERTS FALLON STUNT 

Julia Roberts stopped by The Tonight Show to chat with Jimmy Fallon and as Inside 

Edition reports, she didn't see one stunt coming. 

 

BARRYMORE BROTHER SPEAKS 

Inside Edition is learning more about the latest tragedy to strike actress Drew 

Barrymore's family.  The actress' half sister was found dead earlier this week and now 

in an Inside Edition exclusive, Drew Barrymore's brother is speaking out about the 

family curse. 

 

MURDERED LAW PROFESSOR 

A baffling whodunit has Florida police puzzled.  Who murdered a Harvard educated 

law professor?  He was shot in the garage of his own home.  For the first time, Inside 

Edition is hearing the 911 call that was placed by the neighbor who found the 

mortally wounded professor moments after the shooting.  Les Trent reports. 

 

KATHIE LEE AND REGIS REUNION 

Regis and Kathie Lee, who spent 15 years co-hosting together, were back side-by-

side on TV.  Inside Edition reports.    

 

DEER HUG 

Inside Edition shows video of a deer being hugged. 

 

AUGUST 4, 2014 

 

PLANE FREAK-OUT VIDEO 

A lady was dragged off a plane when she began acting out before the plane left the 

gate.  Les Trent has the details. 

 

EBOLA DOCTOR LATEST 

The American doctor stricken with Ebola who's now recovering at Emory Hospital in 

Atlanta continues to show signs of improvement.  Dr. Kent Brantly was considered the 

sicker of the two Americans who were stricken with the deadly disease, but at the 

moment it appears that his body is trying to fight it.  However, the fact he is in 



America for treatment has angered some, including Donald Trump.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

GIANT CLOSET ROBBERY? 

If someone robbed your closet, would they make off with anything valuable?  Thieves 

picked the right place and managed to steal roughly a million dollars in jewelry and 

luxury bags from a woman who has one of the biggest closets in America. 

 

CAT MYSTERY VIDEO 

Folks in a suburb of Los Angeles are mystified by the feline that's been stalking the 

town at night.  The footage from security cameras shows what appears to be a lion 

and this has everyone there on edge.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

BEYONCE SPEAKS OUT 

When you're an entertainer, almost anything can be material and for Beyonce that 

means her recent dust-up in an elevator makes for good song lyrics!  As Inside 

Edition reports, this is how the singer has chosen to break her silence about the 

incident. 

 

JET SKI DISASTER 

Inside Edition reports on a Jet Ski crash. 

 

MICHAEL STRAHAN 

TV personality Michael Strahan was just inducted into the NFL Hall of Fame for his 

stellar career on the gridiron.  However, right before the big moment, he was said to 

be blindsided when some news he hadn't planned on making public slipped out.  

Inside Edition reports. 

 

THORN WOUND AMPUTATION 

A man pricked himself on a thorn while out bike riding and ended up losing his hand 

to a potentially deadly flesh eating bacteria.  April Woodard has the details.    

 

GOLFER KNOCKS OUT DIAMOND 

Inside Edition reports on a golf shot to remember. 

 

  

 

     



COW WHISPERER 

Inside Edition shows video of what happens when a farmer plays his trombone in an 

empty field.   

 

AUGUST 5, 2014 

 

GOPRO SEA RESCUE 

Cameras are everywhere these days, but few of us ever expect to film ourselves being 

shipwrecked at sea.  One teen had his GoPro handy as the boat he was on sank and, 

happily, he lived to share the footage of his rescue!  Inside Edition reports. 

 

PORCH SHOOTING TRIAL 

It was an explosive day of testimony at the trial of the man accused of killing a young 

woman on his front porch.  As Jim Moret reports, the defendant admits to pulling the 

trigger but claims he feared for his life when he did. 

 

OHIO BAND LEADER SPEAKS 

The former director of the Ohio State Marching Band is breaking his silence and 

forcefully defending himself and his reputation.  He says the investigation into alleged 

abuses in the band was a sham and, as he tells Les Trent, he wants his job back. 

 

DEAD IDOL 911 

He was an American Idol finalist who died too young.  Now, for the first time, Inside 

Edition is hearing the 911 call that was made when singer Michael Johns was found 

lifeless on his couch.  

 

OPRAH SPIELBERG PREMIERE 

It has been almost three decades since Steven Spielberg cast Oprah Winfrey in The 

Color Purple.  Now the two are together again; this time on the same side of the 

camera. 

 

STUDENT LOAN PARENTS 

They say there's no escaping death and taxes.  You might add student loans to that 

list.  Student loan debt in America now totals more than one trillion dollars and in 

some cases, not even death is an escape.  This is something one couple learned now 

that they are being forced to pay their daughter's student loans even though she died. 

 

 



SECRET SERVICE BOOK 

 

What's Joe Biden's rumored nasty little habit?  Has former President Clinton continued 

to play around?  Only those close to them would know these secrets and no one's 

closer to the top leaders in the U.S. than the Secret Service.  An explosive new book 

purports to share the juiciest ones straight from the agents themselves!  Les Trent 

spoke with the man who wrote it. 

 

KIM DIAPER CHALLENGE 

Inside Edition reports on a diaper challenge involving Kim Kardashian. 

 

PIANO DOG 

Inside Edition shows video of a dog playing a perfect waltz on the piano! 

 

AUGUST 6, 2014 

 

FUGITIVE PREACHER CAUGHT 

A pastor-turned-financial advisor allegedly defrauded investors of more than $20 

million dollars and appeared to have committed suicide off a boat in the Florida Keys.  

However, he turned up a year-and-a-half later; he was nabbed in, of all things, a 

routine traffic stop.  Now, he's talking for the first time about his life on the run.  

April Woodard reports.  

 

TIMES SQUARE BUS ACCIDENT 

New York's Times Square is one of the most popular tourist destinations in the 

country and today visitors are on edge after two double decker tour buses collided.  

Police now say the driver of one of those buses was driving impaired at the time of 

the crash which injured 15 people.  Les Trent has more. 

 

SHARK ATTACK’S CAMERA 

Inside Edition shows video of a shark attacking a remote controlled camera. 

 

KARDASHIAN GAME UPROAR 

Kim Kardashian's touting a new mobile game that you can download for free, but 

parents say if you want to get anywhere fun in the game it will cost you money and 

they aren't happy about that.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

  



GIANT CLOSET SURVEILLANCE 

The other day, Inside Edition reported about the woman whose lavish closet was 

burglarized of pricey handbags and expensive jewelry.  Although she had forgotten to 

turn on her burglar alarm, the security camera was rolling and now images of the 

thief are being released. 

 

TEIGEN DRUNK PITCH? 

Celebrity pitches at baseball games usually aren't that good, but model Chrissy 

Teigen said she had a good excuse for her pitch.  Inside Edition reports.  

 

STARS AND DRONES 

Celebrities have complained about the paparazzi for years.  Now they have something 

new to worry about as photographers are now armed with drones!  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

MANSON WOMAN SPEAKS 

45 years ago this Friday, America was shocked by the bloody murders of actress 

Sharon Tate and six others.  Charles Manson was convicted for masterminding the 

killings.  Four of his followers were convicted for committing them.  Now, one of them 

is speaking out from behind bars. 

 

VINTAGE CAR GIFT 

Inside Edition reports on a special surprise. 

 

BUTTERFLY BOY 

Inside Edition shows video of a boy and a butterfly. 

 

AUGUST 7, 2014 

 

WALKING BEAR VIDEO 

There’s a video that's prompting double takes from everyone who sees it.  It involves 

a bear walking down a suburban street standing upright on two feet!  It's so 

incredible that many think it's not really a bear.  Inside Edition tracked down the man 

who shot the video to solve the mystery. 

 

 

 

 



JERRY JONES SEXTORTION? 

Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones is in a bizarre situation.  Scandalous photos have 

surfaced purportedly of the married businessman with a mystery blonde.  Inside 

Edition is learning the identity of the man who posted the photos and he says Jones 

was the victim of a sextortion plot. 

 

TRAIN GAP GUY SPEAKS 

There’s a video making headlines around the world.  A man who’s stuck in the gap 

between a train and the platform is rescued by other commuters who move the train 

with their own strength.  Now, the trapped man is talking for the first time about 

living through every commuter's worst nightmare.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

PORCH SHOOTING VERDICT 

There's a verdict in the trial of the man who shot a teenager dead who knocked on his 

door in the middle of the night.  Inside Edition reports on how the jury ruled. 

 

SKINNY MODEL UPROAR 

Fashion retailer GAP is being slammed for using a super skinny model in an ad, but 

some of the people complaining are also being criticized for being bullies...not to the 

GAP, but to the model herself.  This is being called "skinny shaming" and many say 

it's a harmful trend.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

OPRAH BAD HAIR DAY 

Oprah Winfrey is admitting to one very bad hair day.  Inside Edition reports. 

  

FIRST LADIES SUMMIT 

It was ladies day at a summit in Washington with America's two most recent first 

ladies taking center stage.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CRAZY BUS CRASH 

Video has just been released of a terrifying bus accident in San Antonio.  Multiple 

cameras captured the horrifying scene.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

WILDEST PARTY EVER 

Inside Edition reports on what may be the most out-of-control party ever and you can 

blame social media as that’s apparently what helped a party that was already planned 

to be epic go over-the-top.  When things got out-of-hand, it was so crowded that 

emergency vehicles had a hard time getting there to render aid. 



VOGUE 40 YEARS LATER 

She made history as the first black woman on the cover of Vogue and 40 years later 

Beverly Johnson's still turning heads.  

  

SELFIE MONKEY 

Inside Edition shows video of a little squirrel monkey snapping a selfie! 

 

AUGUST 8, 2014 

 

ROAD RAGE CHASE 911 

During a scary road rage incident, a motorist was shot by another driver who was 

speeding down the highway.  Instead of pulling over, the driver chased the shooter 

while on the phone with 911.  Now, police are saying the driver should never have 

given chase.  Jim Moret has the story. 

 

POLE VAULT ACCIDENT 

While training for her next competition, an Olympic gold pole vaulter’s pole snapped 

and as Inside Edition reports, the frightening moment was caught-on-tape.   

 

ESCAPING MANSON 

It has been exactly 45 years since followers of Charles Manson murdered seven 

people including actress Sharon Tate.  The crimes shocked the world but now, for the 

first time, a woman has come forward to say she narrowly escaped being slaughtered 

that night due to a twist of fate.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CAT ATTACKS  

Inside Edition reports on what’s likely one of the worst pitches ever.  A woman wanted 

to give away her cat and while she tried to portray it as "lovely and affectionate" in a 

video, during her plea, the cat attacked by scratching and biting her.   

 

FAKE BIRKIN BAG? 

The pricey Birkin handbag is one of the most coveted fashion accessories around.  

One successful doctor thought she got the deal of a lifetime when she bought hers 

but as Inside Edition reports, she says it turned out to be a fake.   

 

J.LO DANCE 

One American Idol contestant recently asked Jennifer Lopez for a dance.  Inside 

Edition reports. 



STONE PEOPLE CONVENTION 

Inside Edition reports on victims of a mysterious disease that calcifies the body and 

slowly turns you into a human statue.  Rather than give up on life, some patients are 

embracing it.  Les Trent takes you to their inspiring get-together. 

 

LITTLE MAYOR 

The country's youngest and cutest mayor has been voted out of office.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

PACK OF DOGS 

Inside Edition shows video of a pack of Beagles chasing a remote controlled car.  

 

AUGUST 11, 2014 

 

TONY STEWART 

Did he do it on purpose?  That's the question being asked about NASCAR driver Tony 

Stewart after he ran over another driver at a race.  More information is emerging as 

the investigation continues including the fact that Stewart is known to have a temper.  

Inside Edition reports. 

 

LOOTING IN MISSOURI 

A candlelight vigil in memory of an unarmed teen who was shot and killed by police 

turned chaotic as marchers scuffled with police and looted stores.  Inside Edition 

reports.  

 

JERRY JONES SPEAKS OUT 

Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones is speaking out about the racy photos that have 

been circulating of him and he's getting support from a very important person - his 

wife.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

THE ROCK MOM ACCIDENT 

Actor Dwayne Johnson, aka The Rock, is expressing gratitude after cops say his 

mother and a cousin survived being hit head-on by another driver.  Jim Moret has 

more on the rock and the wreck. 

 

TEEN CHOICE AWARDS 

 



Some of the hottest young stars around took to the stage for the Teen Choice Awards 

and one young winner brought along a very special family member as her date.  

Inside Edition reports.  

 

JANE PAULEY 

Years after she departed the Today show, Jane Pauley was back on morning patrol, 

this time on CBS.   

 

GRANNY GET YOUR GUN 

She's a pistol-toting grandma who wouldn't hesitate to pull the trigger if need be.  As 

Inside Edition reports, when burglars broke in she made sure they, and the cops, 

knew she had a gun.  However, there was one little problem…she didn't quite know 

how to use it! 

 

LITTLE LEAGUE PITCHER 

Inside Edition reports on the little league pitcher who's becoming quite a star on the 

playing field.   

 

MUSTARD RUN 

Inside Edition shows video of an interesting race. 

 

AUGUST 12, 2014 

 

ROBIN WILLIAMS FINAL DAYS 

Robin Williams is being remembered as a brilliant actor and a high energy comic.  For 

five decades he made people laugh and now news of his suicide has made the world 

pause.  Despite his one-of-a-kind gifts as an entertainer, Williams publicly battled 

depression and addiction.  It was a battle that ended with his death at the age of 63.  

Megan Alexander has a look at his final days. 

 

DEPRESSION WAKE UP CALL 

Williams was not alone in battling depression.  An estimated one-in-ten people are 

depressed at some point in their lives.  The majority of patients don’t get treatment 

but Williams did, underscoring how difficult fighting those demons can be.  Inside 

Edition spoke with TV's Dr. Phil about this issue. 

 

 

 



MONEY WOES FOR ROBIN 

Robin Williams' movies grossed more than $5 billion dollars.  That's why many may be 

shocked to hear that he had financial problems.  Did money woes play a factor in his 

death? 

 

LOOK BACK AT ROBIN 

When Robin Williams was a high school senior, he was voted most humorous and 

least likely to succeed.  They were half right.  Inside Edition has a look back at Robin 

Williams’ incredible road to success. 

 

GONE TOO SOON 

It's a disturbing refrain - a gifted comic is found dead much too young. Why?  Inside 

Edition reports.   

 

ROBIN BEFORE FAME 

Inside Edition reports on Robin Williams before the fame. 

 

AUGUST 13, 2014 

 

ROBIN WILLIAMS LAST DAYS 

Did Robin Williams telegraph his state of mind by the clothes he wore in his final 

hours?  As tributes continue for the late comic, a look back at his actions the day 

before he died now have some wondering if there were signs they missed, including 

the fact that Williams was dressed totally in black.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

PATHOLOGY DETAILS 

Though Robin Williams’ death was not discovered until midday on Monday, pathology 

reports suggest he may have been dead for several hours.  In fact, so much detail has 

been released so quickly after Williams’ death that the local authorities are coming 

under criticism.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

HEIMLICH COP SPEAKS 

One lady was recently in a hurry.  She blew through a red light and was pulled over by 

a cop as a result.  As Inside Edition reports, getting pulled over may have saved her 

life.  Les Trent has more on the Heimlich cop. 

 

  

 



WALMART KID 

Inside Edition reports on a 14-year-old who decided to set up house inside a 

Walmart; it was days before anyone caught on to him.  April Woodard has more. 

 

DEPRESSION AND WILLIAMS 

Even before Robin Williams' death, government statistics showed an alarming increase 

in suicide rates among older white men, up nearly 40%.  As we are now getting a 

sense of how Williams struggled with his demons, Inside Edition is also hearing from 

other stars who have had similar struggles. 

 

LAUREN BACALL 

Today, Lauren Bacall is being remembered as one of the true icons of old Hollywood.  

The screen siren whose sultry looks and sexy voice helped make her a star died 

Tuesday.  She was 89.  Megan Alexander reports. 

 

SHARK VICTIM BACK IN WATER 

A man who was severely bitten by a shark is now getting back in the water.  He spoke 

with Megan Alexander. 

 

KOKO AND WILLIAMS 

A gorilla mourns the death of Robin Williams.  

 

AUGUST 14, 2014 

 

ROBIN WILLIAMS LATEST 

Robin Williams’ wife is speaking out today revealing something we didn't know about 

the troubled star.  She’s now saying Williams had been diagnosed with Parkinson's 

disease and that may have added to his downward spiral.  Jim Moret has details. 

 

RIOTS IN FERGUSON, MO 

Images were captured in Ferguson, Missouri as police in riot gear confronted 

protesting citizens.  April Woodard has the latest on the angry reaction to the police 

shooting of an unarmed teen.   

 

BALI MOM MURDER 

It started as a vacation in paradise, but has ended with a murder.  A teenage girl and 

her boyfriend have not been charged, but are now in custody in Bali after the teen's 



mom was found dead; her battered body was stuffed in a suitcase.  Diane McInerney 

has more on this gruesome crime. 

 

BASEMENT FLOODS 

Communities have been inundated by massive amounts of rain in a number of spots 

around the country.  For example, In Portland, Maine, two months of rain fell in two 

hours.  That means lots of people experienced flooding problems.  As Inside Edition 

reports, there are things you can do to get that river out of your basement. 

 

SAVANNAH BABY NEWS 

A few days after the Today show's Savannah Guthrie went on maternity leave, her little 

bundle of joy has entered the world and her co-hosts proudly showed off her first 

baby pictures! 

 

ROBIN’S HEARTACHE 

Today, Inside Edition learned that Robin Williams' health problems were far greater 

than anyone knew as he had been diagnosed with Parkinson's disease.  That may have 

been the final straw.  Friends say he wasn’t the same after he had open heart surgery 

a few years ago; it’s something that can often lead to severe depression.  April 

Woodard has more. 

 

MOMS ANGRY OVER GQ 

Some people are angry over a thank you gift they received from Lands’ End.  Many of 

those customers had bought school uniforms and their little kids got hold of a racy 

issue of GQ.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

TEACHER GOOD-BYE 

Inside Edition reports on a moving sendoff. 

 

AUGUST 15, 2014 

 

 

FERGUSON SHOOTING TWIST 

There’s a stunning twist in the Ferguson, Missouri police shooting case.  Cops now 

say that the unarmed teen who was killed had earlier been caught on surveillance 

footage allegedly stealing cigars and strong-arming a convenience store clerk.  As 

Inside Edition reports, the timing of the announcement has sparked more fireworks. 

 



WRONG MAN SPEAKS OUT 

Before the cop who was involved in the shooting was identified, the group 

Anonymous issued photos of the person they say pulled the trigger.  Inside Edition 

showed the photos with the face obscured, but, as it turns out, Anonymous was 

wrong.  Now, the man who was wrongly accused is sharing how that has impacted his 

life. 

 

DINNER WITH ROBIN PHOTO 

There continues to be strong reaction to the news that Robin Williams had been 

diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease before he took his life.  Now, a photo has 

surfaced of Williams and his wife having dinner days before his death.  Jim Moret 

reports on what the photo may reveal. 

 

BALI MURDER DAY TWO  

The teenage daughter of an American who was murdered in Bali remains behind bars 

today as does her boyfriend.  Both are suspected of beating the woman to death and 

stuffing her body in a suitcase.  In Indonesia, a murder conviction could result in 

death by firing squad.  Meanwhile, as Inside Edition reports, the daughter has a 

bombshell announcement of her own. 

 

PATCH ADAMS GIRL SPEAKS 

It was one of the many movies that endeared Robin Williams to so many.  In Patch 

Adams, he played a cancer doctor.  His patient was a real-life cancer victim and she 

says she will never forget the Robin Williams she knew. 

 

REESE DANCING QUEEN 

Reese Witherspoon's on vacation and from the looks of it, she's having a blast.  Inside 

Edition reports. 

 

ICE BUCKET CHALLENGE 

The Ice Bucket Challenge is sweeping America!  Even Inside Edition’s Deborah Norville 

takes part in the challenge! 

 

AUGUST 18, 2014 

 

CHAOS IN FERGUSON 

Ferguson, Missouri looks something like a war zone today.  National Guard troops 

have been called in and barricades are in place after a weekend that was filled with 



tension and violence.  Les Trent is in the middle of it all where things are so tense 

that a cop told him to move or he could get shot. 

 

AUTOPSY RESULTS 

The results of the second autopsy on Michael Brown's body do not support the 

statement of the young man's friend who was with him at the time of the shooting.  

As Inside Edition reports, the autopsy reveals that the teen was not shot from behind, 

but was facing the officer.  Additionally, the number of shots that were fired are 

raising other troubling questions. 

 

ROBIN WILLIAMS LATEST 

Was the burden of being one of the world's most recognized comics too much for 

Robin Williams to bear?  That's one theory that’s being put forward today by a woman 

who claims that she was at the same rehab facility as the one the star recently 

attended.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CLOSET THIEF SPEAKS 

There’s a bizarre twist regarding the heist of pricey Hermes bags and expensive 

jewelry from a three story closet.  The alleged robber is now speaking out, saying he 

feels like he was the one who was robbed because he claims the items he stole were 

fakes.   

 

NEW ICE BUCKET STARS 

Every day, 15 people are diagnosed with ALS, the degenerative nerve disease.  In the 

last several weeks, many more than that have taken the Ice Bucket Challenge in an 

effort to raise money to fight it.  As Inside Edition reports, it's a stirring testament to 

the power of an idea that was spread by social media. 

 

COP MISTAKEN IDENTITY 

When Michael Brown was shot in Ferguson, an EMT was wrongly identified by the 

group Anonymous as the cop who shot him.  Now, another man who happens to be a 

police officer has also been wrongly connected to the case.  April Woodard has more 

on that. 

 

VITILIGO MODEL 

Inside Edition reports on the young model who’s out to prove that true beauty is 

much more than skin deep. 

 



GWYNETH PALTROW  

Actress Gwyneth Paltrow is getting a little help from her friends now that it appears 

her estranged husband has moved on.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

BEAUTY QUEEN PITCH 

Inside Edition shows video of a ceremonial first pitch at a Texas Rangers game.  

 

AUGUST 19, 2014 

 

FERGUSON LOOTER VIDEO 

Officials in Ferguson, Missouri are asking residents to stay home this evening after 

yet another night of clashes between protesters and police.  The state trooper who’s 

in charge of keeping order blasted agitators, saying they were using the protests as a 

cover for violent acts.  Chilling video of a local business being looted would seem to 

bear that out.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

VIDEO CLUES OFFICER WILSON 

Inside Edition reports on the first words directly from the officer who pulled the 

trigger.  In a text to a friend, Officer Darren Wilson said he is afraid to leave his own 

home for fear of retaliation. 

 

BALI MURDER 911 CALLS 

Was the death of the American woman in Bali the sad last chapter in a long story of 

physical abuse?  The victim's daughter is now behind bars, suspected of murder.  The 

daughter says she’s innocent.  As Inside Edition reports, a look at the family's 

tumultuous life reveals a litany of alleged attacks and disturbing 911 calls that the 

victim called “a reign of terror.” 

 

TAYLOR SWIFT 80’S VIDEO 

She was barely born back then, but Taylor Swift is having an 80's flashback.  Inside 

Edition reports. 

 

LETTERMAN AND ROBIN 

Add David Letterman to the list of people who are paying tribute to the late Robin 

Williams.  Letterman's show was on hiatus when Williams died and with Robin's 50 

appearances on his show, Dave had plenty of memories to share. 

 

 



KAYAK GUY FREAKS OUT 

If you're in a kayak, you ought to be okay with swimming.  Inside Edition shows video 

of one man who appears to not know how.  

 

ICE BUCKET FAILS 

The Ice Bucket Challenge benefiting the ALS foundation is showing no signs of 

slowing down.  However, dumping a bucket of ice water on your head isn’t as easy as 

it looks… 

 

AUGUST 20, 2014 

 

RAY ALLEN HOME INVASION 

It was a terrifying moment for a mom who was home alone with her four young kids.  

The mom, the wife of a basketball star, awoke in the middle of the night and 

screamed when she found several strangers in her bedroom.  Cops eventually 

identified the individuals but, incredibly, they weren't charged with anything.  April 

Woodard reports. 

 

BEHEADING OUTRAGE 

Shock and horror continue over the beheading of an American journalist by the 

Islamic terror group ISIS.  James Foley was captured nearly two years ago while 

covering the Syrian civil war.  Yesterday, the group released video of his execution 

with the promise that another American being held would be next.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

POISONED ICE TEA 

A woman stopped for lunch with her husband after church and it was very nearly the 

last thing she ever did as she was poisoned by a single sip of ice tea.  Why?  As it 

turns out, it was accidentally spiked with lye.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

DRONE MAN VS. COPS 

Attorney General Eric Holder arrived in Ferguson, Missouri today promising the 

investigation into the shooting of 18-year-old Michael Brown will be full and fair.  

Meanwhile, the actions of police officers, not only in Ferguson but elsewhere across 

the country, have been under a microscope.  As Inside Edition reports, some say one 

guy has gone too far as he’s using drones to police the police. 

 

  



ROBIN TRIBUTE 

Next Monday night, TV will honor its own with the Primetime Emmys and this year 

that will include a huge tribute to the late Robin Williams which will be delivered by 

one of Robin's closest friends.  Inside Edition has details. 

 

TECH EXEC SHOCKING EMAIL 

Business conferences are a great way to build one's career by making contacts and 

networking.  However, a woman who went to one tech conference found that an 

investor there had a very different kind of networking in mind and she turned the 

tables on him by putting his sleazy proposition out there for all to see.  Megan 

Alexander has details. 

 

WORST COMMERCIAL EVER 

Inside Edition reports on a TV commercial that is being called the worst ever. 

 

MOTORCYCLE STUNT 

Inside Edition shows video of a crash-turned-stunt. 

 

AUGUST 21, 2014 

 

EBOLA PATIENT SPEAKS 

The two Americans who were stricken with Ebola have been cured and are now out of 

the hospital.  One held a press conference saying he was thrilled to be alive.  

Although both patients have been cleared to go home, there are still some fears.  

Should the public be worried?  April Woodard has this report. 

 

BEHEADING VIDEO MANHUNT 

The search is on for the members of ISIS who've kidnapped and killed an American 

journalist.  Although he may think his identity is protected by the black hood he wore 

in the execution video, Diane McInerney says he actually provided a number of 

intriguing clues to go on. 

 

ROBIN WILLIAMS DEATH CERTIFICATE 

One week after Robin Williams’ suicide, his death certificate is being released and as 

Inside Edition reports, his final resting place is somewhere he enjoyed seeing every 

day. 

 

  



MO’NE DAVIS FUTURE 

Wednesday night's little league game on ESPN was the highest rated little league 

game in history.  As Inside Edition reports, that's probably thanks to Mo'ne Davis, the 

13-year-old girl who has made so many headlines.  Will she also be able to make so 

much money? 

 

MARIAH AND NICK 

The signs continue to point to a possible split between Mariah Carey and husband 

Nick Cannon.  Although the couple is not commenting, an interview Nick gave last 

spring that left Mariah furious and embarrassed might have been one of the final 

straws.  Inside Edition has details. 

 

JUDGE JULIANNE HOUGH 

The judging panel is growing on Dancing with the Stars and the newest judge knows 

what it’s like to be on the dance floor.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

NEW MISSOURI SHOOTING 

There’s been another fatal shooting by police in Missouri and once again serious 

questions are being raised about the circumstances.  Police say the victim, a 

shoplifting suspect, was shot when he approached cops menacingly with a knife.  

However, some say video of the incident tells a different story.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

UNDERCOVER DWARF 

Inside Edition reports on what life is like for little people courtesy of a man who wants 

the rest of the world to see life from his perspective.  

 

WAKE UP DOG 

Inside Edition shows video of a drowsy dog who’s enjoying a lazy morning until the 

alarm goes off. 

 

AUGUST 22, 2014 

 

ISIS BUTCHER LATEST 

The world was shocked by this week's beheading of American James Foley by the 

terror group ISIS, but the journalist's parents were aware that that might be their son's 

fate.  They've just released the contents of a heartless email they received a week 

before his death.  April Woodard has details.  

 



MTV VMA PREVIEW 

The MTV Video Music Awards is television’s hottest night and after Miley Cyrus did 

the twerk seen round the world last year, watch dog groups this year are asking MTV 

to promise to tone things down.  However, as Diane McInerney reports, all MTV will 

promise is a show where creative expression runs free. 

 

DON LEMON INTERVIEW 

The protests have died down in Ferguson, Missouri but the fireworks certainly 

haven't…at least not on TV.  A CNN interview quickly went downhill as the 

conversation about the protest devolved into an argument.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

ICE BUCKET BACKLASH 

The challenges keep coming and the donations keep flowing in the phenomenally 

successful ALS Ice Bucket Challenge.  However, in some quarters there is a backlash 

against the effort and one star refusing to take part in the challenge is Pamela 

Anderson.  Jim Moret tells us why. 

 

DANGEROUS JUMPS 

A summer staple for some includes getting a rush out of jumping off bridges or cliffs 

into the water.  However, for far too many people, what seems like fun turns out to be 

very risky business.  Inside Edition reports.  

 

CHRIS ROCK FOUL BALL 

A foul ball recently headed to the stands and ended up in the hands of a very famous 

baseball fan.  April Woodard reports. 

 

CHP BEATING VIDEO 

A member of the California Highway Patrol faces a criminal investigation after he was 

videotaped allegedly beating a woman who wandered onto a freeway.  The woman 

landed in the hospital and Jim Moret reports that chances are, no one would have 

known a thing about it had another motorist not filmed the incident on his cell phone.          

 

BATTLE OF BARBIES 

Inside Edition reports on three women who are dead ringers for Barbie. 

 

LITTLE GIRL GUILTY 

Inside Edition shows video of a little girl who is trying to hide that she ate a chocolate 

donut. 



AUGUST 25, 2014 

 

VIDEO MUSIC AWARDS 

Inside Edition reports on the latest news regarding the MTV Video Music Awards 

which were handed out on Sunday night.  There was lots of buzz about how racy the 

show would be, but in the end it was Beyonce's two-year-old daughter who stole the 

show. 

 

MILEY HOMELESS MAN 

After last year's twerking scandal, everyone wondered what Miley Cyrus would do to 

top it this year.  However, this year, she made headlines by doing nothing.  Inside 

Edition explains why. 

 

MICHAEL BROWN  

There was a moment when the VMA's got serious and that was when the crowd 

became silent to remember the teen who was shot and killed by a police officer in 

Ferguson, Missouri.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

MGM SLOT MACHINE 

It's the end of an era at the MGM Grand resort in Las Vegas.  A slot machine that has 

never paid out its jackpot in the decades it's been on the casino floor has finally made 

one couple a lot richer…about 2.4 million dollars richer to be exact.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

EMMY PREVIEW 

Inside Edition is outside the Nokia Theatre in Los Angeles getting ready for Monday 

night's Emmy Awards and it's gearing up to be quite a show.  However, what people 

are most worried about are the traffic jams it's causing downtown. 

 

NAPA QUAKE VIDEOS 

People continue to recover from a 6.0 magnitude earthquake that shook the most 

famous wine country in America.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

AIRBNB INTERVIEW 

You may recall the story of the woman who rented out her condo in Palm Springs, 

California on a service called Airbnb.  She then claimed the tenants wouldn't leave.  

Now, for the first time, she's talking about her rental nightmare as well as taking us 

inside her condo. 



FATKINIS 

Inside Edition reports on women who are not afraid to show their curves. 

 

ICE BUCKETS 

Inside Edition shows videos of more people taking the Ice Bucket Challenge to raise 

awareness for ALS. 

 

AUGUST 26, 2014 

 

EMMY NEWS 

The 66th annual Primetime Emmys are history.  Folks had plenty to talk about from 

Monday night's telecast.  Not everyone was thrilled with Sofia Vergara allowing herself 

to be ogled from a rotating stage, while others were scratching their heads over the 

kiss shared by two of the night's big winners.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

FASHION AT THE EMMYS 

Before the awards are handed out, the stars have to make their way down the red 

carpet.  This year, the ladies on Emmy night had everyone seeing red!  Inside Edition 

reports.  

 

MILEY’S HOMELESS GUY 

People are still talking about the surprise star of Sunday's VMA’s, the young homeless 

man Miley Cyrus brought on stage to accept her award for her.  He definitely put the 

spotlight on homelessness, but as Jim Moret reports, he may also have put an 

unwanted light on some criminal incidents in his past. 

 

 

ALEC BALDWIN AT US OPEN 

The US Open always attracts plenty of celebrities and usually, they just watch.  Now, 

Inside Edition reports on one star's catch!    

 

COP YANKS WOMAN FROM CAR 

With all the turmoil in Ferguson, Missouri excessive force by police has been a hot 

button issue across the country and now there’s a video of a woman being yanked out 

of her car during a traffic stop.  Police say the woman resisted arrest but the driver 

says it was unnecessary.  What does the officer's body camera footage show?  Jim 

Moret has the details. 

  



 

OLD ROMANCE WRITER 

Inside Edition reports on the latest book that's so hot that smoke comes from the 

pages!  What's really surprising is who the author is.   

 

EMMY DANCE 

Inside Edition shows video that’s proof that things got a little wild after the last 

envelope was opened on Emmy night!  

 

AUGUST 27, 2014 

 

UZI NINE-YEAR-OLD 

Should a nine-year-old girl have been allowed to handle an Uzi?  That's what many 

are asking today after a terrible accident at a shooting range left an instructor dead.  

Les Trent has the details. 

 

ALL YOU CAN DRINK BRUNCH 

Megan Alexander reports on one guy who has had enough of the all you can drink 

brunch at a neighborhood restaurant.  He made a little movie you could call 'falling 

down brunch'.  

 

MARIAH AND NICK  

The buzz about Mariah Carey and Nick Cannon's marriage being on the rocks is 

hitting a fever pitch today now that he has been out and about without his wedding 

ring.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

MILEY CYRUS TALKS JESSE 

Singer Miley Cyrus is furious over the questions being raised about the young 

homeless man she featured at the VMA’s.  As Inside Edition reported yesterday, it 

turns out there's an outstanding warrant for Jesse Helt, but Miley says in talking about 

it the media is missing her point. 

 

USC FOOTBALL HERO? 

Did a USC football star heroically rescue his young nephew from drowning or did 

someone make up that story to cover up for something less admirable?  Jim Moret 

reports. 

 

  



 

NANNY FROM HELL MOVES 

The lady known as the nanny from hell has finally moved on.  Weeks after a California 

family fired the woman who'd been their nanny, they have finally gotten her out of 

their home and Inside Edition was there on moving day for this exclusive report. 

 

EMMY FOLLOW UP 

It was one of the most talked about moments at the Emmy Awards when singer Gwen 

Stefani slaughtered Stephen Colbert's name onstage.  Now Gwen is talking about her 

big goof.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CANYON DOG LATEST 

A hiker was enjoying some time in the outdoors and as Inside Edition reports, the last 

thing he thought he'd find was a dog who really needed a friend.   

  

TENNIS SENSATION 

There's a new star in the tennis world and she's only 15!  Inside Edition reports. 

 

ULTIMATE SELFIE 

Inside Edition reports on a dad’s selfie revenge. 

 

AUGUST 28, 2014 

 

JOAN RIVERS’ EMERGENCY 

Prayers continue for funny lady Joan Rivers. The comedienne was rushed to the 

hospital after she stopped breathing during a surgical procedure at a doctor’s office. 

Joan was listed in critical condition when she arrived at the hospital. 

 

BRAD AND ANGELINA’S WEDDING 

After nine years and six children, Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie are officially married. 

The couple managed to pull off their wedding without the whole world finding 

out…until now. Inside Edition has the details. 

 

UZI GIRL MISTAKEN IDENTITY 

That terrible accidental killing of a shooting instructor by a nine-year-old has now 

resulted in an upsetting case of mistaken identity. Authorities stated the little girl was 

from New Jersey. However, people erroneously assumed the shooter was a champion 

marksman…who just happens to be a nine-year-old girl also from New Jersey. 



 

SWATTED VIDEO 

Authorities say it’s only a matter of time before someone is seriously hurt in an 

incident of swatting. The latest incident was in Colorado where a SWAT team 

descended on a video gamer while video of the incident was being streamed over the 

internet. 

 

DIANE SAWYER 

Diane Sawyer ended her tenure as anchor of ABC’s World News on Wednesday night. 

Although Sawyer says she is “not” retiring…she is leaving the news desk. Inside 

Edition takes a look at her farewell. 

 

BEYONCE’S DAD SPEAKS 

Were rumors of marital trouble between Beyoncé and Jay Z really just part of a 

publicity ploy? That’s what Beyoncé’s father seems to be saying. Mathew Knowles told 

a couple of radio hosts that it was what he called “Jedi mind tricks.” 

 

BASEBALL STADIUM FOOD 

The song may talk about peanuts and Cracker Jack. However, these days that’s kind 

of hard to find at the ball park because baseball food has gotten extreme. 

 

BABY NEWS KID 

A little boy from Washington state has become the latest internet sensation because 

of his adorable reaction to the news his mom and dad are expecting another kid. 

 

AUGUST 29, 2014 

 

JOAN RIVERS LATEST 

Prayers continue for Joan Rivers now that she has been placed into a medically 

induced coma.  The legendary comedian was rushed to the hospital Thursday after 

she stopped breathing while having a checkup on her throat.  Inside Edition reports 

on how she's doing. 

 

BRAD AND ANGIE LEGAL? 

Details continue to emerge regarding Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie's top secret 

wedding, but now the big question is was the union really legal in the eyes of the law?  

Inside Edition reports. 

 



  

TONY STEWART SPEAKS 

This Labor Day Weekend, NASCAR star Tony Stewart will return to the track for the 

first time since he ran over and killed a fellow driver.  Before he got back in his 

racecar he broke his silence about the tragedy, saying it would affect his life forever.  

Inside Edition reports. 

 

OBAMA TAN SUIT 

Millions around the world were on edge Friday after Britain's Prime Minister raised the 

terror threat in his country to severe, meaning a terrorist attack is highly likely.  

However, despite that, the hottest trending topic online was President Obama wearing 

a tan summer suit at his press conference.    

 

MILEY GUY TURNS HIMSELF IN 

Inside Edition was the first to uncover that the young homeless man Miley Cyrus 

brought to the Video Music Awards was actually a wanted man.  He has just posed for 

yet another mugshot now that he has turned himself in to police. 

 

TEACHER RANT 

The school year has gotten underway across the country and already there's a 

scandal.  A California teacher is under fire for taking to Twitter and saying threatening 

things about her students, even saying she wanted to stab them to death.  Now, 

parents are calling for the teacher to be fired. 

 

GIRL CALLS 911 

Sometimes your best hero is right in your own home and one eight-year-old little girl 

is proof of that because when her mom went into unexpected labor, she called 911 

and helped with the delivery.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

LISA CHEERLEADER 

Inside Edition reports on a reunion of women who have a lot in common because they 

are all former cheerleaders with the NFL.  One of them has a very special connection 

to Inside Edition. 

 

  

 

     

 



  

SMART DOG 

Inside Edition shows video of a not so stupid pet trick. 

 

SEPTEMBER 1, 2014 

 

STOLEN CAR CHASE 

A 14-year old boy ended up in a heap of trouble after cops say he took his 

grandfather's car and then set out on a high speed chase that at one point veered into 

a park where a bunch of children were playing.  The mad dash didn’t end until a dad 

managed to slam his truck into the kid's car and stop him.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

BLACK BEAR VIDEO 

Inside Edition reports on heart-stopping video of two guys in the wilderness being 

confronted by a black bear.  However, the bear didn’t go on the attack.  What did the 

men do right to prevent this from turning into a tragedy?   

 

HANDSHAKE DANGERS 

Handshakes have always been popular, but a recent report in the Journal of the 

American Medical Association may change the way you say hello forever.  Diane 

McInerney explains. 

 

DOG SENT ME TO PRISON 

Everyone knows that dogs have a highly developed sense of smell, but is their 

olfactory sense good enough to send a person to prison?  For a jury in Texas, the 

answer was yes.  Lisa Guerrero reports on a woman who was sentenced to life in 

prison based on the 'testimony' of a canine. 

 

PLASTIC SURGERY MOM 

A Florida teenager is at her wits end over the choices her mother is making.  As Les 

Trent reports, the daughter is desperate for her mother to end an endless string of 

cosmetic surgeries. 

 

PHANTOM KEYS INVESTIGATION 

If your kid just headed off to college, you'll be happy to hear that half of all college 

presidents say they've increased security on campus, and key card entry is often one 

of the ways they've done it.  However, some of the cards, which can also be used to 



gain access to offices and even make purchases, may not be as secure as you think.  

Jim Moret explains. 

WEDDING PLUNGE VIDEO 

A married couple takes the plunge...literally.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

HIGH SCHOOL PRANK 

Inside Edition shows video of something we don’t recommend you try as the school 

year begins. 

 

SEPTEMBER 2, 2014 

 

SOTLOFF BEHEADED 

All hopes that an American journalist would be rescued from the terror group ISIS are 

now gone.  Video of his execution has been released online and now terrorism 

experts are studying the video to try to identify the executioner.  Les Trent has more. 

 

HACKER MANHUNT 

A manhunt is now on for the person who hacked into a number of stars’ photo 

accounts.  Even if you're not an Oscar® winning actress or a big celebrity, if you use a 

smart phone, what happened to Jennifer Lawrence matters to you.  Megan Alexander 

has more on the release of revealing photos that the owners thought were secure 

 

JOAN RIVERS LATEST 

Prayers continue for comedienne Joan Rivers who remains hospitalized after a 

problem during a routine medical procedure.  Thousands of endoscopies, which is 

what Rivers was having, are done each year.  What might have gone wrong with hers?  

Inside Edition reports. 

 

ANGELINA’S DRESS PHOTO 

There's an old wedding tradition that a husband shouldn't see his bride's dress in 

advance, but that doesn’t mean the kids can’t, and when Angelina Jolie walked down 

the aisle to marry Brad Pitt, the couple's six children had done a little doodling on 

their mom's gown. 

 

DAVID MUIR DEBUT 

There's a new face joining the nightly news lineup as the new anchor of ABC's World 

News, David Muir, will be going head-to-head with Scott Pelley on CBS and Brian 



Williams on NBC.  As Les Trent reports, for Muir, his new gig is the realization of a 

dream he has had since he was twelve. 

 

LIONESS HUG 

One video has amazed everyone who has seen it and it has been seen around the 

world.  In the video, a lion gives a man a bear hug.  As Inside Edition reports, this 

story could have had a very different ending. 

 

CROSSFIRE FAMILY 

A family was riding in their car when out of nowhere they were caught in a hail of 

bullets.  As Jim Moret reports, they had gotten caught in police crossfire and captured 

the whole scary scene on video. 

 

THUMBS UP BABY 

A 3D image of a baby in utero has everybody talking because it looks like the baby is 

giving a thumbs up sign! 

 

MARRIED AGAINST ODDS 

One couple vowed to love in sickness and in health even though the sickness 

happened before they said their vows.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

SHOWER PRANK 

Inside Edition shows video of one dad playing a prank on his young son. 

 

SEPTEMBER 3, 2014 

 

EBOLA PATIENT SPEAKS 

The second American to survive Ebola is speaking out saying she is thankful to be 

alive.  The last time we saw her she was strapped to a stretcher fighting for her life.  

Today, she's sending a message to the world that she's okay.  Megan Alexander has 

details. 

 

RESCUE AT SEA 

A man started out body surfing in scenic Hawaii and then the unexpected happened.  

He heard a snorkeler, far from shore, screaming for help and immediately rushed to 

help the drowning man.  As Inside Edition reports, he captured the whole scene on his 

GoPro camera. 

 



ELK KILLER TRIAL 

Inside Edition reports on the killing that left an entire town stunned.  Who would kill 

the gentle giant elk named Big Boy that had become the mascot of Boulder, Colorado?  

It turns out it was someone who had sworn to protect the town…one of the local 

cops. 

 

BRITTANY MURPHY MOVIE 

She was a Hollywood star with an incredibly bright future, but Brittany Murphy died 

young.  Now a new TV movie about her life is about to air on Lifetime.  As Inside 

Edition reports, Brittany's father is not happy about the film and he is being accused 

of cyber bullying the actress who is playing his daughter.   

 

HACKER SPEAKS 

The manhunt continues for the hacker who's claiming responsibility for stealing nude 

photos of a number of celebrities.  As Megan Alexander reports, accessing personal 

photo accounts is easier than any of us thought, which serves as a cautionary tale to 

anyone using a smart phone. 

 

BEAR IN A BUCKET 

Has the animal world gotten caught up in the Ice Bucket Challenge?  That's what you 

might have thought at first glance of one bear that appeared to be in a bit of a pickle.  

 

PORCH SHOOTING SENTENCE 

Today was sentencing day for the man who was convicted of shooting a young 

woman through his front porch door.  The jury didn’t buy the man's claim that he 

acted in self defense and now he's going to be spending years in prison.  As Inside 

Edition reports, the case was so heated that it caused the judge to get emotional on 

the bench. 

 

FOUR WEDDINGS 

What are the chances that four siblings would all fall in love at the same time and 

then decide to all marry on the same day?  Inside Edition reports.   

 

HAKA WAR DANCE 

Inside Edition shows video of some basketball players that sure can move! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

SEPTEMBER 4, 2014 

 

JOAN RIVERS DEATH 

Legendary comedienne Joan Rivers has passed away.  The whole nation had been 

rooting for her since last week when she stopped breathing during a throat exam, but 

now comes terrible news that we have lost one of the funniest women who ever lived. 

 

JOAN RIVERS OBIT 

Joan Rivers’ career spanned more than half a century and now in death she is being 

remembered as a trailblazer who paved the way for all the female comediennes who 

followed her. 

 

SCIENCE EXPLOSION 

A fun day at a science museum took a frightening turn as a lesson ended with a huge 

explosion.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

ISIS HOMELAND CONNECTION 

Anti-terror officials continue to study the video of a journalist being murdered by ISIS, 

looking for clues to track down his executioner.  As Inside Edition reports, some are 

pointing out that there are similarities to the hit show Homeland. 

 

ROUGH SEX TRIAL 

There’s a harrowing description of the brutal murder of a pretty teenager and one 

woman says her boyfriend, who called himself the heart of darkness, committed the 

savage crime right before her eyes.    

 

RING DETECTIVE 

When her wedding ring was stolen, one mom became her own amateur detective, 

using whatever clues she could find to get her ring back.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

GINGER AND ELVIS 

Surprising new details are emerging about Elvis Presley.  37 years after the King 

passed away we are learning that Elvis was planning the wedding of the century and 

wanted more children.  Les Trent sits down with the woman who was engaged to Elvis 

at the time of his death. 



 

  

 

MILITARY FASHION SHOW 

Members of our military were just invited to strut down the catwalk and Inside Edition 

was invited behind-the-scenes as they got all glammed up. 

 

DOG AND SOCKS 

Inside Edition shows a photo of more than 40 socks.  You won't believe where they 

came from!  They were found inside a dog's stomach and there's an x-ray to prove it. 

 

SEPTEMBER 5, 2014 

 

JOAN RIVERS FINAL DAYS 

Inside Edition is learning more about the final days of legendary comedienne Joan 

Rivers.  Surrounded by friends and family, her hospital room was personalized just for 

Joan, complete with her favorite show tunes playing and hair and makeup standing by 

to make sure she looked just right.  Les Trent reports. 

 

WHAT WENT WRONG? 

How did a simple throat procedure lead to Joan Rivers losing her life?  Although there 

is no indication anyone did anything wrong, an investigation has been launched into 

the clinic where Joan stopped breathing.  Inside Edition spoke with a doctor who says 

what happened to Joan serves as a warning to everyone.   

 

DEBORAH TALKS ABOUT JOAN 

The death of Joan Rivers was sad news for all of us here at Inside Edition.  Joan was a 

long time friend of the show and a very close personal friend of our host Deborah 

Norville.  Deborah spoke with us movingly about the Joan she remembers. 

 

DUCK DYNASTY 

You've seen him trudging through the Louisiana bayou on Duck Dynasty, but you've 

never seen him like this!  Inside Edition reports. 

 

AIR SEAT RAGE 

Many of us have sat in a tight plane seat when the person in front of you reclines, 

squeezing you in even tighter.  When one guy used a gadget to stop another 



passenger's seat from reclining, he ended up being thrown off the plane.  He's talking 

exclusively with Inside Edition. 

 

  

JOHNNY VS. JOAN 

Joan Rivers’ feud with Johnny Carson is that of TV legend.  It was a late night battle 

that was never patched up and something that bothered Joan until her death. 

 

JOKES FROM JOAN 

Inside Edition shows old clips of Joan Rivers performing comedy routines. 

 

SEPTEMBER 8, 2014 

 

RAY RICE NEW VIDEO 

NFL star Ray Rice is out.  Hours after new video surfaced of the ugly fight with his 

then-fiancée in Atlantic City, the Baltimore Ravens cut Rice from the team.  The new 

footage shows what happened inside the elevator.  Les Trent has the details. 

 

KATE BABY DRAMA 

It's official!  Duchess Kate is expecting baby number two!  Like many moms, Kate is 

learning that, sometimes, pregnancy isn't any easier the second time around.  Once 

again she is suffering from extreme morning sickness.  In Prince William's own words 

it has been a tricky few days.  Megan Alexander has details. 

 

HEART ATTACK TICKET 

Anyone who gets a traffic ticket usually looks back over the experience with regret.  

However, one motorist is saying he would not be alive today if an officer had not 

pulled him over for speeding.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

  

JOAN RIVERS FUNERAL 

Joan Rivers famously said she wanted her funeral to be a big show biz affair and she 

wouldn't have been disappointed by the send-off she got on Sunday in New York.  

Deborah Norville was honored to be asked to give a eulogy. 

 

FOUL BALL KID 

Who said chivalry is dead?  As Inside Edition reports, a young boy in the stands at a 

baseball game has proven it's alive and well. 



 

  

 

 

HANDSOME MUG FAMILY 

Inside Edition reported about an ex-con who is so handsome that his mugshot 

became an internet sensation.  How did he end up behind bars?  In an Inside Edition 

exclusive the man's wife and mother are speaking out.  Jim Moret has details. 

 

HEIDI KLUM HIDEAWAY 

Jim Moret takes us on a tour of Heidi Klum's secret hideaway that recently went up for 

sale. 

 

FISHNADO VIDEO 

Inside Edition shows video of hundreds of fish going berserk as a motorboat zips 

through the water.   

 

SEPTEMBER 9, 2014 

 

RAY RICE WIFE SPEAKS 

One day after football star Ray Rice was fired from his team, his wife is speaking out 

saying despite what that video might lead you to believe, her marriage is based on 

real love and that all the attention is more devastating than the public realizes.  Les 

Trent reports. 

 

SCOOTER KNOCK OVER 

They were a couple who fought so often and so loudly that a neighbor started 

keeping her video camera handy to document it all.  However, she filmed more than 

she bargained for when the cantankerous couple took their fight outside where Jim 

Moret says things took a violent turn. 

 

DR. PHIL ADVICE FOR MELISSA 

Friends of the late Joan Rivers say the comedienne would have been thrilled with the 

outpouring that accompanied her death last week and her daughter Melissa has said 

publicly how much it has meant to her.  However, as the hoopla of the funeral dies 

down, the most difficult days may be ahead for Joan's daughter.  Dr. Phil has some 

advice for Melissa. 

 



RAVINE GIRL LATEST 

The woman who survived for nearly a week without food or water after her car 

crashed in a ravine is now getting to walk for the first time and she's also sharing the 

messages she tried to send out to the world while trapped in that ditch.   

SETH MEYERS BREAKS NOSE 

Funnyman Seth Meyers looked just fine on his show but as it turns out he's been 

nursing a broken nose.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CAT CALLS UNDERCOVER 

Many women have experienced cat calls as they walk down the street.  It's annoying 

and upsetting, but now Inside Edition is going undercover to expose these crude 

dudes for what they are.  

 

VOLCANO DUDE 

Inside Edition reports on extraordinary video of a man who’s face-to-face with an 

active volcano! 

 

TAYLOR VS. KATY 

Is Taylor Swift feuding with Katy Perry?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

DOG SPA 

Inside Edition shows video of a Golden Retriever getting the full spa treatment. 

 

SEPTEMBER 10, 2014 

 

RAY RICE WIFE MESSAGE 

Fired football star Ray Rice and his wife Janay have been in seclusion since that 

intense elevator video emerged, but Janay is sending out a message to America.  

Diane McInerney reports. 

 

WHY I STAYED WOMAN 

Unless you’ve been in an abusive relationship, it’s hard to understand why Janay Rice 

or any woman would stay with a man who assaulted her.  Inside Edition spoke with 

one woman who says she has insight into the issue after creating a firestorm online 

with the hashtag #WhyIStayed. 

 

BIEBER BOOED AT FASHION ROCKS 



Are Justin Bieber's biggest days behind him?  As Inside Edition reports, the pop star 

was booed on stage Tuesday night at a big fashion event in New York as he stripped 

down to his briefs. 

 

  

VEGAS FLASH FLOOD VIDEOS 

It was an incredible scene as a highway became a raging river after a flash flood, 

proving that when Mother Nature decides to send rain she doesn't mess around! 

 

SERENA WILLIAMS 

With her win at the U.S. Open, Serena Williams tied with Martina Navratilova and Chris 

Evert with 18 grand slam titles.  Maybe she celebrated especially hard because the day 

after her win she was a no show on the morning programs. 

 

JUDGE JUDY NEW BOOK 

Judge Judy is out with a new book and in it she's doling out the same common sense 

advice she has on her show.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CAT FROM HELL RETURNS 

Can one cat be saved?  Not long ago Inside Edition told you about the cat from hell 

who was so aggressive against its owner that she had to call 911 to be saved!  The cat 

went to rehab, but as Jim Moret reports, it may not have helped! 

 

GUINNESS BOOK EVENT 

Guinness world records is celebrating its 60th anniversary with some rather unusual 

new entries.  Les Trent caught up with some of them in New York's Times Square.  

 

DRAG RACE GRANNY 

Inside Edition shows video of one woman who may be the fastest granny on four 

wheels. 

 

SEPTEMBER 11, 2014 

 

RAY RICE LATEST 

What really led to the explosive elevator assault involving Ray Rice and his wife?  A 

new theory is that it was over Rice texting with another woman.  Now, that woman 

has come forward to say it wasn't her fault.  Inside Edition reports.  

 



CLOONEY WEDDING INVITATION 

Inside Edition is learning new details about George Clooney's upcoming wedding 

thanks to the just-revealed invitation to the big event. 

 

  

OBAMA BROTHER SPEAKS 

As President Obama addresses the nation about his plan to take down the terror 

group ISIS, his look-a-like half brother is also speaking out.  Mark Obama has written 

a new book about growing up Obama and some of it may shock you.  He spoke with 

Les Trent. 

 

ARNOLD ERASES MARIA 

A new report claims that Arnold Schwarzenegger has erased an image of ex-wife 

Maria Shriver from his official governor portrait.  Jim Moret has details. 

 

RACHAEL RAY STRAHAN 

It's Rachael Ray to the rescue as the popular TV cook helps out Michael Strahan.  

Inside Edition reports. 

 

 

PALIN FIGHT  

Inside Edition reports on a new family drama for former Alaska Governor Sarah Palin. 

 

PARASAILING FRIENDS 

A horrific parasailing accident was caught on camera.  Two best friends were swept 

away after their rope snapped, sending them crashing into a high-rise building.  The 

ordeal left them with life-changing injuries and a broken friendship.  Now, for the 

first time, the victims are speaking out together.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

EXPIRATION DATES 

Most of us are programmed to throw away milk, eggs and meat once it's past its 

expiration date.  However, did you know you could be wasting perfectly good food?  

Experts say Americans waste millions of dollars every year because they toss their 

food too early.  Jim Moret has the secrets that can save you lots of cash. 

 

THURSDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 



On Thursday night, Ray Rice's former team the Baltimore Ravens will take on the 

Pittsburgh Steelers as CBS kicks off Thursday Night Football.  Megan Alexander went 

behind-the-scenes to cover all the excitement. 

 

  

 

     

 

CEREMONY FOR 9/11 

It was 13 years ago that the world was changed forever after the terror attacks of 

9/11.  Today, those who lost loved ones came together to share their memories at 

ground zero.  Inside Edition leaves you with images and music from the moving 

ceremony. 
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RIHANNA BOOTED NFL 

It was a big night for CBS as it launched its coverage of Thursday night NFL football.  

Since the game featured the Baltimore Ravens against the Pittsburgh Steelers, in the 

wake of the Ray Rice scandal, the network had to rethink its planned coverage.  As 

Inside Edition reports, Rihanna was booted from the show. 

 

UZI GIRL FORGIVEN 

There’s forgiveness in the wake of a tragedy.  The family of the gun range instructor 

who was accidentally killed by a little girl shooting an Uzi says they don’t hold any ill 

will against her and as Inside Edition reports, their touching video message has gone 

viral.   

 

PALIN FIGHT LATEST 

The family of former Alaska Governor Sarah Palin can apparently pack quite a punch 

as several members of the Palin clan, including Bristol, were involved in what was said 

to be quite a knock down drag out fight.  Diane McInerney has the latest. 

 

OBAMA BEYONCE GIRL 

For most kids, a visit from the President would be a pretty neat thing.  However, one 

little girl was hoping for a visit from Beyonce and she wasn't exactly shy about letting 

the President know her feelings.  Inside Edition reports. 

 



MISS AMERICA FIRST LOOK 

This year, the Miss America pageant is back in Atlantic City.  Inside Edition headed to 

the boardwalk for a behind-the-scenes look at all the pageant action.  

 

  

 

 

 

DOWNEY AND SON IN COURT 

Actor Robert Downey Jr. was in court supporting his son as the twenty-year-old pled 

guilty to drug charges.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CLOONEY’S LOVE MESSAGE 

George Clooney has made his first public comments on his upcoming wedding and it 

sounds like the one time confirmed bachelor can't wait to walk down the aisle.  

 

RACCOON ATTACK 

They are cute but don’t even think about getting near a raccoon.  It is legal to keep a 

raccoon as a pet in 27 states, but one family learned that the critter they kept as a pet 

can still be very dangerous and their little girl is still paying a high price because of it.  

Megan Alexander reports. 

 

FAT SHAME BRIDE 

She was a new bride who proudly showed off her wedding pictures online.  Then, the 

fat shamers chimed in.  Inside Edition reports.  

 

ZIMMERMAN ROAD RAGE? 

There’s more trouble for George Zimmerman, the man who was acquitted in the 

shooting death of unarmed teen Trayvon Martin.  Zimmerman was pulled over in a 

possible road rage incident.  Zimmerman was not charged or arrested.  Inside Edition 

reports.  

 

VACATION SURPRISE 

Inside Edition shows video of a moment one dad never saw coming! 
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PILOT LANDS ON HIGHWAY 



A plane landed on one of the busiest highways in the country where 120,000 cars 

pass each day.  Now, for the first time, the private pilot, an IT executive, is speaking 

about his landing and why his passengers raised so many eyebrows.  Diane McInerney 

reports. 

 

DJANGO ACTRESS COPS 

A woman made quite an impression in a French maid's outfit in the movie Django 

Unchained.  Now she's locked in a real life drama with the police.  As Inside Edition 

reports, actress Danielle Watts says she was mistaken for a prostitute when all she 

was doing was kissing her boyfriend. 

 

NEW VIEW CAST 

TV viewers got a very different ‘view’ Monday morning with the debut of the new 

lineup on The View.  Les Trent went behind-the-scenes.   

 

MISS AMERICA WINNER 

It's being called the Miss America three-peat.  For the third year in a row the 

contestant from New York has won the crown.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

PETERSON BEATING LATEST 

The latest drama surrounding an NFL player has ignited a national debate over 

disciplining children, leading to one moment on morning TV when all of the hosts 

raised their hands to the question: who had been spanked as a child?  Inside Edition’s 

new reporter Steven Fabian has more. 

 

WAITRESS WINS MILLIONS 

One waitress is a little less worried about tips today because she just won almost 12 

million in the lottery.  One person who didn't know was her own mother-in-law who 

found out while our cameras were rolling! 

 

KENT STATE SWEATSHIRT 

A design on a sweatshirt that was for sale is causing a bit of a controversy.  Inside 

Edition explains. 

 

BEARD BE GONE 

A little girl is surprised when she sees her dad has shaved his beard. 
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RIHANNA VS. CBS 

Singer Rihanna is furious and sent out an angry message to her millions of Twitter 

followers.  What has her so worked up?  She's upset with CBS for dropping her theme 

song from last week's debut of Thursday Night Football.  However, the network is not 

letting her have the last word.  Diane McInerney reports. 

 

JOAN RIVERS AUDIO HOAX 

There were reports that Joan Rivers left behind a haunting audio tape on which she 

complains about her throat and not feeling well.  However, Joan's representative is 

denouncing the tape as a hoax.  Inside Edition put the tape to the test.  

 

GIRL NAMED ISIS 

Before the terror group ISIS was in the news, Isis was a name some parents gave to 

their little girls.  Now, that name is forever tainted and as Steven Fabian reports, this 

has some families upset.  

 

SELFIE TO DAD 

If you are one of the millions who like to take Selfies, before you hit send make 

double sure your photo is going to the right person.  One young woman found that 

out the hard way when a snapshot that was meant for her boyfriend accidentally went 

to her dad.  Victoria Recano explains. 

 

MISS AMERICA REPLAY 

People are still talking about Miss America's somewhat interesting cup tapping 

"talent".  Now she's doing a replay with Les Trent. 

 

DEAD DOGS SHELTER 

A group of people are grieving pet lovers who say their precious dogs died because 

they were mistreated at a kennel.  They want answers, especially from the worker who 

was allegedly left in charge who happens to be the son of a United States senator.  Jim 

Moret has details. 

 

DALLAS HOTTEST BACHELORS 

Inside Edition is in Dallas searching for the hottest bachelors in town!  Now it's your 

job to pick your favorite.  

 



DANCING WITH THE STARS 

The new season of Dancing with the Stars kicked off on Monday night.  Inside Edition 

reports on the star who’s already a favorite to bring home the disco ball trophy. 

 

MOTORCYCLE CRASH 

Inside Edition shows video of something that is not a stunt. 

 

  

SEPTEMBER 17, 2014 

 

NFL IN CRISIS 

The NFL is in crisis as the league kicks off the new season.  Scandals surrounding 

players are making more headlines than the action on the field.  TV's Dr. Phil is giving 

Inside Edition his take on all the drama.  Les Trent has details. 

 

JUST ‘PLANE’ RUDE 

Inside Edition reports on some unbelievable passenger hi-jinx in the skies, from the 

passenger with no shirt to the guy resting his feet on another passengers arm rest.  

As Steven Fabian reports, there is a campaign to put an end to these uncouth 

passengers. 

 

MISTAKEN FOR PROSTITUTES 

Three women were having a girls night out when they got the shock of their lives - a 

security guard accused them of being prostitutes!  Now, they are speaking out to 

Inside Edition. 

 

PAM ANDERSON EX BF 

Pam Anderson recently shocked the world when she said that as a teen she had been 

sexually assaulted by her first boyfriend and his friends; she didn't name names.  

Now, in an Inside Edition exclusive, one of Pam's boyfriends says he did not sexually 

assault her and wonders why Pam never told him about her traumatic ordeal. Victoria 

Recano reports. 

 

JOAN RIVERS DOCTOR? 

A new report identifies a throat specialist as the one who was with Joan when she 

went into cardiac arrest.  She is even said to have taken a selfie with the star while she 

was under anesthesia.  Steven Fabian reports. 

 



BUTTERFLY FLUTE GIRL 

Today, a musician is being applauded for being able to keep playing her flute even 

though a pesky butterfly landed on her nose!  Inside Edition reports. 

 

LIFE TIPS 

One of the biggest complaints busy people make is they don’t have the time in their 

day to get everything done.  Inside Edition has the best time-saving tricks that are 

sure to make your life easier.    

OBAMA AND KIDS 

Inside Edition reports on some hair-raising moments between the President and some 

school kids.  

 

NAKED TV WEDDING 

"Naked TV" is a new trend and as Inside Edition reports, some are saying enough is 

enough! 

 

BACHELOR 

Inside Edition reports on the hunkiest bachelor. 

  

SEPTEMBER 18, 2014 

 

DOG HIT POLICE CHASE 

A high speed police chase ended with the suspects hitting a one-year-old little dog 

named Gordo that happened to be at the wrong place at the wrong time. People 

across the country are rooting for the pooch to pull through.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

CABO BACHELORETTES 

It was supposed to be the bachelorette party to end all bachelorette parties in the 

Mexico hot spot Cabo San Lucas.  Then, a hurricane hit and for days no one knew if 

the bachelorettes were dead or alive.  Diane McInerney has the story. 

 

RED ZONE ASSAULTS 

Prayers continue for missing University of Virginia student Hannah Graham.  As it 

turns out, her disappearance comes during something known as the Red Zone, a 

period of time when female students are most at risk for sexual assault.  Jim Moret 

reports on how some students are fighting back.  

 

PETERSON MOM SPEAKS 



While football star Adrian Peterson remains on suspension from the Minnesota 

Vikings for allegedly beating his four-year-old son his own mother who lives in 

Houston is speaking out in his defense.  In a new interview she says she was tough 

with her own son as a child but she says it's not about abuse, it's about love. 

 

 

 

 

JOAN RIVERS DOCTOR 

Last time, Inside Edition reported about how a throat doctor had been identified in the 

press as Joan Rivers’ personal physician who is said to have taken a selfie with the 

star while she was under anesthesia.  Now, that doctor is finding herself under siege.  

 

NANNY FROM HELL 

She became known as the nanny from hell when she refused to leave the home of the 

family she was working for after being fired.  Now, in an Inside Edition exclusive, 

she’s revealing that she has a terminal illness.  She spoke with Jim Moret.  

 

EMERGENCY LANDING 

It was a scary scene for some passengers on a flight that was headed to Texas as they 

had to make an emergency landing in California after smoke filled the plane.  Inside 

Edition reports. 

 

HOUSTON BACHELORS 

Earlier this week, Inside Edition was in Dallas and brought you the hottest bachelors 

that city had to offer.  Now Inside Edition’s in Houston and, as it turns out, a good 

man is not that hard to find here either! 

 

FISH WHISPERER 

Inside Edition reports on why a teen in Houston is being called the fish whisperer. 

 

SEPTEMBER 19, 2014 

 

MELISSA RIVERS SPEAKS 

Melissa Rivers is making her first public appearance since the tragic death of her mom 

Joan with Joan Rivers' empty chair very much a part of the latest installment of her 

Fashion Police show. 

 



IPHONE FRENZY 

There was a frenzy around the world as Apple launched the new iPhone 6.  Pre-orders 

are exceeding demand and as Steven Fabian reports, in some places, that has resulted 

in chaos. 

 

SHOT WRONG DOG 

A man is in court accused of a shooting a neighbor's dog to death because he was 

annoyed by its barking.  In a horrible twist, police say he ended up shooting the 

wrong dog and this case of canine mistaken identity has left a couple heartbroken.  

The man has pled not guilty.  Jim Moret explains. 

 

ROGER GOODELL PRESSER 

Today, NFL commissioner Roger Goodell is breaking his silence, speaking out for the 

first time since a rash of domestic violence incidents involving players have become 

public.  Inside Edition reports.  

 

GUARD RAIL SAFETY 

Highway guard rails are designed to save lives, but some are raising questions about 

whether all guard rails are safe.  One man says his life was changed forever when the 

guard rail that was supposed to save him severed his legs.       The drama was 

captured on a 911 call.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

GLEN CAMPBELL VIDEO 

When the world last saw Glen Campbell, the country star was on a farewell tour 

having announced that he had been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s.  Today, Campbell's 

in a nursing home and his daughter is sharing the first look at her father today. 

 

GMA DRESSING ROOM MAKEOVER 

Inside Edition went behind-the-scenes for a Good Morning America dressing room 

makeover! 

 

HEIMLICH COP 

A cop conducting speed checks on a highway ended up saving a woman's life.  Inside 

Edition reports. 
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MISS AMERICA HAZING 



Today there’s a shocking report about the newly crowned Miss America.  One week 

after winning the coveted title, a published report alleges she was kicked out of her 

sorority because of hazing.  Inside Edition reports.  

 

WHITE HOUSE SECURITY 

President Obama says he has full confidence in the Secret Service, but a lot of other 

people have some serious questions following news of an intruder who dashed across 

the White House lawn and actually opened the front door.  Why weren’t standard 

security measures implemented, including attack hounds? 

 

HANNAH GRAHAM 

There’s been a frustrating turn in the search for missing UVA student Hannah 

Graham.  How did cops manage to lose track of the person-of-interest who admits he 

was with the missing co-ed the night she disappeared?  Steven Fabian has more. 

 

COFFEE TRIAL 

The cancer researcher who survived an attempt on his life was on the witness stand 

today testifying about the cup of coffee that he says nearly killed him.  Prosecutors 

say the coffee was laced with antifreeze and was allegedly given to him by another 

prominent cancer researcher who was jealous that she'd been rejected for another 

woman.  She has pled not guilty.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

MUGSHOT BEAUTY 

Remember the criminal whose handsome mugshot set hearts a twitter around the 

world?  Now, as Inside Edition reports, he has a female counterpart! 

 

ALASKA ‘I QUIT’ REPORTER 

One TV reporter quit on live TV in a way that not only assured that she'd be fired from 

her job, but would also draw lots of attention.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

OUTLET STORE DISCOUNTS? 

Everybody loves a bargain and millions of Americans flock to outlet malls every day in 

search of great deals, but if you're one of those shoppers who thinks you're getting a 

bargain you might be disappointed.  Inside Edition has Lisa Guerrero's undercover 

report. 

 

RANDY TRAVIS VIDEO 



Country singer Randy Travis is making his first public appearance since suffering a 

stroke more than a year ago and it's clear that he has a tough road ahead.  Inside 

Edition reports.  

 

DOG GETS A MASSAGE 

Inside Edition show’s video of a Chihuahua getting a massage. 

 

  

SEPTEMBER 23, 2014 

 

MISS AMERICA HAZING 

The new Miss America is responding to the shocking news that she was kicked out of 

her college sorority for hazing.  She says it's not true that she ever hazed students.  

Inside Edition reports. 

 

WHITE HOUSE SECURITY 

U.S. bombs and missiles rained down on suspected ISIS targets in Syria as the 

President ramped up the battle against the terror group.  Meanwhile, in the wake of a 

troubling intrusion at the White House, there’s word of a newly revealed report that 

warned of a serious security vulnerability called the “swarm threat”.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

STATE TROOPER VIDEO 

As the search continues for the man who’s suspected of killing a Pennsylvania State 

Trooper, clues may be found in the words of the suspect himself.  Inside Edition 

shows video of him perhaps talking about how difficult it might be to find him.  

 

COFFEE TRIAL 

There’s a bizarre twist in the trial of the world renowned cancer doctor who’s accused 

of trying to poison her lover with antifreeze laced coffee.  Now, the so-called other 

woman in the case has taken the stand.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

THREE BOOB HOAX? 

A woman claims to have three breasts – the result of cosmetic surgery.  Is it a big 

hoax?  Inside Edition reports.  

 

CHIPPENDALES 

Inside Edition reports on the 35th anniversary of the Chippendales dancers.  



 

RETIREMENT VILLAGE 

Inside Edition reports on the biggest retirement village in the world; more than 

120,000 people live there.  However, this Florida community is less like wrinkle city 

and more like party town!  Steven Fabian takes you behind-the-scenes.  

 

  

 

ARMLESS FAMILY 

A mother and son go through life much like anyone else, going to school or work, 

cooking, cleaning, the usual.  However, one thing makes them very different - they 

have no arms.  Jim Moret reports on their brave struggle. 

 

DOG ICE BUCKET CHALLENGE 

Inside Edition shows video of a different kind of Ice Bucket Challenge. 

 

SEPTEMBER 24, 2014 

 

SARAH HYLAND 

Modern Family star Sarah Hyland has obtained a temporary order of protection from 

her boyfriend who she claims is physically and verbally abusing her.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

JOAN LUNDEN BALD 

Inside Edition reports on Joan Lunden as you've never seen her.  The former host of 

Good Morning America is on the cover of People magazine, bald.  As Les Trent 

reports, Joan has just completed an intensive round of chemotherapy for breast 

cancer. 

 

OBAMA SALUTE 

Today, some people are saying President Obama was disrespectful to the United 

States military for his so-called 'latte salute'.  As Inside Edition reports, the President 

lifted his coffee cup instead of giving a proper salute. 

 

IPHONE BENT 

More than ten million iPhones were sold the first weekend they went on sale and now 

some of those buyers are a little bent-out-of-shape.  Megan Alexander reports. 

 



GORDO UPDATE 

The little dog who was run over during a police chase has gone home.  Inside Edition 

reports. 

 

JULIANNE HOUGH 

They often take sexy dancing to the extreme on Dancing with the Stars and as Inside 

Edition reports, new judge Julianne Hough seems to be doing the same with her 

wardrobe 

BAT ATTACK 

It was a camping trip some people will never forget.  One minute a guy was singing 

around the campfire and the next he was bitten by a rabid bat!  Jim Moret has the 

story. 

 

PALIN WITNESS SAYS HE WAS FIRED 

A man who says he was fired after speaking publicly about a reported crazy brawl 

involving Sarah Palin's family is now making a plea.  Les Trent has more. 

 

COFFEE TRIAL 

Inside Edition has been following the trial of the renowned cancer doctor who’s 

accused of poisoning her lover's coffee.  Dramatic cell phone video tape has been 

played in court showing the moments when the poison begins to sicken the victim.  

Inside Edition reports. 

 

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 

Every year, hundreds of products go through rigorous testing in the Good 

Housekeeping Research Institute.  Inside Edition was invited behind-the-scenes of the 

testing labs in the heart of New York City. 

 

24 HOUR BREASTS 

Every year, roughly 300-thousand women get breast enhancement surgery that lasts 

for a lifetime.  What if you could get bigger breasts for just 24 hours?  Megan 

Alexander has the story. 

 

REUNION 

Inside Edition shows video of a sweet reunion. 

 

SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 

 



HOMELESS INTRUDER 

Inside Edition reports on a woman who was hiding in fear as a home intruder 

searched for her on the roof of her house. 

 

ESPN ANCHOR SUSPENDED 

Inside Edition reports on the popular ESPN anchor who is on suspension today after 

calling NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell a liar. 

 

UVA SUSPECT ARRESTED 

Police in Virginia say they remain hopeful they will find the missing UVA student.  

However, they are not using the words safe or alive. Police got a break in the case 

with the overnight arrest of the man wanted in connection with the case. 

 

DWS – DUCK DYNASTY 

Duck Dynasty heiress Sadie Robertson is the Dancing with the Stars contestant whose 

high school forbid dancing. Now, she’s kicking up her heels and showing off her 

moves with her dad’s blessing. 

 

RAT HOUSE 

Inside Edition reports on an upscale neighborhood that is infested with rats. Inside 

Edition talks to a family who says their next door neighbors are feeding the rats and 

treating them like pets. 

 

LAST LONGER 

Flowers that fade, sponges that stink and bananas that go bad are the little 

annoyances of life that added together can cost you money. Inside Edition has some 

surprisingly easy tips that can help you save hard earned cash. 

 

DEER WEDDING 

Inside Edition takes a look at a wedding photo that brings new meaning to the words 

“dearly beloved.” 

 

SHOPPING CART NAP 

Inside Edition takes a look at a sleepy little tyke in a shopping cart. 

 

SEPTEMBER 26, 2014 

 

CLOONEY WEDDING 



It’s a big weekend in Venice as actor George Clooney and his fiancé get set to say 

their I Dos.  A host of their famous friends have arrived in Italy to take part in the 

wedding, which is expected to be luxurious in every conceivable way.  Diane 

McInerney has an inside look at all the plans.  

 

SLENDERMAN VICTIM 

It’s the first interview from the parents whose daughter was nearly killed allegedly by 

her so-called friends.  The girls say they were motivated by Slender Man, a bogeyman 

who’s gotten quite a following online with children.  As Lisa Guerrero reports, they 

have some words of caution for all parents. 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA CHASE 

Social media is increasingly becoming a useful tool for fighting crime.  When looking 

for a teen wanted in a hate crime, Facebook was used for the search, and it turns out 

the young woman arrested was a police chief’s little girl. 

 

APPLE CONTROVERSY 

Is bentgate a hoax?  You’ve heard the stories about the new Apple iPhone Six Plus 

supposedly bending.  Now, Apple says some people are bending the truth…and to 

prove it, Apple is opening its secret testing center.   

 

GOLF NUT REACTS 

You may have seen that footage of the golfer so upset with his game he started 

slamming his clubs on the ground.  Now he’s talking about his rather extreme temper 

tantrum. 

 

COFFEE TRIAL 

The verdict is in on a story we’ve been following…and it’s guilty.  A jury wasted no 

time in convicting a prominent cancer doctor of poisoning her one-time lover with 

anti-freeze. 

 

BENGALS GIRL PET TALK 

Football players hear pep talks all the time, but it’s one being given by a Cincinnati 

Bengals player that’s warming hearts…asking his little girl if she’s ready to go fight 

cancer.  

 

SNL BOOK 



This weekend marks a very special anniversary for Saturday Night Live.  It’s now been 

forty years since they started dishing out laughs every weekend. 

 

DEREK JETER FINAL 

An end of an era, as this generation’s “Pride of the Yankees,” Derek Jeter ends a 

spectacular two decade  career…all of it spent in pinstripes. 

 

  

 

STRONGEST KID 

Inside Edition takes a look at the world’s strongest kid. 

 

SEPTEMBER 29, 2014 

 

CLOONEY WEDDING 

 

After a fairy tale weekend in one of the most romantic cities in the world, actor 

George Clooney and attorney Amal Alamuddin are now husband and wife.  As Inside 

Edition reports, while they didn't receive an invitation, there were plenty of tourists 

and paparazzi standing by. 

 

GUEST ITINERARY 

George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin’s wedding guest list was a celebrity who's who, 

but though the guest list was totally top drawer, even Clooney's famous friends were 

told to leave their cell phones at home.  That's because the couple planned every 

aspect of their wedding party beginning with a letter that promised that it was going 

to be fun.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

SECRET SERVICE DISASTER 

President Obama and the first lady are said to be furious after learning that shots 

were once fired at the White House and the Secret Service didn't realize it until four 

days later!  Inside Edition reports. 

 

DUCK DYNASTY DAD 

Sadie Robertson is one of the surprise standouts on Dancing with the Stars, but at age 

17 she is very much her daddy's little girl.  As Inside Edition reports, he doesn't hold 

back when it comes to telling what he thinks.   

 



COACH BODY SLAM 

It may have been the best play of the Ohio State game on Saturday and it came not 

from a player but a coach who body slammed a guy running onto the field!  Inside 

Edition reports. 

 

MISSING REALTOR 

The search continues for a real estate agent who has been missing since she showed 

a property last Thursday.  In custody on kidnapping charges is a man she's believed 

to have met at the house.  As Les Trent reports, the suspect has a notorious 

background and even operated a so-called college of crime on the internet. 

 

SNL 9/11 KID 

The newest face on Saturday Night Live has a direct connection to one of this 

country's darkest days.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

DOG ESCAPE 

Inside Edition shows video of a dog escaping through a window. 

 

SEPTEMBER 30, 2014 

 

CLOONEY WEDDING DETAILS 

Inside Edition reports on the first photos of George Clooney and his bride Amal, 

including her stunning wedding dress!  Megan Alexander has the latest. 

 

WHITE HOUSE INTRUDER 

There were fireworks on Capitol Hill today over the major security breach at The White 

House.  Inside Edition is now learning more about the path the intruder who jumped 

the perimeter fence took when he burst into the Presidential mansion.  Les Trent has 

the troubling details. 

 

ROSIE AND WHOOPI 

It appears that the honeymoon between Whoopi Goldberg and Rosie O'Donnell on The 

View is over.  According to published reports, tension between the two big 

personalities recently got very intense.  Steven Fabian reports on what happened. 

 

REAL ESTATE AGENT 



Last time, Inside Edition reported about the real estate agent who was kidnapped 

while she was showing a house for sale.  Now, there’s sad news to report as the body 

of the agent has been found.  Les Trent has more. 

 

BAD SERVICE TIP 

You've heard about waiters getting whopping tips for great service.  Have you ever 

heard of a waiter getting an amazing tip for bad service?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

 

 

NEWS GIRLS 

A new book has some people asking if there’s a feud between Katie Couric and Diane 

Sawyer.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

NFL PRAYER 

Inside Edition reports on another controversy that has hit the NFL.  It involves a 

football player who was penalized after he kneeled in prayer during Monday Night 

Football.   

 

HOT BENCH 

It's called Hot Bench and once you watch you'll know it's unlike any other court show 

out there!  Jim Moret explains.   

 

DOG EATS CHEESE 

Inside Edition shows video of a dog that is guilty of eating cheese. 
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Air Date Weekday Aired Time Material Title Aired Length Program

7/2/2014 Wednesday 2:44:58 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 SYN Insider, The

7/4/2014 Friday 4:23:55 XM PSA-STOP THE SILENCE STOP THE VIOLENCE 1:00 NET 1st Look

7/5/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA-DRAWING ON BROTHER :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/5/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/5/2014 Saturday 10:28:47 AM K PSA - OCTOLAUNCH :15 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/5/2014 Saturday 10:57:47 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Noodle and Doodle

7/5/2014 Saturday 10:58:47 AM K PSA-DRAWING ON BROTHER :15 NBC Noodle and Doodle

7/5/2014 Saturday 11:26:52 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Justin Time.

7/5/2014 Saturday 11:27:52 AM K PSA - OCTOLAUNCH :15 NBC Justin Time.

7/5/2014 Saturday 11:57:42 AM K PSA - GERBILS ON A TRAIN 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

7/5/2014 Saturday 11:58:42 AM K PSA - OCTOLAUNCH :15 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

7/5/2014 Saturday 12:27:03 PM K PSA - GERBILS ON A TRAIN 1:00 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

7/5/2014 Saturday 12:28:03 PM K PSA-DRAWING ON BROTHER :15 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

7/5/2014 Saturday 12:57:37 PM K PSA - GERBILS ON A TRAIN 1:00 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/5/2014 Saturday 12:58:37 PM K PSA-DRAWING ON BROTHER :15 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/5/2014 Saturday 2:02:34 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 Paid Program

7/5/2014 Saturday 2:27:02 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE :30 NET 1st Look

7/5/2014 Saturday 3:17:41 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Open House NYC

7/5/2014 Saturday 4:06:00 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

7/5/2014 Saturday 4:24:49 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

7/6/2014 Sunday 1:01:54 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 SYN Insider, The

7/6/2014 Sunday 1:41:27 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY PLAY BY THE RULES :30 SYN On the Money w/ Maria Bartiromo

7/6/2014 Sunday 12:45:39 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 SYN Insider, The

7/6/2014 Sunday 12:51:23 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 SYN Insider, The

7/6/2014 Sunday 2:17:18 XM PSA-STOP THE SILENCE STOP THE VIOLENCE 1:00 NET Dateline All Night

7/12/2014 Saturday 2:27:42 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET 1st Look

7/12/2014 Saturday 2:50:25 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Open House NYC

7/12/2014 Saturday 3:17:32 XM PSA-NAMI PUZZLE PIECES :30 NET Open House NYC

7/12/2014 Saturday 3:50:06 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

7/12/2014 Saturday 4:25:49 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY PLAY BY THE RULES :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

7/13/2014 Sunday 2:20:34 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Dateline All Night

7/13/2014 Sunday 3:40:00 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Meet The Press AN

7/19/2014 Saturday 10:27:32 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 10:28:02 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 10:28:32 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 10:57:52 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

7/19/2014 Saturday 10:58:22 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

7/19/2014 Saturday 10:58:52 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NBC Noodle and Doodle

7/19/2014 Saturday 11:26:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Justin Time.

7/19/2014 Saturday 11:27:37 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Justin Time.

7/19/2014 Saturday 11:57:27 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 11:57:57 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 11:58:27 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 12:26:45 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 12:27:45 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 12:57:22 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 12:57:52 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 12:58:22 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 1:27:31 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/19/2014 Saturday 1:28:31 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/20/2014 Sunday 12:24:46 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Lazytown

7/20/2014 Sunday 12:25:16 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Lazytown

7/20/2014 Sunday 12:25:46 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NBC Lazytown

7/20/2014 Sunday 12:57:22 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/20/2014 Sunday 12:57:52 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/20/2014 Sunday 12:58:22 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/26/2014 Saturday 10:27:32 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/26/2014 Saturday 10:28:02 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

7/26/2014 Saturday 10:28:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am
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7/26/2014 Saturday 10:57:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Noodle and Doodle

7/26/2014 Saturday 10:58:32 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

7/26/2014 Saturday 11:26:57 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NBC Justin Time.

7/26/2014 Saturday 11:27:27 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Justin Time.

7/26/2014 Saturday 11:27:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NBC Justin Time.

7/26/2014 Saturday 11:57:27 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

7/26/2014 Saturday 11:58:27 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

7/26/2014 Saturday 12:27:31 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

7/26/2014 Saturday 12:28:31 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

7/26/2014 Saturday 12:57:22 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/26/2014 Saturday 12:57:52 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/26/2014 Saturday 12:58:22 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

7/27/2014 Sunday 12:27:32 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Noodle and Doodle

7/27/2014 Sunday 12:28:32 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

7/27/2014 Sunday 12:56:37 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Justin Time.

7/27/2014 Sunday 12:57:37 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Justin Time.

7/27/2014 Sunday 1:27:27 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

7/27/2014 Sunday 1:28:27 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

7/27/2014 Sunday 2:18:04 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Dateline All Night

8/2/2014 Saturday 10:27:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/2/2014 Saturday 10:28:32 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/2/2014 Saturday 10:57:32 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/2/2014 Saturday 10:58:02 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/2/2014 Saturday 10:58:32 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/2/2014 Saturday 11:26:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Justin Time.

8/2/2014 Saturday 11:27:37 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Justin Time.

8/2/2014 Saturday 11:57:27 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/2/2014 Saturday 11:58:27 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/2/2014 Saturday 12:27:51 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/2/2014 Saturday 12:28:21 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/2/2014 Saturday 12:28:51 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/2/2014 Saturday 12:57:22 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/2/2014 Saturday 12:58:22 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/2/2014 Saturday 4:25:42 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY GAME CHANGER :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

8/9/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 10:28:52 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 10:57:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/9/2014 Saturday 10:58:47 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/9/2014 Saturday 11:26:52 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Justin Time.

8/9/2014 Saturday 11:27:22 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NBC Justin Time.

8/9/2014 Saturday 11:27:52 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NBC Justin Time.

8/9/2014 Saturday 11:57:27 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 11:58:42 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :15 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 12:27:51 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 12:28:21 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 12:28:51 PM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 12:57:22 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 12:58:37 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/9/2014 Saturday 4:25:33 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

8/16/2014 Saturday 9:57:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/16/2014 Saturday 9:58:37 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/16/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/16/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/16/2014 Saturday 10:28:52 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/16/2014 Saturday 10:57:47 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/16/2014 Saturday 10:58:47 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/16/2014 Saturday 11:26:53 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Justin Time.

8/16/2014 Saturday 11:27:23 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Justin Time.

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am
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8/16/2014 Saturday 11:27:53 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NBC Justin Time.

8/16/2014 Saturday 11:57:40 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/16/2014 Saturday 11:58:40 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/16/2014 Saturday 12:27:47 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/16/2014 Saturday 12:28:17 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/16/2014 Saturday 12:28:47 PM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/17/2014 Sunday 12:27:37 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NBC Lazytown

8/17/2014 Sunday 12:28:07 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Lazytown

8/17/2014 Sunday 12:28:37 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NBC Lazytown

8/17/2014 Sunday 12:57:23 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/17/2014 Sunday 12:58:23 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 9:57:57 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 9:58:12 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 9:58:42 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 10:27:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 10:28:58 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :15 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 10:57:47 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/23/2014 Saturday 10:58:17 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/23/2014 Saturday 10:58:47 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/23/2014 Saturday 11:26:52 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Justin Time.

8/23/2014 Saturday 11:27:52 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NBC Justin Time.

8/23/2014 Saturday 11:57:42 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 11:58:12 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 11:58:42 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :15 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 12:27:12 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 12:28:12 PM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/23/2014 Saturday 1:39:34 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

8/23/2014 Saturday 1:58:06 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

8/23/2014 Saturday 2:25:24 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET 1st Look

8/23/2014 Saturday 2:50:43 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Open House NYC

8/23/2014 Saturday 2:51:43 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Open House NYC

8/23/2014 Saturday 4:25:06 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

8/30/2014 Saturday 9:57:21 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 9:58:21 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 10:27:52 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 10:28:22 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 10:28:52 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 10:57:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/30/2014 Saturday 10:58:32 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

8/30/2014 Saturday 11:26:38 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NBC Justin Time.

8/30/2014 Saturday 11:27:08 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NBC Justin Time.

8/30/2014 Saturday 11:27:38 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Justin Time.

8/30/2014 Saturday 11:57:27 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 11:58:27 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 12:27:24 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 12:27:54 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 12:28:24 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

8/30/2014 Saturday 2:27:12 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET 1st Look

8/30/2014 Saturday 3:47:28 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

9/6/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :15 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 10:28:52 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 10:57:47 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Noodle and Doodle

9/6/2014 Saturday 10:58:47 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NBC Noodle and Doodle

9/6/2014 Saturday 11:26:52 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Justin Time.

9/6/2014 Saturday 11:27:52 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :15 NBC Justin Time.

9/6/2014 Saturday 11:57:42 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 11:58:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 11:58:42 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :15 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am
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9/6/2014 Saturday 12:26:58 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 12:27:58 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 12:57:37 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 12:58:07 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 12:58:37 PM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 1:27:47 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 1:28:47 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :15 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/6/2014 Saturday 3:19:55 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Open House NYC

9/6/2014 Saturday 3:43:13 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 Open House

9/6/2014 Saturday 3:44:13 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 Open House

9/6/2014 Saturday 3:58:58 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 Open House

9/7/2014 Sunday 12:27:33 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NBC Noodle and Doodle

9/7/2014 Sunday 12:28:33 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

9/7/2014 Sunday 12:56:38 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NBC Justin Time.

9/7/2014 Sunday 12:57:08 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NBC Justin Time.

9/7/2014 Sunday 12:57:38 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Justin Time.

9/7/2014 Sunday 1:27:27 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

9/7/2014 Sunday 1:27:57 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

9/13/2014 Saturday 9:57:37 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15

9/13/2014 Saturday 9:57:52 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

9/13/2014 Saturday 9:58:22 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

9/13/2014 Saturday 10:27:47 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15

9/13/2014 Saturday 10:28:02 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/13/2014 Saturday 10:28:32 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/13/2014 Saturday 10:57:47 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :15

9/13/2014 Saturday 10:58:02 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

9/13/2014 Saturday 11:26:52 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :15

9/13/2014 Saturday 11:27:07 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30

9/13/2014 Saturday 11:27:37 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30

9/13/2014 Saturday 11:58:01 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :15

9/13/2014 Saturday 11:58:16 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

9/13/2014 Saturday 11:58:46 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

9/13/2014 Saturday 12:26:43 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

9/13/2014 Saturday 12:27:13 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

9/13/2014 Saturday 12:27:58 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :15

9/13/2014 Saturday 2:25:53 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET 1st Look

9/13/2014 Saturday 2:52:16 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Open House NYC

9/13/2014 Saturday 3:18:49 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Open House NYC

9/13/2014 Saturday 4:41:18 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

9/16/2014 Tuesday 3:33:43 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Queen Latifah Show

9/16/2014 Tuesday 1:53:33 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Last Call With Carson Daly

9/20/2014 Saturday 9:57:37 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 9:58:07 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 9:58:37 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NET Zou TV-Y Kids 2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 10:27:47 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 10:28:17 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 10:28:47 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 10:57:47 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

9/20/2014 Saturday 10:58:17 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NBC Noodle and Doodle

9/20/2014 Saturday 10:58:47 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NBC Noodle and Doodle

9/20/2014 Saturday 11:26:53 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NBC Justin Time.

9/20/2014 Saturday 11:27:23 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NBC Justin Time.

9/20/2014 Saturday 11:27:53 AM K PSA-DEER STARING CONTEST :15 NBC Justin Time.

9/20/2014 Saturday 11:58:02 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 11:58:32 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :15 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 11:58:47 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 12:27:52 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 12:28:22 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

9/20/2014 Saturday 12:28:52 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :15 NET Lazytown E/I Y 2-5

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am
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9/20/2014 Saturday 3:20:03 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Open House NYC

9/20/2014 Saturday 3:58:59 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 Open House

9/20/2014 Saturday 4:28:29 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 Paid Program

9/20/2014 Saturday 4:35:26 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

9/20/2014 Saturday 4:40:49 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

9/20/2014 Saturday 4:59:00 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

9/21/2014 Sunday 2:13:38 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

9/26/2014 Friday 10:49:07 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Live with Kelly & Michael

9/26/2014 Friday 11:54:08 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Today Show III

9/26/2014 Friday 4:26:41 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 LOC 12 News 1st @ 4p

9/26/2014 Friday 3:26:56 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15

9/26/2014 Friday 3:53:41 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NBC Golf

9/26/2014 Friday 4:14:57 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NBC Golf

9/26/2014 Friday 4:26:49 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NBC Golf

9/26/2014 Friday 4:43:31 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 NBC Golf

9/26/2014 Friday 4:44:31 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NBC Golf

9/26/2014 Friday 4:53:00 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NBC Golf

9/26/2014 Friday 4:54:15 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NBC Golf

9/27/2014 Saturday 7:56:42 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NBC Golf

9/27/2014 Saturday 2:25:18 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY GAME CHANGER :30 NET 1st Look

9/27/2014 Saturday 3:19:59 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Open House NYC

9/27/2014 Saturday 3:47:46 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 Open House

9/27/2014 Saturday 4:29:00 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 Paid Program

9/27/2014 Saturday 4:35:13 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

9/27/2014 Saturday 4:59:30 XM PSA-NAMI PUZZLE PIECES :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

9/28/2014 Sunday 5:45:35 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN On the Money w/ Maria Bartiromo

9/28/2014 Sunday 1:45:55 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 Paid Program

9/28/2014 Sunday 1:57:55 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

9/28/2014 Sunday 2:14:45 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

9/28/2014 Sunday 4:48:39 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

9/29/2014 Monday 9:58:48 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Today Show II

9/29/2014 Monday 2:16:28 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Rachael Ray

9/29/2014 Monday 3:20:25 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Queen Latifah Show

9/29/2014 Monday 5:53:17 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 LOC 12 News LIve @ 530p

9/29/2014 Monday 3:58:48 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

9/30/2014 Tuesday 10:36:15 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Live with Kelly & Michael

9/30/2014 Tuesday 3:39:46 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Queen Latifah Show

9/30/2014 Tuesday 5:22:37 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 LOC 12 News 1st @ 5p

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am
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7/1/2014 Tuesday 6:43:14 AM PSA-STOP THE SILENCE STOP THE VIOLENCE 1:00 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

7/1/2014 Tuesday 3:48:43 XM PSA-MARRIAGE TAKES TEAMWORK 1:00 NET Thriller

7/1/2014 Tuesday 4:48:22 XM PSA-STOP THE SILENCE STOP THE VIOLENCE 1:00 NET Wagon Train

7/2/2014 Wednesday 5:12:28 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Wanted: Dead or Alive

7/2/2014 Wednesday 5:52:11 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

7/2/2014 Wednesday 5:53:11 AM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

7/2/2014 Wednesday 4:50:46 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Wagon Train

7/3/2014 Thursday 5:13:59 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Wanted: Dead or Alive

7/3/2014 Thursday 5:57:28 AM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

7/3/2014 Thursday 7:41:27 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET I Love Lucy

7/3/2014 Thursday 8:13:46 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Leave It To Beaver

7/3/2014 Thursday 8:14:16 AM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Leave It To Beaver

7/3/2014 Thursday 8:45:24 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Leave It To Beaver

7/3/2014 Thursday 7:15:47 PM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET M*A*S*H

7/3/2014 Thursday 9:44:32 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Welcome Back, Kotter

7/3/2014 Thursday 3:46:19 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Thriller

7/3/2014 Thursday 4:23:26 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Wagon Train

7/3/2014 Thursday 4:44:03 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Wagon Train

7/4/2014 Friday 5:45:19 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

7/4/2014 Friday 6:12:57 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Petticoat Junction

7/4/2014 Friday 6:42:14 AM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

7/4/2014 Friday 7:14:43 AM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

7/4/2014 Friday 7:48:43 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET I Love Lucy

7/4/2014 Friday 7:58:55 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET I Love Lucy

7/4/2014 Friday 8:12:38 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Leave It To Beaver

7/4/2014 Friday 8:45:05 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Leave It To Beaver

7/4/2014 Friday 8:46:05 AM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Leave It To Beaver

7/4/2014 Friday 9:31:03 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Daniel Boone

7/4/2014 Friday 10:55:20 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Love Boat, The

7/4/2014 Friday 11:30:49 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Mod Squad, The

7/4/2014 Friday 1:55:16 PM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Gunsmoke

7/4/2014 Friday 4:16:24 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Adam 12

7/4/2014 Friday 4:45:08 PM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Adam 12

7/4/2014 Friday 7:14:28 PM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET M*A*S*H

7/4/2014 Friday 7:46:13 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET M*A*S*H

7/4/2014 Friday 8:14:22 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Gilligan's Island

7/4/2014 Friday 9:15:22 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Hogan's Heroes

7/4/2014 Friday 9:44:49 PM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Welcome Back, Kotter

7/4/2014 Friday 9:45:19 PM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Welcome Back, Kotter

7/4/2014 Friday 11:14:59 PM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Twilight Zone, The

7/4/2014 Friday 11:16:00 PM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Twilight Zone, The

7/4/2014 Friday 11:16:30 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Twilight Zone, The

7/4/2014 Friday 12:05:14 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Perry Mason

7/4/2014 Friday 2:21:24 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour

7/4/2014 Friday 2:22:55 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour

7/4/2014 Friday 2:58:29 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour

7/4/2014 Friday 3:47:09 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Thriller

7/4/2014 Friday 4:34:06 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Wagon Train

7/4/2014 Friday 4:34:36 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Wagon Train

7/4/2014 Friday 4:35:06 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Wagon Train

7/5/2014 Saturday 7:13:23 AM K PSA-DRAWING ON BROTHER :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/5/2014 Saturday 7:13:53 AM K PSA - OCTOLAUNCH :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/5/2014 Saturday 7:14:23 AM K PSA -GERBILS ON A TRAIN :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/5/2014 Saturday 7:14:53 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/5/2014 Saturday 7:42:02 AM K PSA - GERBILS ON A TRAIN 1:00 NET Land of the Lost

7/5/2014 Saturday 7:43:02 AM K PSA-DRAWING ON BROTHER :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/5/2014 Saturday 7:43:32 AM K PSA -GERBILS ON A TRAIN :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/5/2014 Saturday 7:49:58 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/5/2014 Saturday 7:50:29 AM K PSA-DRAWING ON BROTHER :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/5/2014 Saturday 1:58:15 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Get Smart

7/5/2014 Saturday 2:13:45 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Honeymooners, The

7/5/2014 Saturday 3:44:09 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 NET Car 54, Where Are You?

7/5/2014 Saturday 4:18:05 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 NET Phil Silvers Show, The

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59am
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7/5/2014 Saturday 4:45:22 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Phil Silvers Show, The

7/6/2014 Sunday 6:12:27 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Family Affair

7/6/2014 Sunday 6:40:57 AM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Family Affair

7/6/2014 Sunday 5:58:54 PM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Cannon

7/6/2014 Sunday 10:31:27 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Thriller

7/6/2014 Sunday 3:29:33 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

7/6/2014 Sunday 3:51:41 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Route 66

7/6/2014 Sunday 3:57:59 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Route 66

7/7/2014 Monday 6:11:25 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Petticoat Junction

7/7/2014 Monday 7:16:17 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

7/7/2014 Monday 1:13:58 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Adam 12

7/7/2014 Monday 1:48:59 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Night Gallery

7/7/2014 Monday 12:42:57 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 NET Dragnet

7/7/2014 Monday 3:50:57 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Thriller

7/7/2014 Monday 4:50:33 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Wagon Train

7/7/2014 Monday 4:57:52 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 NET Wagon Train

7/8/2014 Tuesday 5:11:51 AM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Wanted: Dead or Alive

7/8/2014 Tuesday 5:12:21 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Wanted: Dead or Alive

7/8/2014 Tuesday 5:54:04 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

7/8/2014 Tuesday 5:58:06 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

7/8/2014 Tuesday 3:25:08 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 NET Thriller

7/8/2014 Tuesday 4:29:43 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Wagon Train

7/12/2014 Saturday 7:11:44 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/12/2014 Saturday 7:12:44 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/12/2014 Saturday 7:13:14 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/12/2014 Saturday 7:41:38 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/12/2014 Saturday 7:42:08 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/12/2014 Saturday 7:42:38 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/12/2014 Saturday 7:43:08 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/12/2014 Saturday 7:49:24 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Land of the Lost

7/18/2014 Friday 4:22:48 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Wagon Train

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:19:13 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:19:43 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:20:13 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:20:43 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:40:35 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:41:05 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:41:35 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:42:05 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:48:41 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/19/2014 Saturday 7:49:11 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/19/2014 Saturday 4:22:48 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30

7/24/2014 Thursday 4:26:19 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Wagon Train

7/25/2014 Friday 4:30:58 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Wagon Train

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:12:27 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:12:57 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:13:27 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:13:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:39:40 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:40:10 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:40:40 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:41:10 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:47:30 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/26/2014 Saturday 7:48:00 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

7/28/2014 Monday 3:58:09 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Thriller

8/2/2014 Saturday 7:12:35 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/2/2014 Saturday 7:13:05 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/2/2014 Saturday 7:13:35 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/2/2014 Saturday 7:14:06 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/2/2014 Saturday 7:38:38 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/2/2014 Saturday 7:39:08 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/2/2014 Saturday 7:39:38 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/2/2014 Saturday 7:40:08 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Land of the Lost
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8/2/2014 Saturday 7:46:29 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/2/2014 Saturday 7:46:59 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/9/2014 Saturday 7:11:54 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/9/2014 Saturday 7:12:55 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/9/2014 Saturday 7:13:25 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/9/2014 Saturday 7:41:44 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Land of the Lost

8/9/2014 Saturday 7:42:44 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/9/2014 Saturday 7:43:14 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/9/2014 Saturday 7:49:46 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/9/2014 Saturday 7:50:16 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:11:16 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:11:46 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:12:16 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:12:46 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:41:21 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:41:51 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:42:21 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:42:51 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:48:07 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/16/2014 Saturday 7:48:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:18:16 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:18:46 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:19:16 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:19:46 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:38:47 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:39:17 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:39:48 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:40:18 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:49:55 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/23/2014 Saturday 7:50:25 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/24/2014 Sunday 4:22:51 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Saint, The

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:12:05 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:12:36 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:13:06 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:13:36 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:40:21 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:40:51 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:41:21 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:41:51 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:50:00 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Land of the Lost

8/30/2014 Saturday 7:50:30 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Land of the Lost

9/1/2014 Monday 5:20:53 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET That Girl

9/1/2014 Monday 7:45:25 AM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET I Love Lucy

9/1/2014 Monday 2:25:21 PM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Bonanza

9/1/2014 Monday 2:25:51 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Bonanza

9/1/2014 Monday 7:43:30 PM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET M*A*S*H

9/1/2014 Monday 3:46:25 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Route 66

9/2/2014 Tuesday 5:14:30 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET That Girl

9/2/2014 Tuesday 7:15:41 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

9/2/2014 Tuesday 8:46:37 PM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

9/2/2014 Tuesday 3:41:22 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

9/3/2014 Wednesday 4:41:03 XM PSA-MARRIAGE TAKES TEAMWORK 1:00 NET Naked City

9/5/2014 Friday 5:19:00 AM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET That Girl

9/5/2014 Friday 6:09:46 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Petticoat Junction

9/5/2014 Friday 6:10:16 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Petticoat Junction

9/5/2014 Friday 6:49:26 AM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

9/5/2014 Friday 8:43:57 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

9/5/2014 Friday 3:47:08 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

9/5/2014 Friday 4:20:49 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Naked City

9/5/2014 Friday 4:43:18 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Naked City

9/6/2014 Saturday 5:19:38 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET The Rogues

9/6/2014 Saturday 6:58:00 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET The Rogues

9/6/2014 Saturday 5:44:41 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Rifleman, The
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9/6/2014 Saturday 7:15:07 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Batman

9/6/2014 Saturday 8:42:31 PM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Wonder Woman

9/6/2014 Saturday 1:15:12 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea

9/6/2014 Saturday 12:40:02 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Lost In Space

9/6/2014 Saturday 3:24:32 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

9/6/2014 Saturday 3:26:03 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

9/6/2014 Saturday 3:58:47 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

9/6/2014 Saturday 4:29:21 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Thriller

9/7/2014 Sunday 5:25:18 AM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Green Hornet,The

9/7/2014 Sunday 6:40:04 AM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Land of the Lost

9/7/2014 Sunday 7:16:10 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

9/7/2014 Sunday 7:16:40 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

9/7/2014 Sunday 12:45:15 PM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Brady Bunch, The

9/7/2014 Sunday 3:48:48 PM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Remington Steele

9/7/2014 Sunday 6:24:47 PM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Hawaii Five-0

9/7/2014 Sunday 6:26:17 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Hawaii Five-0

9/7/2014 Sunday 7:46:55 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Black Sheep Squadron

9/7/2014 Sunday 7:47:26 PM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Black Sheep Squadron

9/7/2014 Sunday 8:44:53 PM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Columbo

9/7/2014 Sunday 9:35:00 PM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Columbo

9/7/2014 Sunday 9:35:30 PM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Columbo

9/7/2014 Sunday 11:49:31 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Mission Impossible

9/7/2014 Sunday 12:14:02 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Get Smart

9/7/2014 Sunday 12:56:32 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Get Smart

9/7/2014 Sunday 2:31:21 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Naked City

9/7/2014 Sunday 3:28:37 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Route 66

9/7/2014 Sunday 3:29:07 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

9/7/2014 Sunday 3:45:57 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Route 66

9/7/2014 Sunday 4:14:48 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Peter Gunn

9/7/2014 Sunday 4:58:21 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Mr. Lucky

9/8/2014 Monday 10:23:13 AM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Perry Mason

9/8/2014 Monday 3:14:27 PM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Rifleman, The

9/8/2014 Monday 4:25:13 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Naked City

9/8/2014 Monday 4:25:43 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Naked City

9/14/2014 Sunday 6:40:41 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Land of the Lost

9/14/2014 Sunday 7:56:51 AM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Leave It To Beaver

9/14/2014 Sunday 2:47:03 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Naked City

9/18/2014 Thursday 11:15:16 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Cheers

9/18/2014 Thursday 3:46:13 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

9/18/2014 Thursday 3:46:43 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Route 66

9/18/2014 Thursday 4:27:49 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE :30 NET Naked City

9/18/2014 Thursday 4:28:19 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Naked City

9/18/2014 Thursday 4:28:49 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Naked City

9/18/2014 Thursday 4:48:33 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Naked City

9/18/2014 Thursday 4:49:03 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Naked City

9/18/2014 Thursday 4:58:03 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE :30 NET Naked City

9/20/2014 Saturday 6:45:19 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET The Rogues

9/20/2014 Saturday 12:21:13 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Big Valley, The

9/20/2014 Saturday 2:24:06 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Bonanza

9/20/2014 Saturday 3:24:58 PM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Rawhide

9/20/2014 Saturday 9:45:33 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE :30 NET Star Trek

9/20/2014 Saturday 2:50:15 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Night Gallery

9/20/2014 Saturday 3:46:36 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

9/20/2014 Saturday 4:27:10 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Thriller

9/24/2014 Wednesday 1:42:48 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Night Gallery

9/26/2014 Friday 5:44:56 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Make Room For Daddy

9/26/2014 Friday 6:43:06 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

9/26/2014 Friday 7:46:37 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET I Love Lucy

9/26/2014 Friday 8:16:36 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Leave It To Beaver

9/26/2014 Friday 1:58:58 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Night Gallery

9/26/2014 Friday 2:24:20 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Ironside

9/26/2014 Friday 2:46:09 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Ironside

9/26/2014 Friday 2:58:47 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Ironside
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9/26/2014 Friday 4:20:44 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Naked City

9/28/2014 Sunday 1:15:41 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Brady Bunch, The

9/28/2014 Sunday 10:24:27 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Man from U.N.C.L.E, The

9/28/2014 Sunday 3:42:57 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Route 66

9/28/2014 Sunday 4:45:34 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Mr. Lucky

9/29/2014 Monday 6:58:46 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

9/29/2014 Monday 9:20:15 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Daniel Boone

9/29/2014 Monday 11:43:55 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Dragnet

9/29/2014 Monday 3:43:58 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Rifleman, The

9/29/2014 Monday 1:46:24 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Night Gallery

9/29/2014 Monday 12:28:20 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Adam 12

9/29/2014 Monday 2:26:40 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Ironside

9/29/2014 Monday 2:45:23 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Ironside

9/30/2014 Tuesday 1:13:32 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 NET Adam 12

9/30/2014 Tuesday 1:45:40 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Night Gallery

9/30/2014 Tuesday 12:12:07 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Perry Mason

9/30/2014 Tuesday 2:27:14 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Ironside

9/30/2014 Tuesday 2:28:14 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Ironside

9/30/2014 Tuesday 2:49:13 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BAD DATERS :30 NET Ironside

9/30/2014 Tuesday 3:58:50 XM PSA-DIVORCE MEDIATION :30 NET Route 66

9/30/2014 Tuesday 4:40:37 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Naked City
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